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ABSTRACT

After the abandoning of fixed exchange

rates by most major countries in 1973, it was observeo

that exchange rates fluctuated disproportionally to

relative prices. "The asset market approach to

exchange rate determination " has been used to explain

the volatility of the exchange rates. The application

of "the asset market approach to exchange rate deter

mination " to a large country framework is the subject

of this dissertation.

The effect of an increase of nominal money

supply on the exchange rate is dampened in a two-country

world and overshooting lS not a necessary feature of the

model. The model has the advantage of examining the

effect of real shocks, like an increase in government

spending. It can also handle shocks due to changes in

foreign varlables (nominul or real) which are equally

important in a large country setting.

The assumption that both domestic and foreign

variables have the same coefficient but opposite signs,

which has been used extensively in the theoretical and

empirical literature, is relaxed since its imposition

could even reverse the signs of the constraint
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coefficients.

Even within a two-country model, the long-

run proportionality between money, prices and exchange

rates, that is, purchasing power parity, holds. This is

derived as a long-run zero degree homogeneity restric

tion in money and prices which can be tested. The

impact period results, however, are different from those

derived in a small country world.

The sample consists of 42 quarterly observa

tions (19731-198311) and only the large OECD countries,

France, Germany, Japan, the UK and the US are considered.

The notion of effective exchange rate is applied. The

foreign variables are constructed by aggregating over the

major trade partners of each country using trade weights.

It is shown that the reduced form system is

quite successful in tracking the actual data and that

the model is indeed stable. There is no indication of

overshooting except for France, and the restriction

implying purchasing power parity cannot be statistically

accepted. Finally, the predictive performance of the

purchasing power parity is evaluated.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The world moved to a general system of

floating exchange rates after the collapse of the

Bretton Woo~s agreement in 1973 and a revivea interest

in the theory of purchasing power parity has emerged

during the last decade. The experience of the major

advanced industrial economies has led many to argue

that generalized floating may not Le a panacea for

international monetary problems. An understanding of

the forces influencing currency values is of prin~

importance to the international financier and investors

and to everyone concerned with international finance

and trade. Foreign exchange is one of the key factors

which detevmines quoted prices of products and serVLces.

Over the years several competing theories

to explain changes in foreign exchange rates have been

proposed. One of the major theories, the theory of

purchasing power parity, is examined in aepth in this

thesis. There are two opposing views on the theory of

currency depreciation. In the elasticity ap~roach to
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the balance of trade, a devaluation or currency deprecia

tion is believed to have a small inflationary impact on

the devaluing country. On the other hand, the monetary

approach to the balance of payments assumes considerable

inflation in the short run. In the context of the

international economy changes in price levels and

changes in exchange rates will offset one another.

This is one implication of the neoclassical theory.

The purchasing power parity theory implies

that changes in relative prices are reflected in changes

in exchange rates. This proposition has been tested

with relatively simple models. Recently, the purchasing

power parity relationship has been explicitly incor

porated into the monetary approach to exchange rate

determination and dynamic versions of it have been

tested.

The purchasing power parity theory has been

used as a long-run proposition or as a steady-state

relation. Given that it holds in the long run, useful

conclusions can be drawn for the short-run behaviour

of exchange rates. Dornbusch's (1976b) paper falls in

this category.

Dornbusch's approach is extended here to a large

country framework and the extended variable output case
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of the Dornbusch model is considered. Previous studies

have completely neglected feedback responses from

abroad. There appears to be no other study in which

purchasing power parity is examined within a two-country

model. The phenomenon of overshooting, as first

conceived by Dornbusch In a small country setting, is

not a necessary phenomenon in a large country model.

The model constructed in the present study

can examine the effects, not only of changes of money

supply, which have commonly been considered in other

studies, but also of exogenous real shocks, such as an

increase of government expeuuitures or of energy prices.

It can also handle shocks to the foreign variables

(nominal or real) and examine their effects on the

domestic country.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2

describes the literature concerning purchasing power

parity as a theory of exchange rates. Since the

proposition of purchasing power parity is quite old,

there is a vast amount of literature to be discussed.

However, only the more recent trends in the literature

are given close attention. After defining some basic

concepts, a survey of recent studies is provided under

three headings: price indices and effective exchange
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rates; policy considerations; and dynamics and lag

structure.

Chapter 3 describes the theoretical model.

It is a model within the tradition of the asset market

approach to exchange rate determination. The small

country assumption has been replaced by a two-country

model which is more appropriate for explaining the

economies of some large industrial countries. Even with

a two-country model, the long-run proportionality

between money, prices and exchange rates, that is,

purchasing power parity, holds. This is derived as a

result of the model and it appears as a long-run

homogeneity restriction in money ana prices which can

be tested. The impact period results, however, are

different from those obtained with the Dornbusch model.

Chapter 4 discusses some considerations preli

minary to estimation. The objective of that chapter is

to make the model presented in chapter 3 applicable

for empirical implementation. The question of the

standard country, the time period, the sample of

domestic and rest of the world countries, S0me

reasons for the choice of the price index and the

treatment of expectations are discussed.
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The sample consists of 42 quarterly obser

vations covering the flexible exchange rate period

19731-198311 and only the large GEeD countries, France,

Germany, Japan, the UK and the US are considered. The

rest of the world variables are constructed by aggre

gating over the major trade partners of each country

using trade weights. This aggregation allowsus to

have an effective exchange rate even for tne US, by

treating the US symmetrically with tne other countries.

The estimation methoQ to be used and the

statistical criteria to be applied, as well as the

various tests performed with the model, are discusseci

in chapter 5. Zellner's seemingly unrelated regression

method is used. All the endogenous variables are

expressed in terms of exogenous variables and random

errors which are correlated across equations. The model

allows us to test for the purchasing power parity and

the phenomenon of overshooting or undershooting

following a money supply change.

The model is flexible enough to test the

proposition that domestic ana foreign variables enter

the equations wi th cornmon coefficients but of opposi te

signs. Though such an assumption has not been made, it

can be tested with a log-likelihood ratio test. It is
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an assumption that has been adopted very extensively

In other studies without any a priori theoretical

reasoning.

Chapter 6 is concerned with the validation

of the model by comparing observed historical with

actual values. Subsequently, the predictive perfor

mance of the purchasing power parity theory is

examined, based on simulated values of domestic and

foreign prices and exchange rates. Some simulation

experiments are performed to evaluate the response of

the model to various shocks.

Chapter 7 summarizes the study and makes

suggestions for future research.



2.1

CHAPTER 2

THE PURCHASING POIqF.R PARITY THEORY

OF EXCHANGE RATES: A SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

Purchasing power parity (P.P.P.) theory can

be considered as an extension of the quantity theory

of money in an open economy. The monetary approach

explains exchange rate movements largely by actual and

anticipated movements of relative money stocks. Thus,

it stresses one line of causation running from money to

domestic prices to exchange rate.

Gustav Cassel (1916,1922,1928) is the first

economist to place P.P.P. within a systematic framework

and it is this framework that has been used extensively

even in recent studies. The origins, however, of P.P.P.

can be traced back to Ricardo (1970) and Wheatley

(1970) .

P.P.P. has been used in a variety of contexts

and for a variety of purposes: as a tool for assessing

exchange rate disequilibria under both floating and

fixed exchange rate regimes, for time series as well

as comparative static comparisons of purchasing power

parities and exchange rates, as a basic relation in

7
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aggregate econometric models, as a tool for investi

gating the movement of internal price ratios, as a

test of the con~odity arbitrage hypothesis and as a

criterion for setting new exchange rates.

The literature of P.P.P. is so large that it

is not possible to cover it here. Fortunately, Officer

(1976) offers an excellent review article. He examines

both the theoretical and empirical studies concerning

P.P.P. and various arguments in favour of and against

it. The question of productivity bias lS particularly

emphasized. A historical description of the early

controversies that led P.P.P. to emerge as a tneory

can be fOWld in Nyhrman (1976). The book by Lee (1976)

can be considered as a reference volume.

Recent trends and particularly P.P.P. within

the modern approach to exchange rate determination are

not dealt with in these studies. Thus, after discussing

some definitions and methodological issues relating to

P.P.P., the recent trends of the literature are surveyed

here. The problem of choosing the appropriate price

index is apparent and a special sectlon is devoted to it.

The orientation of P.P.P. towards policy considerations

and the dynamic formulation of the theory, which lS a

very recent development, are then considered.
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DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGY

The proposition that national monies tend

toward purchasing power parities over real goods and

services gives a good starting point to examine

the question of whether equilibrium exchange rates

between commodities and currencies' are es tablished.

The definition of P.P.P. between two countries has two

versions: the absolute and the relative. According to

the absolute version the equilibrium rate of exchange

between domestic and foreign currency equals the ratio

between domestic and foreign prices. The relative

version states that the exchange rate is equal to the

product of the exchange rate in a base period and the

ratio of the countries' price indices. In other words,

the relative P.P.P. relates equilibrium change in the

exchange rate to changes in the ratio of domestic to

foreign price indices.

The following definitions are required:

a) The balance of payments is defined as the

official settlements account of the basic balance.

b) 1The short-run equilibrium exchange rate

is the rate that would exist under a freely floating

exchange rate regime.

1 By exchange rate we mean the spot exchange rate,
unless otherwise stated.
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c) The long-run equilibrium exchange rate

is the fixed rate that would lead to balance of payments

equilibrium over a period that incorporates any cyclical

variation in the balance of payments, assuming that there

are no trade restrictions and no monetary and/or fiscal

intervention by the authorities.

d) P.P.P. refers to the long-run equilibrium

exchange rate or the main determinant of it.

e) The short-run equilibrium exchange rate

is a function of the long-run equilibrium exchange

rate as the former tends to approach the latter.

These definitions indicate that the short-

run equilibrium exchange rate is a function of P.P.P.

(in its absolute or relative version) and o~her factors.

There are two extreme cases. First, one can define

the short-run equilibrium eXc!1ange rate at a glven time

as equal to the P.P.P. at the same time. In this

case t11e short-run e4uililJriwll exchange rate cannot

deviate even temporarily from ~he current value of

P.P.P. Second, P.P.P. can be consiaered merely as

one variable in a set of variables within a system of

multivariable equations which determines the exchange

rate.

In an intermediate case one could express the
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current short-run equilibrium exchange rate as a

function of current and past values of P.P.P. This

brings the theory closer to Cassel's formulation,

especially when an error term is added. Cassel

(1918) considers the short-run equilibrium exchange

rate as a function of the current value of P.P.P.

and allows also other explanatory variables and an

error term to enter his formulation. But he is explicit

in showing that the most important explanatory variable

is the current value of P.P.P.

Two dimensions of P.P.P. have been indicated

above. The absolute, as distinguished from the relative

form of P.P.P., and P.P.P. as a theory of exchange rates.

A third uimension has to do with the application of

P.P.P. as a conversion factor to transfer data from one

national currency to another. This application has led

to the incorporation of the index number theory in the

P.P.P. literature and to intercountry comparisons of

2gross domestic product and its components. Though the

concept of P.P.P. as a conversion factor will not be

used here, it is unavoiaable that a variety of product-

price or factor-cost measures will be used in defining

2 See Kravis, Irving and others (1975).
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P.P.P., particularly in emplrical work. Such

measures can be the gross domestic price deflator,

the cost-of-living price index, the wholesale price

index, wage rates, unit labour costs and unit factor

costs. The explicit incorporation of the price lndices

in the previously given definitions and a formal and

rigorous interpretation of the absolute and relative

P.P.P. versions are undertaken below 3 .

2.2.1 ABSOLUTE PURCHASING POWER PARITY

PThe purchasing power of money at time t, Mt ,

1S defined as the reciprocal of some commodity price

index. Assume n commodities in the world.

commodity price of money at time t is

1
n

I
i==l

Then the

(2.1)

1where P
t

1S the domestic currency price of a unit of

good i and c. is the weight (importance) assigned to
1

commodity i in constructing the domestic pr1ce index.

It is evident from (2.1) that MP declines with general
t

3 McKinnon (1979, pp. 119-122) gives a similar inter-
pretation for the absolute and relative versions.
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inflation in the prices of commodities.

A similar relationship can be written for

some particular foreign country:

FMP 1
t n

Fp il d.
i=l 1. t

(2 .2)

where FM~ is the foreign commodity price of money at

time t, FP~ is the to reign currency price of commodity

i and d. is the foreign weight assigned to commodity i.
l

According to Cassel (1922), the absolute

version of P.P.P. is defined as the ratio of the

purchasing power of the two monies at time t. "Our

valuation of a foreign currency in terms of our own,

therefore, mainly depends on the relative purchasing

power of the two currencies in their respective

countries ... This parity I call purchasing power

parity. " (pp. 138-140.) Thus, we can define the

P.P.P. exchange rate as

=

n

I i. lC,P
tl= l

n .
I d.FP~

i=l l

(2. 3)

This is the detinition of the absolute P.P.P. It is

the parity ratio of the purchasing powers of the two
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manics and it is expressed In domestic currency per

unit of foreign currency.

Four conditions should be satisfied so that I

h ' 't ,PPP 1 1 h 11t lS parl y ratlo, E , exact y equa s t e actua y

quoted spot exchange rate, E:

a) No tariffs or other barriers to trade

exist.

b) All goods are perfectly tradeable with

zero transportation costs.

c) Within each commodity category In the above

equation, the domestic and foreign goods are perfectly

homogeneous.

d) The price indices used are the same

for both countries, i.e.,

C,
l

d" where i
l

1,2, ... ,n (2.4)

If the first three conditions hold, then the law of

one price holds, which implies that perfect commodity

arbltrage occurs. According to the previous notation

E.FI'~ for all i 1,2, ... , n (2. 5)

But even when the law of one price holds,
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h · h PPPnot lng guarantees t at E = E unless c. = d ..
l l

Therefore, in order to obtain the absolute version of

P.P.P., these four strong conditions should hold. This

is apparent if one substitutes equations (2.4) and

(2.5) into (2.3). These conditions are rather extreme

to hold in the short run. Commodity arbitrage among

tradeable goods is more likely to hold in the long run.

2.2.2 RELATIVE PURCHASING POWER PARITy4

The law of one price in international commodity

arbitrage is a strong condition. It forces the relative

prices of goods in one country to be the same as those

in another country in situations of bilateral comparisons.

Thus, what commodity will be chosen to calculate the

parity exchange rate is not important. One could write,

for instance, E =

single commodity.

= EPPP , where k can be any

Suppose the law of one price is relaxed. Then

a measure of commodity purchasing power of money is

necessary in each country. Usually, national price

4
The relationship between absolute and relative P.P.P.
is explained in detail in Officer (1978).
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indices of traded goods are used. A price index for

tradeable goods should be calculated with equal

commodity weights (c. = d.) across countries.
l l

Often

each country will publish a domestic consumer price

index, a gross national product deflator, a wholesale

price index and an export prlce index. Although

international statistical conventions may be such that

these indices obey the same classification schemes

among countries (e.g., the wholesale price index

usually lncludes agricultural commodities, manufactured

goods and industrial materials, and excludes services),

the problem of different weights remains.

Another problem is that price indices are

always calculated relative to some base year. They

cannot, therefore, be used directly, according to equations

(2.1) and (2.2), to get the absolute purchasing powers

of currencies. Those who use national price indices

adopt the following convention:

Let

where PI
l

is the domestic price index at time one

relative to time zero and
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n
I Fpl. Id.

FPI
I

l== l 1
n

FpiI d.
i==l l 0

where t'PI l is the foreign price index at time one

relative to time zero. Even when c. == d., the ratio
l l

rate.

will not be equal to the absolute P.P.P. exchange

For this to be the case, the absolute P.P.P.

must hold in the base period (time zero)

n

I i. lC'P Ol= l

n
'I d Fp l
L . 0. 1 ll=

where EO is the actual exchange at time zero and E~PP

is the P.P.P. exchange rate at time zero.

E~PP, one can use the actual exchange rate, EO' and

knowledge of subsequent movements in the countries I

price indices to compute the relative version of P.P.P.,

E
PPP

.

According to the notation previously used,

This is the definition of the relative P.P.P.
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In practice, the condition that the exchange rate

should be in equilibrium in the base period can be

approximated by selecting a stable base year, or a

. f PIperiod of time over which the ratlo 0 FPI does not

(,lOVe a great de.:ll.

2.3 RECENT TRENDS IN THE PURCHASING POWER

PARITY LITERATURE

A revlved interest for the literature of

P.P.P. has emerged during the last decade after

the collapse of Bretton Woods (1973) and the return of

major currencies to a floating regimeS Three basic

trends are apparent in the recent literature. First is

the improvement of existing and the use of new indices,

since more data are available. Second, most of the recent

articles address directly the question of policy or at

least have policy implications. Third, P.P.P. theory

has been improved in the sense that dynamic structures

have been used.

S Some reasons for the re-emergence of P.P.P. theory
in the 19705 are given in Katseli (1979).
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PRICE INDICES AND EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES

The problem of choosing the appropriate

price index still remains a fundamental one in recent

lite rat ure . Apart from the question of the choice of

base and terminal years, the question of whether to

rely on bilateral or multilateral currency relationships

has emerged.

In June 1977, the Ford Foundation, in colla-

boration with the Central Bank of Greece, sponsored a

two-day conference on P.P.P. The papers presented

there were published by the Journal of International

Economics in May 1978. They cover a wide area related

to exchange ratesand prices. The choice of the appro-

priate index is addressed in most of these papers.

Frenkel (1978) presents two views. According

to the first, only prices of traded goods should be

Domestic commodity prices are secondary.

The second view is that P.P.P. refers to the internal

value of the currencies and variations in this value

can be measured by general indices reflecting all goods

marketed in the country. Those who support the view

that only traded goods should be included stress the

importance of commodity arbitrage as the mechanism which
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dominates the relationship between exchange rate and

price. Those who support the broader price index

stress the importance of equilibrium in the asset

markets, as the major mechanism of the relationship

between the exchange rate and price.

Proponents of commodity arbitrage argue that

only individual commodity prices should be analyzed,

and thus no aggregate price index is relevant. Proponents

of the asset market approach claim that this approach

takes for granted that commodity arbitrage equates

traded goods prices, and thus P.P.P. applied only to

traded goods becomes a truism. Consequently, proponents

of the asset market approach reject the use of a wholesale

price index since it gives an excessive weight to traded

goods. They claim that even when traded goods prices

have been equalized by commodity arbitrage, the exchange

rate will still be in disequilibrium because it coordinates

purchasing powers of monies in terms of the broad

definition of price levels.

According to Kravis and Lipsey (1978), there

are three measures appropriate for comparing price leve~

changes The GDP implicit deflator, the wholesale price

index and the consumer price index. GOP deflators

are the best since they are a general measure
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of a country's price level. Wholesale price indices

have been used extensively but they are biased towards

uniformity of price movements. They include a higher

proportion of tradeables than the implicit deflators.

They often overweight primary products and completely

omit highly differentiated products. Consumer price

indices are not subjected to these deficiencies, but

they provide partial measures of price level adjustments

because private consumption is usually only a proportion

of GDP.

If emphasis is on money demand, as the

monetary approach would suggest, consumer price in

dices should be used, especially when one is concerned

with households. But even the GDP implicit deflators

could be used since they have the advantage of taking at

least some account of the non-household holders of

money.

Regarding the choice among price indices

Thygesen (1978) presents four main candidates: indices

of export prices, wholesale prices, unit labour costs and

consumer prices. The export price indices would be

expected to bias the results very strongly in favour of

parallel price trends in various countries, when measured

with a COMGOn numeraire. Parallel export prices cannot
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constitute evidence in favour of P.P.P. but merely of

efficient arbitrage ~n international commodity markets,

i.e., the law of one price. At the statistical level, tnis

index is a unit-value rather than a genuine price index

and it leaves out completely prlces of import-competing

goods. At the theoretical level, observation of the

law of one price conveys little information about equili

brium in the long-run sense.

The defects of export price indices could be

avoided by using unit labour cost indices. Information on

P.P.P. as an equilibrium relationship would be more

consistent if one could combine data for hourly wages

and output per man-hour. However, there are both

statistical and theoretical problems with their use.

The quality of available statistics is suspect. Indirect

labour costs such as payroll taxes and unemployment

insurance are largely excluded. For some countries

unit labour cost data do not exist at all, while for

others they are not pUblished nationally. At the

theoretical level, it would be desirable to have infor

mation on total factor costs and productivity rather

on just the major factor of production.

Brillembourg (1977) attempts to give evidence

that a country with an overvalued currency will tend to

have a balance of payments deficit. He constructed a
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relative price index (RPI) that is used to judge the

relative overvaluation or undervaluation for 14

industrialized countries for the period 1963-74. His

paper considers the question of what is the best proxy

for RPI.

If the exchange rate 1S freely floating one

might be able to test for the appropriate RPI by

comparing it with the exchange rate which, by definition,

equals the equilibrium rate. He performs this test on

its dual, which is the balance of payments. Using the

wholesale (WPI) and consumer price index (CPI), the

following four types of RPls are constructed:

Domestic .CPI
Foreign CPI'

Domestic CPI
Foreign WPI'

Domestic WPI Domestic WPIandForeign CPI Foreign WPI

The foreign price index is not the index of

only one country, but a weighted average of many countries'

price indices. He uses only two weighting schemes:

trade and income weights. Combining the two sets of

weights, with the four combinations of CPI and WPI, 8

RPI measures are constructed. These measures are related

to the balance of payments. He finds that the results

are sensitive to the measure of RPI.

Brillembourg's constructions of RPIs has to

do with the notion of effective exchange rate. Officer

(1976) suggests that the selection of a standard country

requires reexamination. If a unique standard country is
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to be used in the computation of P.P.P. for a broad

group of countries, then the usual choice of the U.S.

seems justified. For individual country analysis,

however, the optimal standard country would be the one

with which the former country1s trade and payments links

are the strongest. This reasoning suggests that the

concept of effective exchange rate be applied to P.P.P.

Thus, the standard currency is replaced by an appropriate

weighted average of the currencies of the country's

main partners in trade and payments.

Rhomberg (1976) examines considerations relevant

to the construction of effective exchange rates and

compares effective exchange rates constructed by various

organizations for various countries. Effective rates

have been constructed by the US Treasury, the us

Federal Reserve, the IMF (multilateral exchange rate

model, or MEru~), the UK Treasury and the OECD. The

most comprehensive indices are those of the IMF which cover

21 countries. The proper choice of weights for an

index of the effective exchange rate depends on its

purpose. The use of trade weighted indices is especially

inappropriate for primary producing countries. For such

countries a separate methodology is developed by

Belanger (1976). The Fund's MERM is extended to primary

producing countries. As primary commodities are relatively
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homogeneous, income weighted indices are mOre reliable

indicators of the effect of exchange rates on export

receipts, for the primary producing countries. Trade

weighted indices are more appropriate for industrial

countries that have exports which are more differentiated,

and hence less substitutable for similar products of a

different origin.

Officer (1980) tests the predictive power of

the theory over long tilne periods spanning the pre-world

War I gold standard to the managed float regime of the

1970s. The GDP deflator as the price measure and the

beffective exchange rate concept are used. The

predictive power of the P.P.P. hypothesis rather than

its fundamental assumption that monetary changes dominate

real wages in the domestic and foreign economies between

the base and the current periods is tested.

6

In the base

In view of non-uniform availability of GDP deflators
among countries over time, several base periods and
associated country samples are used. All samples
share the same current period (1975) and intervening
period (1966). Intervening periods are similar to
the current period in the sense that effective
exchange rates and relative prices are computed ana
compared, thus testing P.P.P. theory. In order to
maximize country coverage given data availability,
three alternative base periods are selected: 1879, 1905
and 1913.
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periOd exchange rate and relative price are equal. A

comparative static test of the theory is devised by

comparing how far from the ideal condition of the base

period are P.P.P. computations. The main findings are

that in multilateral computations, the average forecast

error of the theory is in the order of 5-10 per cent

for 1966, as the terminating period, and 15-2S percent

for 1976 in that role. Considering bilateral computations

and a longer tlme span (over a centurj) the average

forecast error is in the order of 10 per cent and 1-4

per cent for the 1966 and 1975 periods, respectively.

Officer accepted the hypothesis that deviations from

P.P.P. follow a normal distribution. These deviations

could be explained in terms of structural changes in

the economies.

The choice between bilateral and effective

exchange rates in econometric tests of P.P.P. can

affect the results. In the Optimum Currency Area

(OPTICA) report, for instance, "conformity to P.P.P. is

consideraLl.l closer multilaterally than bilaterally."

(Thygesen, 1978, p. 306).
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The diversity of topics covered in the liter

ature of P.P.P. indicates the central role of P.P.P. in

relation to exchange rate problems. They share the

common focus 0f exchange rates and relative prices on

their role in the macroeconomic adJustment process. The

papers discussed in this section will make clear that P.P.P.

has moved from a narrow assertion aDout the behaviour of

prices and exchange rates, to p011Cy oriented questions

of intervention strategles and formation of currency

blocks.

Dornbusch (1976a) develops three views for

the determination of exchange rates and their inter

action with macroeconomic equllibrium and aggregate

policies. First, a long-run view characterizes exchange

rate determination in terms of monetary and real factors

which concern relati ve prlce structures. Second, there

is a "liquidity" or short-run view which emphasizes the

role of asset market equilibrlum and expectatlons. Third,

there lS a policy view which indicates that in the short

run nominal disturbances will tend to be transmitted

internationally. This latter view analyzes the effective

ness of aggregate policies. ~ crltical ingredient of the
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Dornbusch approach is the P.P.P. theory in the narrow sense

of goods arbitrage for traded goods. He showed that a

flexible rate system is expected to exhibit a luck of

homogeneity in the short run. If prices are st1cky,

monetary changes as much as foreign price disturbances

will be transmitted internationally and will destroy the

insulating properties of a flexible rate system.

P.P.P. is relevant under both fixed and flexible

rates. This is the message in Genberg's paper (1978),

Wh1Ch attemptea to compare P.P.P. calculations under both

regimes. P.P.P. in this context is used as an explanatlon

of both the international transmission of inflation and

of movements in a freely floating exchange rate. He

concludes that P.P.P. is mainly a long-run phenomenon.

In the short run the deviations are smaller and less

prolonged under a fi~ed exchange rate reg1me.

Two papers presented at the confen::nce on P.P.P.

in Athens (1977) are concerned with the role of P.P.P.

as a pollCy guide wlthln the L.E.C. The paper presented

by 'I'hygesen (1978) 1S a s urmnary 0 f tile so-called OPT lCA

report sponsored by the Commission of the European

Communit1es. It 1S argued that changes in the exchange

rates 0 f the European C04illlUni ty member currencies during
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the perlod between the early 1960s and the mld-1970s

~redominantly reflect inflatlon differentials. In

reviewing observed exchange rate developments, the

characterization given by Krugman and Dornbusch (1976),

that P.P.P. is the focal ~oint of any longer run analysis of

the exchange rate, is confirmed. The results are extremely

good when wholesale 2rice indices are used to express

natlonal inflation rates and P.P.P. is measured in terms

of effective exchange rates. These results Justify a

P.P.P.-based intervention rule as the main criterion for

managing the individually or jointly floating European

currenCles. What the OPTICA report claims is that a

P.P.P. rule for adjusting effective rates for European

currenCles is sufficiently close to a long-run equilibrium

to prevent major distortions and is also useful in prevent

ing a repetition of the sudden movements of the actual

exchange rates in the mld-1970s.

The paper presented by Vaubel (1978) stresses

the role of P.P.P. in the context of optlmum currency

areas. An operatlonal criterion of the deslrability

of currency unification is the devlation from relative

P.P.P. The criterion is applied to the European Community

in 1959-76 and in various subperiods, and the CPI is

used. It is shown that the community is a less aesirable

currency area than otnt.:'l conlparable eXlsting currency
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and Germany. It is possible, however,

using P.P.P. as a guide, to identify the member countries

which are the most suitable candidates for currency

unification.

Until Neihans' (1980) "Dynamic Purchasing

Power as a Monetary Rule," the P. P . P. literature used

the assumption that the only instrument of monetary

policy is the buying and selling of foreign exchange

against domestic money. Thus, only the money supply

could be varied, and the OPTICA report follows this

tradition. But Niehans suggests that "this may be

unsatisfactory and that the real problem is the appro

priate combination of different policy instruments."

(p. 228 )

His main contribution is that he introduces the

ratlo between foreign exchange reserves and domestic

securities in the central bank, as another policy instru-

ment. If this ratio is positive the central bank can

increase its foreign exchange holdings at the expense

of the domestic portfolio, without chanqing the n~ney

supply. The objective, therefore, of a P.P.P.-rule can

be attained not by controlling the money supply, but by

changing the composition of a constant monetary base.

But shifts between foreign and domestic securities are not
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sufficient to neutralize foreign disturbances. Thus, the

problem remains. The satisfactory insulation of the

domestic economy against foreign disturbances requires

not only variations in the money supply through foreign

exchange purchases but a more complex policy. Thus, he

concludes we have returned to the familiar Mundell-Flemlng

problem of selecting the aP2ropriate combination of

different pollCy instruments.

P.P.P. as a feasible policy has been used in an

extension of a medium term simulation of the Link

system (1980-1990) presented in the 1980 ~obel Lecture 7 .

In that lecture a particular simplifying assumption was

to treat the exchange rates as exogenous variables and

fixed at their 1981 values for the remainder of the decade.

L.R. Klein, S. Fardoust and V. Filatov (19bl) realized

that this assumption is inappropriate for a simulation

study airnlng at investigating equilibrium properties

of a system. The original simulation mOdel is

modifieu by introducing the principle of P.P.P. for

treating exchange rates as endogenous variables.

P.P.P. is used in this context to give

answers to two questions: first, if it performs

7 Klein (1980).
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equ1l1brating functions, and second, 1f the doctr1ne

of P.P.P. 1S 1nterest1ng in 1tS UWl! tlght as a rule for

determ1ning exchange rates in an 1n ternational model.

The results indicate that P.P.P. does not do wonders

for the world economy ~ut tha~ it does constitute a

convergent dynamic process. F'urthennore, it can be

useo successfully to hold down inflation in the Euro

Link OEeD countries that appreciate their currencies

relat1ve to the dollar. The enoogeneity of the exchange

rate 1n the medium-term projection does not provide

firm ground for estimating year by year exchange rate

movements. It gives, however, a basis for using P.P.P.

as a feasible process that does not upset the stability

of the solution in the context of a world model. It is

applicable in examining long-run exchange rate movements.

The usefulness of P.P.P. as a policy guide

1S recognized in Frenkel (19bla), though his empirical

£ indln(j s do not support the theory. 1'1112 ell f fe ren ti 31

speed)!' adJustment between commodity and asset

prices was the most important reason for explalning

deviations from P.P.P. during the 1970s. Given the

dev1atlons from P.P.P., Fre~kel questions what is

left for policy purposes. He concludes that as a

policy instrument it provides a guide useful for the

general trend of exchange rates, particularly when the
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orlglns underlying the trend are monetary. In the

context of macroeconomic policy it LS an im~ortant

reminder that policies affecting the trend of domestic

relative to foreign prices affect the exchange rate in

a similar way.

Niehans (1981) goes a step further and shows

that even in the case of purely monetary disturbances,

there is no reason for the equilibrium exchange rate to

correspond to P.P.P.,as long as P.P.P. is not corrected

for the bias due to the particular type of monetary policy.

He proves that the creation of money through purchases

of foreign exchange results ln an over-valuation of

the currency relative to P.P.P., while an increase in

domestic debt at a given money supply results in an under

valuation. These results apply to full equilibrium. Only

if the increase in debts as a percentage of total domestic

assets of the private sector equals the percentage increase

In money supply will the exchange rate correspond

to P.P.P. In this case the foreign exchange component

of the central bank's assets will increase in the same

proportion to the domestic component via the increase of

the exchange rate.
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DYNAMICS AND LAG STRUCTURE

A test for P.P.P. is to calculate a time series

of relative P.P.P. during a period when the exchange rate

is floating and then compare it with the corresponding

time series of the actual floating rate. This procedure

was very common in the early tests of P.P.P. theory when

floating exchange rate regimes were examined. However,

recent studies recognize that there is no need for the

relationship to be simultaneous. Allowance for lags is

consistent with the theory and improves its explanatory

power, if the lags are distributed over time. Despite

the extensi ve research that followed Cassel's original

formulation, dynamic considerations were explicitly

considered only in the 1970s.

In 197JJ Thomas examined an adaptive expectations

model that relates expected to actual P.P.P.

the following model:

He presents

P and pB stand for the current and expected

P.P.P. (ratio of domestic to foreign WPls) respectively,

and the subscript t-l denotes a one month lag. The
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current P.P.P. determines the trade balance but the

expected P.P.P. represents speculative capital flows.

Eleven countries and monthly data for the period 1920-24

are considered. The estimated b came close to zero,

indicating a low elasticity of expectations, which is a

favourable result for the validity of P.P.P.

Two years later, Hodgson and Phelps (1975)

offered evidence on the short-run characteristics of

P.P.P. The usual P.P.P. testing in a static form 15

performed according to the following equation:

Pt stands for the ratio of the domestic to foreign

]:)rice level at time t. a l 1S expecteci to be positive.

P.P.P. will be valid if a l is close to unity and the

constant term close to zero. A long time is required

for forces of adjustment to verify the eyuation, and the

authors take into account that the relation between P.P.P.

and the exchange rate is distributed over time. To

introduce distributed-lag effects, Hodgson and Phelps

employea the following variants of the Rational

Distributed-Lag model:
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£n E
t

Both r,lodels are fitted to 14 countries that had used

floating rates in the period 1919-1925. In both mouels

movements in P.P.P. explain more than 90 per cent of

the movements in exchange rates and the average lag

is less than Sl x mon ths for the maj ori ty 0 f the coun tries.

In early studies of P.P.P. theory no distinctlon

between short run and long run was made. Frenkel (197t»

emphasizes thls distinction. he assumes a long-run

P.P.P. relationship. The long-run exchange rate (E*)

is treated as a function of relative prices:

A short-run partial adJustment process by

which the percentage rate of chanqe of the exchange rate

is proportional to the logarithm of tne ratio of the

long-run value to the actual exchange rate is then

considered:

>!.n E - e.n E
t t-l

"*
== y(',n E

t
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Combinins the two equations and adding an

error term, Frenkel estimates the equation:

The long-run elasticity b turns out to be close to

unity. The short-run elasticities vary across the

exchange rates with the choice of price indices,

implying that the speeds of adjustment differ among

various prlce indices.

Transmission lags are quite important. Genberg

(1978) suggests that, even in the case of monetary or

neutral disturbances, the long run equilibrium real

exchange rate might deviate from P.P.P. if the balance

of payments is affected by monetary policy rather fast,

while the price level is subjected to longer lags.

Alternatively, the long-run equilibrium real exchange

rate might be close to P.P.P. even in the case of real

shocks if these are quickly transmitted across countries

and affect the economies symmetrically.

The important issue is not whether P.P.P.

holds, but the speed with which it works. The

transmission of monetary disturbances between countries

is the fastest, taking one to two quarters. The
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arbitrage mechanism is much slower: empirical evidence

suggests that it may take a year. Short-run variations

in exchange rates under a floating exchange rate regime

do not get offset by movements in relative price levels.

However, P.P.P. is a long-run phenomenon. If a simple

adjustment for structural changes is allowed, actual

rates will corne closer to P.P.P. values. Therefore,

Genberg concludes, more detailed time series evidence

on P.P.P. may be helpful in determining exchange rate

levels in the short run, by pointing to empirical

regularities which have to be explained by theory.

Niehans (1980) also considers P.P.P. in a

dynamic framework. He is concerned with deviations from

P.P.P. that may appear during the adjustment process.

A temporary overshooting of the exchange rate relative to

P.P.P. will have serious consequences for the economies

concerned. He wri tes:

"After laying dormant for half a century
(overshooting was already observed by
Cassel), this insight has recently been
revived. Hodel building has finally caught
up with intuition. This may fairly be
regarded as the most important, if still
limited contribution of recent economic
theory to the understanding of floating
exchange rates." (p. 215)

Niehans assumes that prices satisfy the

quantity theory but with a lag. Money supply, in his

model, reaches its full effect on prices only after
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three periods and the initial effect may be negligible.

For the home country this is expressed by:

( 2. 6 )

where P and m are the percentage change of the price

level and of the money supply, respectively.

The following conditions are imposed:

1, a. > 0, for 1
1

O,l,2, ... ,n

Time t 1S measured in units of about four to eight

months.

A similar equation can be written for the

foreign country (as indicated by bars over the

variables) :

m
t-2

(2.7)

In the long run the exchange rate 1S propor-

tional to the ratio of the two money supplies, but the

adjustment takes time. Thus, the percentage change in

the exchange rate can be written as:
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(2.8)

The time profile of a's and b's is quite

different. While a
O

and perhaps a l are expected to be

close to zero, the exchange rate will first overshoot

its new equilibrium value and then approach the latter

faster than prices. This characteristic imposes the

following restrictions:

1, b
O

> 1, b
l

< 0, and b 2 small.

The term €t - €t-l captures the effect of expectations

about the future trend of money supply. The expectational

effect reinforces the overshooting produced by m.
According to the P.P.P. rule the domestic rate

of monetary expansion will be P - P - E = O. Givent t t

this condition, Niehans solves equations (2.6), (2.7),

and (2.5) for the required rate of monetary expansion

in terms of past domestic expansion rates, past and

present foreign expansion rates, and changes in

expectations:
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Once the path of domestic money supply 1S known, (2.6)

and (2.8) can be used to calculate the paths of prices

and exchange rates.

Dornbusch's article (1976b) is now considered

a classic in the area of exchange rate dynamics. The

importance of it is reinforced by the observed large

fluctuations in exchange rates. Two assumptions are

basically used to explain the volatility of the exchange

rates. The first is that the goods market adjusts rela-

tively more slowly than the asset market, and the second

is that an initial overshooting occurs as a result of

the differential speea of the two markets. In addition,

perfect capital mobility and consistent expectations are

assumed.

A formal expression for the short-run effect

of a monetary expansion on the spot rate is obtained by

the money market equation and confirms that in the short

run the exchange rate will overshoot. Dornbusch extends

the model to replace the assumption of consistent with

rational expectations and the assumption of fixed with

variable output.
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The Dornbusch model has been tested by Bilson

(1978), who provides suggestive evidence about the

appropriateness of this model for the Deutsch Mark/pound

rate. The relative rate of inflation is related to the

deviation from P.P.P.

R2 (adj) = .2109; SE = .0067; D.W. 2.046

where D denotes the di fference operator and p = )',n P/FP.

The estimates support the Vlew that prices gradually

adjust to exchange rates. It takes 12 months to

complete one quarter of the necessary adjustment of

prices to an exchange rate change and 27 months to

complete one half of the adjustment. Bilson then

compared his model with an equilibrium rational expecta

tions version of the monetary approach. His results

are in favour of the Dornbsuch model.

Frankel (1979) also extends the Dornbsuch

model by incorporating secular inflation rates and tests

it against the actual movements of the Deutsch Mark/

dollar rate. The model is in accordance with the

assumption of sticky prices in goods markets which

creates a difference between short-run and long-run

effects. The domestic economy is assumed highly liquid

when the nominal interest rate is low relative to the
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expected inflation rate. A capital inflow causes the

exchange rate to depreciate until there are sufficient

expectations of future appreciation to offset the low

interest rate. The overshooting of the exchange rate

will be proportional to the real interest differential.

The P.P.P. as an a priori constraint on the

reduced form parameters is tested by Driskill (1981).

Dornbsuch's model is tested with Swiss-U.S. data for

the period 1973-79. Driskill finds that following a

monetary shock there is short-run exchange rate over

shooting by a factor of about two, and that subsequent

exchange rate adjustments to a new long-run equilibrium

take longer than two years and exhibit nonmonotonic

patterns. His results satisfy P.P.P. as an a priori

constraint on the reduced form parillueters, but other a

priori constraints embedded in Dornbusch's model are

rejected. There is, however, empirical verification of

the overshooting hypothesis as used by Dornbusch.

Attempts by Dornbusch (1980) and Frankel (1982)

to use the monetary approach to explain movements in the

mark/dollar exchange rate after February 1978, however,

have been unsuccessful, showing insignificant coefficients

and a reverse sign on the relative money supply coefficient.

Frankel (1983), interprets that as an evidence of the

collapse of the explanatory power of the monetary model.
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In a recent paper Papell (1983) develops a model

based on Dornbusch (1976b) but incorporating the assump

tion that money supply is endogenous. He considers the

effect of an activist monetary policy on the exchange

rate overshooting. His main theoretical result is that

accommodative monetary policy (with respect to prices)

can cause the economy to switch from exchange rate

overshooting to undershooting.

The only two-country model from the

theoretical point of view is the extension of the

Dornbusch model by Bhandari (1981). He shows that the

result of overshooting is not a necessary feature of

the asset approach to exchange rate determination

because of the endogeneity of the rest of the world

variables. We proceed in the following chapters with

an extension of the Dornbusch model to a two-country

world. Our model is different than Bhandari's because

it is a variable output model. On the empirical side

there is no other paper that deals with P.P.P. in a

two-country world.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

Recent trends in the literature were

classified under three headings: index number problems
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and the evolution of the effective exchange rate

literature; policy considerations; and the dynamic

formulations of P.P.P. theory.

The problem of the choice of the appropriate

price index is apparent. Emphasis has shifted to the

use of effective exchange rates for multilateral

comparisons. P.P.P. has been used to address policy

considerations in a national and international context.

Despite the many limitations of the theory it is

extensively used as a policy guide in the recent

literature.

The dynamic formulation of the theory is a

very recent phenomenon. Various lag structures have been

used. There is mixed evidence concerning the time

required for convergence to the long-run exchange rate.

Dornbusch's article (1976b) falls in the

category of dynamic P.P.P. studies. It is one of the

first to attempt theoretically to explain deviations

from P.P.P. during the 1970s, using the slow adjustment

of prices relative to exchange rates. This is in

accordance with the monetary approach to the balance of

payments which accepts the differential adjustment

speeds with which markets clear. The overshooting of

the exchange rate has siynificant consequences for the
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theory.

Some empirical tests seem to be in

accordance with the Dornbusch model. However,

these tests give only limited support to the model.

An extension of it that will bring it closer to

P.P.P. theory and time series testing for many

countries should follow. Wider empirical application

will give a firmer ground for acceptance or rejection

of the theory.



CHAPTER 3

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 INTRODGCTION

The aim of this chapter is to present the

theoretical framework within which subseyuent empirical

results will be derived. First, some of the baslc

assumptions are outlined and the notion of overshooting

is oiscussed. Further assumptions are then introducea

as we proceed with the specification of the model wnich

lS given in Lne third section of the chapter. Finally,

the reauced form of the model lS glven, in discrete and

stochastic form. P.P.P. is aerived as an a prlorl

constraint on the reduced form ~arameters.

3.2 ThE NOTIUN OF OVJ::;RSHOOTING

It lS by now well cstdbJ.isheo that exchange

rates exhiblt greater fluctuations than relative prices.

During the 1970s real exchange rate variability, or

deviations from purcnaslng power parity, characterized

most economies. '1'l1e overshootiny IlYl-.iothesis, as

47
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exemplified by Dornbusch (1976b), was an attempt to

explain this pattern of variability.

The model presented here is an extension of

Dornbusch. The objective is to test whether purchasing

power parity holds in the long run despite the wide

fluctuations of the exchange rates in most major coun-

tries.

An assumption that is universally employed

by the authors who have attempted to test the Dornbusch

. . 1
model 1S the "small country" assumpt10n Under Hns

assumption the cOillltry is small in the goods import

markets and in the securities market. Consequently, the

world price of importables and the world yields on inter-

national securities are considered given. On the other

hand, a large open economy can affect the world variables

and hence, the ...orld price of importables and the world

yield on international securities are considered endo-

genous. The large country framework is more appropriate

for describing trade between countries of equal economic

size, such as many of the European countries.

Existing models tend to give too much emphasis

1 On the theoretical level, the only two-country
model that is within the "asset-market view of
exchange rate determination" is that of Bhandari
(1981). On the empirical level there is no work
based on a two-country model.
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to money supply disturbances neglecting shifts in

money demand, fiscal and demand disturbances which,

of course, are as important as money supply changes.

The neglect of demand and fiscal variables in empirical

work is, in fact, quite universal. An attempt is made

here to include some fiscal variables (e.g., government

spending) as determinants of the endogenous variables.

Output also varies in this model, affecting money demand,

whereas in other models only the fixed output version

has been testea.

Tile assumption of perfect capital mobility is

maintained to make things comparable to the rest of the

literature. Dornbusch's extended variable output model

is tested. An expected inflation term is also added.

The main idea is that if there is an exogenous shock (an

unanticipated increase in domestic money supply) at time

t, the exchange rate will depreciate initially, but

during the adjustment process it will appreciate mono

tonically until it reaches the new equilibrium value at

time t + 1. In the same period the domestic price level

will increase gradually, since the goods markets adjust

more slowly than the money markets, until it reaches

the new equilibrium value. At time t + 1, P.P.P. holds.
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Domestic and foreign interest rates are allowed to be

different in the short run, though perfect capital

mobility has been assumed. The older macroeconomic

literature ignored the continuous transitional movement

in the exchange rate that allows temporary interest

differentials to develop and was implicitly confined

to describing the new equilibrium at the end of the

period when the domestic and foreign interest rates are

again equal.

The deviation of the spot exchange rate from

the long-run P.P.P. rate during the adjustment process

is reflected in the interest rate differential, as

determined by interest rate parity.

Even if individual agents cannot observe what

money supply changes have occurred or will occur, they

can see deri vati ve movements 'in interest rates and

exchange rates. Thus, it does not seem farfetcned to

model their behaviour as if they focused their expecta

tions with greater or lesser confidence on what the

future money supply will be, with known consequences

for the interest and exchange rate. In other words,

private expectations are rational in focusing on the

supply of (or demand for) domestic money that really

does drive nominal interest and exchange rates in the

short run.
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If the lncrease of the exchange rate is

greater than the initial increase of money supply,

then overshooting has occurred. Overshooting occurs

in the sense that the immediate effect of a monetary

expansion on the exchange rate is greater than the

ultimate effect. Overshooting, however, is not

necessary as long as real income is allowed to vary when

it is different from full employment income. This

result differs from Driskill (1981) and Lafrance and

Racette (1982), who have tested the fixed income version

of the Dornbsucll model. They allow aggregate demand to

be different from real income, which is assumed fixed.

For our purposes, aggregate aemand equals real income

but real income is aifferent from full employment income.

The new possibility arises because, in the short run, an

income expansion raises money demand and may do so

sufficiently to actually increase interest rates.

3.3 SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL

Assume two countries, A and B. Each produces

a single final commodity. All considerations of inter

mediate products, capital formation and the labour

market are deliberately suppressed. The model contains
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a description of the commodity and money markets in

each country and the specification of covered interest

arbitrage. The bond market is omitted in consequence of

Halras' Law. The money markets clear first but the

goods markets adjust slowly and the prices respond over

time to continuing disequilibrium in the goods markets.

other simplifying assumptions will be introduced in the

process of analysis.

The domestic economy, A, produces a single

homogeneous good, and has real aggregate demand AD.

Product market equilibrium in which real domestic demand

A 2
equals real output (y ) for country A can be written as :

( 3 . I)

Total consumption depends on real disposable

income.

( 3. la)

2 The superscripts A and B refer to countries A and B.
In all cases A corresponds to the domestic and B
to the foreign country.
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where C A stands for the first derivative of C with
Y

A
respect to Y. For simplicity, and following the

practice elsewhere in the literature, the relations

between disposable and real income and between

disposable income and taxes are assumed constant over

the sample period.

Investment is a function of real income and

A
the real interest rate, p

A A A
I = I (Y , p ); I A > 0,

Y
( 3. lb)

Government expenditure, G, can be thought of

as an exogenous policJ variable.

Finally, the term xA - I~'EpB/pA is the

difference between exports from and imports into country

A, and is a function of real domestic and foreign income

and the terms of trade. Foreign income enters the

domestic equation because we are concerned with a

large country model. Thus,

XA _ IMA EpB = A BX (Y , Y , T);
pA

(3.lc)

X A < 0,
Y

X B > 0,
Y
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where T = EpB/pA stands for the terms of trade. The

exchange rate, E, is measured as the domestic currency

price of foreign exchange and pB
A

and P stand for the

foreign and domestic prices, respectively.

Now, equation (3.1) can be written as

A EpB A B A A
p ) + Gy (---:r;: , Y , Y ,

P

( 3 .2)

It lS assumed that the terms of trade, domestic income

and foreign income affect aggregate demand positively ~

while the real interest rate affects it negatively.

The same analysis applies for country B:

( 3.3)

Given that the income-adjustment mechanism is stable

(see footnote 3), one can solve (3.2) for yA and

3 The terms of trade and the foreign income affect
domestic aggregate demand positively. However,
though yA affects aggregate aemand positively through
consumption and negatively through imports, it is
assumed its ultimate effect on AD is positive. This
is the usual macroeconomic assumption because of the
stability of the income-adjustment mechanism. Though
this stability condition is easily obtained for a small
country model, it is more complicated for a two-country
model. Details for the stability conditions of the
income-adjustment mechanism in a two-country framework
are given in Appendix 3A.
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Bfor Y and get

A Ep B yB A A
P ) + Gy 1 (----p;-' ,

p

B PA yA B B
P ) + GYl (~, ,

EP

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

In what follows, the log-linear functional

form is used. with the exception of interest rates,

all variables are expressed in natural logarithms.

This has Lne advantag-e of allowing straightforward

linearization of equations (3.4a) and (3.4b). The

model is written in discrete stochastic form. Lower

case letters stand for logarithms of variables except

for the interest rate variables and the subscript t

indicates time.

Equations (3.4a) and (3.4b) are written as:

(3.Sa)
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(3.Sb)

where wand w reflect stochastic shifts in aggregate

demands. They are assumed to be independent, serially

uncorrelated random shocks with zero means and constant

(finite) variances.

All coefficients are assumed positive. The
,

coefficients b O and b
O

are autonomous components of

expenditures in the two countries. The fraction

expended by the domestic country on foreign goods is
I

b
3

, and b
3

is the analogous fraction for the foreign

country. 'l'he fractions b 3 ana b
3

of aggregate defL1and

in the two countries apply to the horne goods of their

traaing partners.

Next, equation (3.Sb) is substituted into

(3. Sa), and (3. Sa) into (3. 5b). The resulting equations

are:

(3.6a)
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In terms of the structural coefficlents of (3.5a)

and (3.5b), the reduced form coefficients of (3.6a)

and (3.6b) are given by

; ,

a 3

b
3

b 2 1
b 3a 4 I as I

1 - b
3

b
3

l-b 3b 3 l-b
3

b 3

1

1

1
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I

Since b 3 and b
3

are fractions, l-b
3

b
3

> O.

,
Also, b l - b 3b l and b

l
- b

3
b

l
will each be positive if

In what follows it is assumed that this

4the case .lS Given that b 3 and b] are less than unity,

the following relations hold:

> a
5

> a
5 '

The interpretation of the cross-equation

inequalities is that the variables of country A have a

greater impact on the domestic aggregate demand (yA)

than they have on the foreign aggregate demand (yB)

The inequalities between parameters of the saflle

equation imply that domestic fiscal policy has a greater

impact than foreign fiscal policy.

4
These restrictions will be satisfied if b

1
and b

lare of similar magnitude.
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Bquations (3.6a) and (3.6b) emphasize the

effects of monetary or fiscal policies conducted in any

one country. If there is an increase in either domestic

or foreign government spending, aggregate demand will

increase, although the effect of increased foreign

spending must operate via increased foreign imports.

At a given level of prices, if there is an increase

in the domestic nominal money supply, the domestic

interest rate decreases and hence aggregate demand

increases. Part of the increase of aggregate demand

falls on the foreign good via increased home imports.

The secondary or feedback responses are fractions of

the initial responses.

The impact of the relative prlce term (e +

pB _ pA is the logarithm of the rela~ive home currency

price of foreign goods) is anmiguous. If the relative

price increases there will be a diversion of home

demand toward home goods. As the domestic aggregate

demand increases, yB will be stimulated via increased

imports. At the same time, foreign demand will be

switched towards home goods as well. Therefore, home

exports will be stimulated

. A B
lD Y and a decrease in y

which implies an increase

However, the standard
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assumption will be made that the net effect of an

A B
increase in e + p - p is to stimulate home demand

and depress foreign demand.

The money markets in each country are in

continuous equilibrium. The nominal money supplies

A B(m and m are the logarithms of nominal money supplies)

consists of domestic and foreign exchange components.

The domestic components are controlled by the central

authorities, while the exchange rate adjusts to hold

the foreign exchange components constant. The nominal

money supplies can therefore be treated as exogenous

variables, while the real money demands depend on the

. (A . B)nominal lnterest rates rand r and real incomes.

The government bUdget constraint can be ignored

slnce the open market bond sales, which finance the

portion of the deficit not covered by money creation,

have no repercussions elsewhere in the model. Wealth

accumulation that occurs through traae surpluses and

wealth effects on the money demand or consumption demand

are not considered. The omission of wealth effects can

also be partially justified by the short-run nature of

the analysis.

Equations (3.7a) and (3.7b) give the conditions
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5
for monetary equilibrium in each country :

(3.7a)

Bm 
t

(3.7b)

This formulation assumes that currency

SUbstitution does not occur. If it did, yB would

Aaffect the domestic money market and y the foreign.

The actual rather than the expected price index of

domestic goods appears in the equations (3.7) since

all agents know their own money income.

The stochastic terms u2t and u2t have

properties similar to those of the w's. Notice,

however, that u2t (the stochastic error in the money

market equation) can be correlated with w
t

(the

stochastic error in the goods market equation).
I ,

(Similarly, u2t can be correlated with w
t

). The reason

is the following: The demand for real money balances,

5 Equation (3. 7a) lS
A * A

the log-linear form of ~t/ PIt

Awhere mt
= ,Q,n C PIA =

0' t

* A * A.,Q,n PIt and Pit lS tne prlce index of country A.

A similar equation holds for country B.
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real output and real bonds are constraint by the overall

budget constraint in the economy. This constraint implies

that the error terms in these three markets satisfy the

adding-up constraint ult + u 2t + wt = 0, where ult is the

error term in the bond market which has been eliminated

via Walras' law. Given this adding-up constraint, it is

frequently argued that u2t and wt will be negatively

correlated since a stochastic increase ln the demand for

output is likely to be met in part by a decrease in the

demand for real balances. But if ult 1S sufficiently

strongly negatively correlated with both u2t and wt ' it

is possible for u2t and wt to be positively correlated.

Such a positive correlation may result from the

transactions role of money. If, for some reason, the

demand for goods increases, it will generate additional

transactions, which may cause a shift away from bonds

into both goods and money. A similar addlng-up constraint

holds for country B.

A BPI and PI stand for the (loy) price indices

in the home and foreign country, respectively. They

are assumed to be multiplicative weighted averages of

the price of domestic and foreign goods in each country.

Therefore, real balances in (3.7a) and (3.7b) express

purchasing power over two goods, which is the essence of
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the open economy framework. The fixed weight price index

is,in fact, the true cost of living index, if the consumer's

underlying utility functions are of the Cobb-Douglas type

(Samuelson and Swamy, 1974, pp. 566-593). The weights (b 3,
and b 3) are the fractions of expenditures associatea with the

two goods in each country and thus characterize the degree

of openness. Bence,

( 3. 8a)

(3.8b)

The aggregate demand for goods is a function

of the real interest rate while the demand for money is

a function of the nominal interest rate. The two rates

are related in a Fisherian way by the following relations,

one for each country:

A
r 

t

Br 
t

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

where E t

at time t.

is the conditional expectations operator
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PI l f <t or l = A,B, lS the

anticipated rate of inflation over the period (t, t+l),

held at time t. By the assumption of rational expect a-

tions, this equals the conditional expected rate of

inflation at time t 6.

The models characterizing the rational

expectations monetary literature, e.g., Sargent and

Wallace (1975), express the expected rate of inflation

as (E t - l PI t + l - Et_lPI t ) rather than (EtPl t + l - PIt)

Our formulation assumes that the price level is known

at the time the consumption and investment decisions

embodied in the IS curve must be made. Consumption

demand is typically determined (in discrete time) in

relation to money demand. The money demand equations

(3.7a) and (3.7b) are based on the actual price. Thus,

our formulation has the advantage of treating the two

7
demand functions more symmetrically in this respect

Two central elements of the model are the palr

of equations describing the adjustment of domestic and

foreign prices. The following two equations allow for

short-run adjustment in output in response to changes in

aggregate demand:

6 Burton (1980) and Turnovsky (1980) give a simllar
specification of the real interest rate.

7 Turnovsky (1980) has a good discussion on the choice
of the time subscript of the conditional expectations
operator.
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A
( (y

t
+ u

3,t+l

+ u 3,t+l

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

The stochastic disturbances U 3,t+l and U3 ,t+l reflect

real disturbances on the supply side and are assumed

to satisfy properties analogous to those of the other terms.

Prices of the domestic good in each country

adjust according to the discrepancy between actual and

- 8
full employment,y . Eyuations (3.1Ga) and (3.10b)

can be rationalized in the following way 9 These price

8

9

An expectea inflation term could also be included as
an explanatory variable in the determination of actual
inflation. For our purposes, however, the omission of
that does not change the results in any respect, but
it simplifies manipulations. An expected inflation
term as a shift variable makes (3.10a) ana (3.10b) into
equations representing expectations-augmented Phillips
curves.

Another rationalization can be given in terms of firms.
An elesant formulation along these lines has been workea
out by Bilson (1979, pp. 1-37, and especially footnote
16). The output term reflects adjustment of prices to
achieve the profit maximlzing level of prouuction,~.
If aggregate demand, y, exceeds this level, firms will
increase production in the short run to meet the demand
and begin to raisetheirpricesmore rapidly in order to
re-establish their desired operating level. One might
concluae that equations (3.l0a) and (3.1Gb) are not very
appropriate for the level of an individual firm or price
setting unit. The average behaviour implied by these
equations is more reasonable under a macroeconomic per
spective, in which case there is no homogeneity across
firms. At any rate, the objective is not to develop a
model that is rich in realistic detail, but rather to
show how the price level can be cietermined by the dis
crepancy between y and y .

t t
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adjustment equations are " a combination of a relationship

between wage and price inflation, a relation between wage

inflation and unemployment as ln a Phillips curve, and a

relation between unemployment and the departure from

potential output, y - y, as clescribed by Okun's law".

(DornV 11sch, 1976b, p. 1172)

since there are no reliable estimates for

capacity output, y, covering the sample period and

the sample of countries used, dOlnestic capacity out-

put is defined as a function of a time trend (TIME)

representing changes in population, technology, and

capital stock and the price of energy relative to the

price of domestic output (Buiter, 1978).

AP )+
t

(3.lla)

(3.llb)

where OP is the logarithm of the price of energy and

z and z are stochastic terms.

An increase in the price of energy relative

to the ~rice of output raises firms' costs and, given
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the exchange rate, firms reauce production. This

effect can be positive or negative, depending on the

economy's resource base. If a country lS an oil

consumer the effect will be negative. If it lS an

oil producer it will be positive. For a country that is

both an oil producer and net importer the net effect

is uncertain. Some preliminary estimates on the

assumption that capacity output is a function of a time

trend ana of the price of energy relative to the price

of output are presented in Appenaix 4A of cnapter 4.

The fin~l building block of the model is

a joint assumption of uncovered interest arbitrage and

exchange rate expectations. This final block stresses

one channel of mutual interdependence between the two

countries. It results from trade in securities.

Another channel results from trade in commodities and

is represented by the equations (3.6) to (3.10).

Each country supplles bonds denominated in

its own currency in the world market. Since these

assets are assumed to be perfect substitutes on a
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"covered" basis
lO

there lS only one internationally

traded bond. Therefore, net yields on these two

assets must be equal.

The assumption of uncovered lnterest

arbltrage results from the assumption of zero proflts

accruing to covered interest arbitrage and a zero

risk premium between domestic and foreign assets.

Assuming rational expectatlons the uncovered arbitrage

d " " 11" "con ltlon lS glven by

(3.12 )

where v Lt lS a stocnastic term tnat sat.istles properties

analogous to those of the other error terms.

Exchange rate expectations are defined In

a way analogous to price expectations. According

to (3.12) the equilibrium exchange rate is known to

10
Our formulation also assumes that exchange rate
expectations held by domestic and foreign residents
are the same. This is consistent with perfect
substitution between domestic and foreign securities.
On the other hand, if domestic and foreign wealth
holders are sufficiently different to have divergent
exchange rate expectations, it seems that these
differences also render domestic and foreign securities
less than perfect substitutes. While the analysis
of systematically divergent expectations may be of
interest, it would lead to considerable complexity of
the model and will not be pursued.

11 Burton (1980) uses a similar arbitrage condition In
a small country model for the Canadian economy.
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market participants in each country and a fraction

of the gap between e t and Ete t + l is expected by

market participants in each country to be closed each

period. The period length is that over which interest

rates are defined in (3.12).

If the domestic currency is expected to

depreciate, domestic interest rates (denominated in

terms of domestic currency) will be higher than

foreign interest rates by the expected rate of

depreciation. Equation (3.12) represents the case

of perfect capital mobility. Capital flows will

ensure that (3.12) holds at all times.

3.4 THE MODEL IN REDuCED FORM

In this section, the reduced form of the

complete model is derived. The reduced form equations

can be used to test for the J?henomenon of overshooting

followlng a nominal or real disturbance and of the

proposltion that P.P.P. holus in the long run vi~

the homogeneity restrictions, though the model

captures also short-run effects. They are also

convenient because the structural equations contain
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expectation terms which can be handled relatively

simply in the reduced form equations under the

assumption of rational expectations.

Dornbusch has shown that while expectations

formation according to equations (3.9) and (3.12)

appears ad hoc, it is actually consistent with

perfect foresight. Given the model, the perfect

foresight path is the only expectatlonal assumption

that is not arbitrary and does not involve persistent

prediction errors. The model is presented in stochastic

form since the perfect foresight path corresponds to

the deterministic equivalent of rational expectations.

Alternatively, rational expectations imply that the

expectation of an endogenous variable is its mathe

matical expectation, given the model and the information

available when the expectation lS formed.

One assumption that has been used extensively

in the literature of the "asset market approach to

exchange rate determination" is that the exogenous

variables follow a random walk. Though the above

assumption lS not convenient for analyzing shocks due

to changes in the policy environment via changes in

policy reaction functions, and more complex feedback

rules have been suggested, it is adopted here so that
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the model is consistent with the rest of the

li terature. It makes all changes unanticipated and thus

makes the Illodel correspond to the Dornbusch treatment.

This assumption is important because it

implies that the money supply of the current period

is also the expected supply for all future periods.

Appendix 4B of chapter 4 presents some tests of the

assumption of random walk which indicates that for the

majority of the exogenous variables the assumption is

satisfactory.

Next, the process of finding the reduced

form is described briefly. More details are given in

Appendix 3B. The money market equations are expressed

in terms of A d BPt an P t , using the price indices

definitions (3.8a) and (3.8b), and then they are

solved with respect to the nominal interest rates:

Co l-b b
3

b
3A + 3 A

+ Br t
- --- Pt

_.- P t + -- e tc 2 c 2 c 2 c 2

c
1 A 1 A

+
1 (3.13a)+ - Yt - - TIlt - u

2tc 2 c 2
c 2
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B Co l-b
B

b 3 A
b 3+ 3 +r t P t P t

- -, e
t, , ,

c 2 C 2 c 2 c 2

C l B 1 B 1 (3.13b)+ - Yt - m
t + u2tI

,
c 2 c 2 c 2

The real interest rate equations (3.9a)

A B
and (3.9b) are also expressed in terms of Pt and Pt'

substitutions of the nominal interest rates into the

real and subsequent substitution of the real interest

rates into the goods market equations (3.6a) and (3.6b)

yield

(3.l4a)

... continued
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+ A E A + 6 E e + 6' u
u g tPt+l 10 t t+l 11 2t

(3.14b)

Expressions for 6's and all subsequent coefficients

are given in Appendix 38. Notice here, however, that

We solve equation (3.12) with respect to

the spot exchange rate and sUbstitute equations

(3.13a), (3.13b), (J.14a), and (3.14b), into the

resulting equation. Thus,

,
+ k

12
w

t
+ k

13
w

t
+ k

14
v

2t

(3.15)
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Again,

Substitution of (3.15) into (3.14a) and

(3.l4b) yields

(3.16a)

(J.16b)

The following restrictions hold:
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o

o

(3.16al)

(3.16bl)

The price equations can be derived from

equations (3.10a) and (3.10b), given the definitions

of full employment output (3.11a, 3.11b) and equations

(3.16a), and (3.16b).

(3.17a)

... continued
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( J. 1 7b)

The last two equations give the following restrictions:

(3.l7all

Al + A2 + A3 + A4 + A7 + Ag + AIO = 1

(3.17bll

Substitution of (3.15), (3.16a) and

(3.16b) into (3.13a) and (3.13bl yields the following

interest rate equations:

(3.18a)
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B
r

Given the restrictions (3.15.1), (3.16al) and (3.16bl)

we get

(3.18al)

( 3.18lJl)

Equations (3.15), (3.16a), (3.16b),

(3.17a), (3.17b), (3.18a) and (3.18b) constitute tho

model to be estimated. The treatment of the expected

variables is explained in the next chapter. Since

the error terms are correlated across equations,

we estimate the system simultaneously. Then we

test for the restrictions (3.15.1), (3.16al),
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(3.16bl), (3.17al), (3.17b1), (3.18al), and (3.18bl).

These restrictions stand for the long-run propor

tionality of the system with respect to nominal

money supply changes. In particular, the restriction

k l + k 2 + k 3 + k 4 + k 7 + kg = 0 reflects the long-run

zero degree homogeneity of the exchange rate with

respect to nominal money supply changes, which implies

that money supplies, ~rices and the exchange rate move

proportionately, that is P.P.P. holds in the long run.

The coefficient of money supply in the exchange rate

equation is indicative of the phenomenon of overshooting.

If it is greater than unity, then overshooting occurs.

The model is flexible enough to allow us to

test the ass®1ption made in other studies that aomestic

and foreign variables have common coefficients. Finally,

by simulating with the model we can see whether the

equations fit the data well, and examine the effects

of different shocks on the system. The above tests

are the subject of the chapters to follow.
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The model presented in this chapter is an

extension to a two-country world of Dornbusch's small

cowltry model based on the asset approach to exchange

rate determination. It assumes that asset markets

clear relatively faster than goods markets and that

perfect capital mobility prevails between the two

countries.

The model can be tested in reduced form,

with expectations treated within a rational expectations

framework. The reduced form allow us to test the

long-run P.P.P., the phenomenon of overshooting and

the hypothesis that domestic and foreign variables

enter the equations with common coefficients, except

for siyns. Overshooting lS not a necessary feature,

since we are concerned with a large country model.

Some useful dynamics can also be derived by simulating

wi th the mode 1.
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APPENDIX 3A

STABILITY CONDITIONS OF THE INCOME-ADJUSTMENT

MECHANISM IN A TWO-COUNTRY WORLD

AAssume that Y tends to increase (decrease)

when the aggregate demand for the A country's output

(ADA) lS higher (lower) than Y. This implies that the

Arate of change of Y per unit of time is given by

(3Al)

where ZA stands for the domestic absorption of

country A, ~ is the positive speed of

"A
adjustment and Y is the time derivative. Since the

exports of country A are the imports of country B,

. A Bwe wrlte X = 1M . Emphasis here is on the income

adjustment mechanism. Thus, all the terms are expressed

as a function of income ignoring other components, such as

the real interest rate and the terms of trade.

A similar expression is written for country B:

·B
Y

(3A2)
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Expanding equations (JA1) and (JA2)

-A -Baround the equilibrium point Y and Y ,and dropping

all nonlinear terms, yields

( JA3)

'A
Y -I'>r (l_ZA + IMA

A
) (y

A
_ yA) - IMBB(yB

l yA Y y

- yB) 1

~B ,[ B
- v> (1- ZyB

(3A4 )

The solutions of the last two equations

have the following form:

( 3A5)

(3A6 )

where the constants a .. depend on initial conditions
1-J

at time t ~ 0 and ~l and £2 are roots of the

following determinantal equation:
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a

, B B
-L (l-z B + 1M B)-\

Y Y

( 3A7)

Equations (3AS) and (3A6) indicate that

yA and yB will not tend to the equilibrium values

-A -B
Y and Y unless the real parts of Al and \2' the

roots of (3A7), are both negative.

Next, the determinant is expanded and

expressed in the following form:

where

a ( 3A8)

B
+ 1M B)

y
(3A9)
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If. A
A2 ::::~9~ (1-2 A +

L y

( 3AIO)

The real parts of the roots of (3A8) will

be negative (Samuelson, 1947, pp. 430-431), if, and

only if, A
l

> 0 and A2 > O. Since 9 and i are

both positive, (3AIO) reduces to

(3Al1)

Since 1HA
0 and B

0, it tollows> 1M B >
yA Y

that (l-ZAA + 1~A) (l-ZBB + 1MB ) > o. Thus, the
y y y yB

have the same sign. Given that Al / 0, we obtaln

1 - ZA + IM
A

~ °A yAY

1 - zB + 1MB
> 0

yB B
Y

( 3A12)

( 3A13)
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InequalltH~s (JAIl), (3A12), and (3A13)

are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the

stability of the income adjustment mechanism.
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APPENDIX 3B

DERIVATION OF THE REDUCED FORM EQUATIONS

Using the price definitions (3.8a) and

(3.8b), the money market equations (3.7a) and

(3.7b) and the real interest rate definitions (3.9a)

and (3.9b) are written as

(3Bla)

(3Blb)

A
p

t
A

r

( 3B2a)
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(3B2b)

Equa tions (3Bla) and (3Blb) are solved with

respect to nominal interest rates and give us equations

(3.l3a) and (3.l3b) of the text.

SUbstitution of(3.1:5a) into (3B2a) and

then into (3.6a) yields

I

+
(a2b

3
-a

3
b

3
) (1+c 2 )

let
a 2 c l A
-- Ytc 2 J c 2

a
3

c
1 B a 2 A +

a
3 B A- Yt

+ - - m
t

+ a 4 9.~I c 2
m

t c 2c 2
'-
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Substitution of (3.l3b) into (3B2b)

(3B3a)

and then into

(3.6b) yields

B
Y +~ +

I , "

(1-b
3

) (a
2

+a
2

c
2

)

I I' i

(a
2

b
3
-a

3
b

3
) (1+c2 )

... continued
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+

(3B 3b)

Next, we substitute (3B3b) into (3B3a) and (3B3a)

into (3B3b), and after some manipulations we are

left with equations (3.14a) and (3.14b) of the model,

where the 0 coefficients can be expressed in terms of

the structural parameters as follows:

oo
a c
~)/(l

c 2

>

< o
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I ,

a
2

a 2 c
1
(l-b)

----=----=-- (1
I

c
2

.( 1 - b ) ( 1 +
3 .: 0

a
2

c
l I 1 a

3
a

2
c

1 18 a 1 (l + --) a
3

(1 + -)- (1 + -)2 , c
2

I c
2c

2 c
2

,
a 3a 3b

3
c

1
, 1

1 I -l) a.3 a 1 c 1 /+ (l + -)-a (1 -b ) (1 + + 0
I c

2
.3 .3 J I <c 2 c~ c":'

L.

•
-a.3 (1 +

<=0
>

<5
4

1a (-
2 c

2

o

(J
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,
a

2
a

2
c

1
(1-b

3
)

°8 = a 2 (1 - b 3 ) + b 3 a 3 + ------,------
c 2

> o
<

I ,
t a

2
c

1 I a
3

a
3

b
3

c
1

°9 a
3
(l a

3
(1 :>= + --,-) + - b )- 03c 2 c 2,

I b 2 c
1 I

°10
a

3
(1 + --) + a

3
b

3
> 0,

c 2

a a
3

a
3

c
1

a
2

c
l

°11 = - (~ + )/1 + --
c

2
, c

2c 2

a
3

a
3

a
2

c
1 /1

a
2

c
1

°12
- (- + + --c 2 c 2

c 2

°13
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a
3

a
7

c
1 /1 +

a
3

c
1a

6
--

c 2
c 2
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a

3
a

6
c
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a

2
c

1a
7 --

I c 2c 2
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a

2
c

O
a c a 2 c 1 1

°0
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c~ Jc 2 c 2
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3
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1
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a c a

2
c

1
(--) (a

O
- -- ~)/(1 + --,-)c 2 c 2

,
c 2 c 2
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< a
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2
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<

> a
<
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a
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2
C

1
a

3
a

3
c
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2
c
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o

>

<

I

+ a 2 a 2 (1 - b 3)c1
c 2

o

a
2

a
3

a c a c
= _( __ + CC 1)/1 + 2 1

c 2 2



All the (~ and a

expression

9]

coefficients are divided by the

The coefficients of the exchange rate

equatlon (3.lS) are

C 1"o

given

C '1 "0

below.

Co + cl)O
-----

c 2

-(l-b ) + cla l b] + c
l

o23k
1 +c 2 c 2

k
2

-b
3
-c

l
,'J 2

+
l-b

3
-c

l
a

l
c 2

I

c 2
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1 - C
1

6
4

,

k 3
:=:

C
1

6
S

c 2
+

c 2

I

k
4

:=:
c 1°4

1 + cloS
---

I

c 2
C2

1

C ° ~166
k

S
1 7.
c 2

c 2

,
C <5

k 6
:=: ~ c 1°7

,
c 2

c 2

•
C

1
6 g ClOg

--
I

c 2
c 2

I

c 1°8 ClOg
,

c 2
c 2

kg
c 1° clo

1 - 10 + 10
c 2

I

c 2

I

C {
k 10

_1'12
C C

1°11
I c 2c 2

clo
,

k
11

_ ..11 c 1°- -~

C;
c 2

I

k 12

cllS c 1°
:=: _.---J:i -~

I
c 2

c 2
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rc l )14

c 2

All the coefficients of the exchange rate

equation are divided by the expression 1 + (b 3
1 " I

+ Cl o3)/C2 + (b
3

+ c
l

o
3
)/c

2
which is positive.

However, their signs are ambiguous.

I I I

0+6 + ° + 0 + 6 + 61 2 4 5 8 9 0; l t can be easily

The coefficients of the two output equations

(3.16a) and (3.l6b) are given below

¢2

,jJ 6 = 6 7 + 6 3k 6
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,to

'10
11

1'14 o3k14 1-' 0
0

+ 6
3

k
O0

, ,
>,

°1
+ 0

3
k

2 ~2 6 2 + o3k1' 1

I I

't' 3
;=: 0 +

" 3
k

4
4, 4 °s + ,) 3k

4 4

1

0 8 + 0 3k 8

,
¢ 8 == 0 9 + 6 3k 7

I

,~ 3k 9

c)J13

The two price equations (3.17a) and (3.17b)

have the following coefficients:
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y ~'9

13 . 11

"17 = -!'

Flna11y, th~ coefficlents of the lnterest rate equations

(3.15a) and /i.28b)

C +b~- -te'o 3"0 1'0 1
I-b

3

2 ']

[ 7
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[9 D3k g + c l ;9

I

1 0 c O-b 3k O + Cl~O

I

1 2 b 3-b 3k 1 + Cl~2

1 3 Cli3

1 .., -b
3

k g + c
1 ::7 1

9 -b
3

k
7

+ C 1 ;'gI

19 -b 3k g + C 1 ¢g [10 I-b
3

k
11 + c l ~10

1
11

-b
3

k
lO + c l "11 -b k ~l1 ) 3 1 "12-L <_

1
13

-b
3

k
12 + C

l i 13 '14 -b
3

k
14 + c 1 '14

Notice that all th~ coefflcients of the domestlc

interest rate equation are dlvided by c
2

. The

coefficlents of the foreign interest rate equation
,

are dlVlueu by c
2

0



CHAPTER 4

SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS FOR

EMPIIUCAL INPLEfviliNTATION OF THE JYl0IJEL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The obj ective of thi s chapter is to make the

model presented in chapter 3 applicable for empiricnl

implementation. Many of the emDirical features of P.P.P.

discussed in the survey of the literature are necessary

for the estimation. It was argued, for instance, that

a GDP implicit deflator is the optimal price measure.

Some other ingredients necessary for the empirical

implementation of the model need elaboration.

In what follows, the question of the standard

country, the time period, the sample of domestic and

rest of the world countries, some additional reasons

for the choice of the price index and the treatment of

the expected variables are discussed.

4.2 THE STANDARD COUNTRY

The usual standard country used in the

empirical work concerning P.P.P. is the United States.

100
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Sometimes the United KIngdom or West Germany have been

used. However, the selection of any unique standard

country has the disadvantage of permitting only tests of

models in which variable movements pertain only to the

domestic vis-a-vis the standard country. Such bilateral

tests are generally weak, since they do not consider all

the economies involved in the domestic country's trade

and payments.

The optimal standard country should be one

with which the domestic country's trade and payments

links are the strongest. Thus, the influence of economic

developments abroad should be represented by indices for

the effective exchange rate, real income, prices, the

interest rate, real government spending and nominal

money balances in the rest of the world.

Given that the concept of the effective

exchanye rate IS applied to the analys1s, the standard

currenc~ is replaced by approprIately weiqhted averages

of the currencies of the domestic country's main partners
1

1n trade and payments .

Let rEA be the multilateral exchange rate for

I
The methodology used in this section 1S due
to Pentti Kouri (1978).
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currency A (number ot unlts of domestic currency per

unit of foreign currency), the exchange rate

between currency A and currency B (number of units of

currency A per unit of currency B) and WAB the weight

of currency B in the multilateral exchange rate for

currency A. Then, by definition,

1 and W
AA

o

A geometric (rather than arithmetic) average

is used to construct the multilateral exchange rate

because of its properties of reversibility and symmetry;

in this case, interchangeability of currencies A and B.

Assuming orderly cross rates involving the US dollar,

e.exp(£n EA$

or

According to the previous notation (lower case letters
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stand for the logarithm of a variable)

(fel
A

where $ denotes the US dolldr.

An advantage of this formulation is that(fei

can be calculated from exchange rate data involving

the us dollar alone. Another advantage is that there

lS no standard country which does not receive a test

for itself as the domestic country. The dollar, which

is the nUl,leraire currency, is treated symmetricall.'i with

the otner currencies and the US is the subject of its own

multilateral exchange rate computations.

lateral exchange rate for the U~ will be

or

The multi-

By itself the multilateral exchange rate, FE,

has no easy intuitive interpretation. It is a mixture

of different currency units and corresponds to no

exchange rate quoted on the open market. Only when it

is jUdged with respect to some benchmark data is it a
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useful concept. Let FE
AO

be a benchmark multilateral

exchange rate for some past data, say 1975. Then

the effective nominal exchange rate at period N can

be defined as

This effect.ive exchange rate index measures how

country A's nominal exchange rate has changed against

the other trading partners relative to some base year

(1975). A aisadvantage is that this speciflcation

does not take competition in third markets into

account, third markets being mainly countries with

inconvertible currencies -- socialist or less developed

that cannot be meaningfully included in the multi

lateral comparison.

The rest of the world prlces and lnterest

rate variables are weighted indices of the correspondlng

variables of the countries that have the strongest

trade and financial linkages with the domestic countries.

The specification of the rest of the world (toreign)

price is as follows:
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or

(fp)
AN

where FP
AN

lS the foreign price corresponding to

country A, 1n period N relative to period O.

The foreign energy price is constructed

1n a similar way.

The lndex of the foreign interest rates must

be calculated in the same way to allow for the possi-

billty of interest rate parity in the long run.

(f.c)A= L W r
B fl..B B

Thus,

where r
B

lS the nominal interest rate on short-term

governmenr securities 1n country B.

The income ana government spending varlables

were transformed into real terms by deflating their

nominal values by the implicit GDP deflator. The

indices of foreign real government expenditure, money

supply and real income do not require a weighting
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scheme, since only the sum of real government expen

ditures, money supplies and real incomes in all

foreign countries is of interest. Magnitudes are

expressed in terms of the Qomestic currency.

P.P.P. theory concerns prices and productlon

within the boundaries of respective countries. Thus,

GDP is the preferred concept for the income variable,

rather than GNP, since it covers domestic rather

than national production. In practice, P.P.P.

computations on a GNP basis differ very little from

those on a GDP basis.

4.3 THE TIVili PERIOD AND THE SAMPLE OF

DO~iliSTIC AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

The model is tested using the 42 seasonally

adjusted quarterly observations over the period

19731-198311. This period is one of floating exchange

rates though there was some intervention by the central

banks of the major countries.

Since a large country model is used,

regressions are performed for France, Germany, Japan,

the UJ< and che US in the role of the domestic country.

These are tne largest noncoTI@unist industrial countries
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according to the OECD, in terms of gross national

proQucts and of participation in world trade. The

selection of these countries is in agreement with

the theoretical definition of a large country, since

a change in some of the domestic exogenous variables

will affect the foreign variables.

The selection of the base year deserves

particular attention. The base year should be one

which involves exchange market stability so that

P.P.P. computations (under the ideal conditions of

purely monetary changes) would neither give rise to a

diseyuilibrium nor perpetuate one. Exchange rate

controls and severe trade restrictions snould be absent.

If exchange rates are flexible, they should be rela

tively stable during the perioa. If these are fixed

or mana~;ed floating rates, balance ,.)f payments defici ts

or s~r~luses should be neither larse nor persistent.

Even more important/expectations of major changes in

domestic and/or foreign economies should be absent,or

at least occur without a considerable effect on the

exchange market.

The above considerations are quite important

for the weighting patterns. The weights should be

calculated during a period of relative stability in the
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exchange rate market. In brief, there should be a

reasonable approximation to ongoing exchange market

equilibrium in the base period.

The base period selected is 1975. The

weights are an arithmetic average of the welghts

calculated for the flrst quarter of 1973 and the

last quarter of 1975.

In 1975 small trade deficits or surpluses

were observed ana exchange rates were kept relatively

stable. Expectations that major changes in economies

would seriously affect the foreign exchange market

were minimal. After 1976, fluctuations of the

exchange rates were excessively high. In aadition,

data are published with 1975 as a base and thus the

selection of the year facilitates computations.

The first observation period of the smaple (19731)

was also chosen tor calculating the weigrlts, since 1 t is

a period of relatlve stability, desplte the fact that it

is only the beginning of the flexible exchange rate

period. Furthermore, it is the only reasonably stable

quarter available before the first oil shock.

During the first quarter of 1973, sixteen

months after the formal suspension of gold convertibility,
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many countries abandoned the attempt to maintain

fixed exchange rates aga1nst the dollar. In the

latter part of 1972, there were already signs that the

Smithsonian realignment was beginning to affect the

trade balances in real terms of the three major parti-

cipants -- the U.S., Japan and Germany. There

were encouraging movements toward equilibrium in these

countries in the first quarter of 1973.

The US trade deficit, which was still at an

annual rate of $6.75 billion in the fourth quarter of

1972, was almost halved in the first quarter of 1973.

The Japanese trade surplus was cut from an annual

rate of $9 billion in the fourth quarter of 1972 to

$6 billion in the first quarter of 1973. "There has

been a concession at least among the economic authorities

in maJor countries that the set of rates which emerged

in the beginning of 1973 was 'about right",2

Thp welght WAB 1S taken as proportional to the

value of Jl1crchanc.lise traoe (exports plus imports of

country 13 relative to country II,. 3 Ic:iea1ly, FE
AN

is

2 See the publication of OECu, "economic outlook,"
,] u 1Y 19 7 3, p . I 3 .

3 Previous stuclles have used trade weiyhts to construct
foreign indices. Asset weights might make more sense
for tne forejqn lnterest rate; the effective exchange
rate could be constructed using both asset ana trade
weights. However, data problems render this task
impossible.
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the hypotheticul un1form pr-oport"Lonate change 1n the

value of currency A v1s-a-vis all other currenC1es (all 13) ,

from the base to the current period, that would have

the same effect on country's A balance of payments as

the actual set of exchange rate changes EFBN for all

B. Thus, an optimal computation of the effective

exchange rate can be achieved, if the weights are

obtained from a model w1th parameters that indicate the

effects of changes 1n the relative values of the

currencies of all other countries on each country's

balance of payments. Econometric modelling of this

kind can yield weights that enable the construction

of toreign variables that are closest to the ideal

concept. However, such modelling is infeasible, given

the necessarily limited scope of this thesis. A trade

weighted concept prov1des an inferior pattern to one

ueriveu from a correctly specified and appropriately

est1mated model but 13 the best of the the feasible

al te rna tl ve schernes.

Table 4.1 descr1bes the we1shting pattern of

the forelgn variables for each country. A measure of

the quality of foreign variables tor a given country

is the proportion of the country's total world trade

accounted for by the countr1es with some weight in the

indices. This measure, called "coverage", has two



Country

France

Germany

Japan

UK

USA

Coveragea

(.629, .715)

(.648, .719)

(.396, .514)

(.543, .612)

(.545, .659)

TABLE 4.1

WE IGHTING PATTERNS

Weighting Pattern

.008 Austria + .008 Australia + .160 Belgium + .012 Canada + .297 Germany
+ .148 Italy + .019 Japan + .086 Netherlands + .024 Sweden + .058 Switzerland
+ .084 UK + .092 USA

.050 Austria + .011 Australia + .126 Belgium + .013 Canada + .192 France
+ .126 Italy + .025 Japan + .178 Netherlands + .043 Sweden + .056 Switzerland
+ .061 UK + .115 USA

.003 Austria + .141 Australia + .015 Belgium + .085 Canada + .026 France
+ .063 Germany + .015 Italy + .021 Netherlands + .011 Sweden + .019 Switzerland
+ .054 UK + .543 USA

.017 Austria + .047 Australia + .069 Belgium + .068 Canada + .119 France
+ .159 Germany + .055 Italy + .042 Japan + .111 Netherlands + .073 Sweden
+ .059 Switzerland + .178 USA

.003 Austria + .024 Australia + .032 Belgium + .395 Canada + .047 France
+ .096 Germany + .046 Italy + .194 Japan + .048 Netherlands + .015 Sweden
+ .018 Switzerland + .076 UK

a Trade with countries included in weighting pattern as a proportion of the domestic country's total trade.
First entry refers to 19731 and second entry to 1975IV.
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The first refers to 19731 and

the second to 19751V. The coverage 1S always

lower in 19731 than in 1975IV. The major reason

is that after the first oil shock industrial countries

1.ncreCl.sed considerably their expenditures on oil

imports and consequently there were increased exports

to the oil producing countries in 1975. Since only

"relative tra,Je" among the sample countries is

relevant, there is no bias 1n the weil]11ting patterns.

The oil crisis of the 1970s could not have any signi

ficant effect on their relative trade because all

countries in the sample are industrial. However, both

periods (before and after the oil shock) are used to

construct the weights.

4.4 THE PRICE INDEX

Many different price indices have been used

in various studies, but it was argued in chapter 2 that

the least deficient indices are the CP1 and the implicit

GOP deflator, with the latter the best, since the

CPT 15 a partial measure of price level adjustments.

Here, two theoretical arguments in favour of the

implicit deflator and some additional empirical reasons

are given.

Gn~ theoretical argument is on the product1on
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and the other on the consumption side of the economy.

On the production side It can be argued that a unit

factor-cost measure is the most appropriate one

(Eouthakker, 1962, p. 293). Under certain assumptions,

a unit-factor-cost concept of P.P.P. is equivalent to a

P.P.P. based on price levels that are production weighted

averages of conunodi ty prices in each country, implying

an implicit price level measure (Officer, 1974, p. 871)

However, for equivalence with a cpr concept of P.P.P.,

which implies the use of household consumption weights

in the construction of price levels, additional and more

stringent assumptions are required (Officer, 1976, p. 12)

On the consumption side, to the extent that the

P.P.P. theory is justified by the existence of arbitrage

and substitutability of commodities in consumption, the

price concept should be as comprehensive as possible.

Thus, an implicit deflator, encompasslng all output of

the economy, is preferred to a cpr measure which restricts

pricing to those goods and services purchased by house-

!1(; 1 ds"
Furthermore, implicit deflators are more

likely to be comparable among countries since t11ey are

often constructed wi thin a common accounting frarLlework,

In particular the D.N. System of National Accounts.

However, their application is of limited extent, since
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there have not been enough data points for empirical

work, particularly on a quarterly basis.

The price index is an important variable in

the model. There are two prlce equations, but also

prices enter the other equations of the systew as well.

Though there were strong reasons to support the use of

an implicit GDP deflator measure, the model was estimated

initially using the implicit deflator, the CPI ana the

WPI, three of the most commonly used indices.

Preliminary estimation indicatea that the

best fit was obtained with the implicit deflator and the

worst one with the WPI, for all countries 4. The CPI

performed slightly better thun the implicit deflator

only for tIle uK and the US.

Moreover, since the model has some lagged

dependent variables, the characteristic equation of the

system was derived after est.inlation S. When the implicit

deflator price indices were used, the characteristic

roots were found stable for all countries except the GK

and the US. Hence, the implicit deflator was used for

France, Germany and Japan and the CPl for the UK and

the uS.

4 Thi s judgement was based on the usual statistics and
on some signs not supported by the theory.

5 In chapter 5 the characteristic equations and their
roots are given.
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THE ~REATMENT OF THE EXPECTED VARIABLES

It was argued In tne prevlous chapter that

the assumption of rational expectations is consistent

with the model. An ideal treatment of rational

expectations in the empirical implementation of the

model would be the following:

Given equations (3.15) to (3.18b) one would

write down some arbitrary trial solutions for the

endogenous variables. Then the method of undetermined

coefficients could be applied to eliminate the expecte6

terms and estimate the resulting model subject to the

rational expectations cross-equation restrictions, using

full information maximum likelihood (FIML). These

restrictions would yield estimates of the coefficients

of the expected terms (unobservable variables).

The use of the cross-equation restrictions,

which are expresseci ill terms of the structural parameters

of the model, implies that the agents know and apply the

structure of the economy in forming their expectations.

This procedure has been applied only with

very simple models that have only one expected variable

and a less complicated structure. In our case, it was

not possible to solve, even algebraically, the model after
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this procedure was applied because the cross-equation

restrictions were complicated nonlinear expressions and

not in reduced form. Even after some brave assumptions

which, in principle, allowed solution of the model (given

the restrictions), it was impossible to differentiate

by computer such a complicated and space consuming system.

In fact, because of the restrictions even an iterative

scheme asymptotically equivalent to FIML would re~uire

a great deal of computation.

It lS the computational requirements of the

restricted FIML that have directed so much effort In

recent years into tDe development of alternative procedures.

McCallum (1976) nas referred to any rational expectation

estimation procedure which does not impose the rational

expectation restrictions as being only "partially

rational". If the restrictions are imposed in the

maximum likelihood procedures, they are said to be "fully

rational". Following McCallum (1976), use is mclOe of

an instrumen tal method approach to provide consisten t

estimates of the equations of the model involving

expectations which are in fact formed rationally. The

expectational variables of the model are expected

domestic price, expected foreign price and expected
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6exchange rate •

Ordinary least square regressions of domestic

price (P), foreign price (FP), and exchange rate (FE)

on the predetermined variables of the system are per-

formed. Several combinations of variables, which were

used to compute the instrumental variables, were tried

as predetermined in the first stage regressions, but

here only those that gave the best fit are reported.

The resulting estimates are given in Tables

4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. The previous notation used in the

model, in which the superscripts A and B denoted the

domestic and foreign variables, is abandoned. Now, tne

first character in each symbol stands for the country

(F for France, G for Germany, J for Japan, E for UK and

U for US). The variable name is the last character

in each symbol, and it keeps the same meaning as in

chapter 3, though the lower case letters are replaced

with capital letters. A character X denotes an

expected variable. A lettel." F' preceding the character:

6 Estimates of expected prices and exchange rate may
also be generated using interest rate term structure
and the forward exchange rate as proxies of expected
prices and exchange rate. However, forward markets do
not exist for some of the countries included in the
weighting pattern of Table 4.1. Furthermore, our
treatment of the expected variables is more consistent
with rational expectations.
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TABLE 4.2

FIRST STAGE REGRESSIONS USED TO CREATI: INSTRLJillE~TS FOIZ !lmlLSTlC

EXPECTED PRICE ~ARIABLES
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TABLE 4.3

FIRST STAGE REGRESS [ONS USED TO CREAT!:. 11\5TRU~IENTS FOI\. FURLIGN U.PECTElJ

PRICE VARIABLES

Explanatory ENDOGENOUS
Va riab1es FFP GFP .JFP EFP UFP

t t t t t

Constant .31Yl .1665 .1214 .IlS3
( . 0490) (.0193) (.0200) (.0127)

FP
t-l

.0929 .9138 .7894 .9779 .b12Y
(.O~)LJ9) (.0108) (.0824) (.0044) (.075:»)

FP .19.21 - .02:)2 .2256
t-2

1.(871) (.OOS3) (.onn

HI
t- 3

.0733
(.0189)

FG
t-3

-.0625
( . 0277)

FUP . US53
t-l

(.00;5)

FOP
t-2

.0278
(.0054)

P
t-l

.2381 .2200 .3633
(.0232) (.0840) (.07-12)

r
t-2

-.0248 -.0129 -.1965 -.2207
(.0049) (.0048) (.OS07) (.0720)

p
t-3

- .096 3
(.02.21)

1-1
t-2

.010b .0247
(.llLJ39) (.Oll5S)

_._~~---~~----------- ---~- ---~ - ---

ST:\TISTICS
----~~

")

R~ . 99~19 .YY99 . 999~) . ~)99b .9998

SE .0030 .0O·Lj . llO09 . ()030 .0020

DW 1. 9947 1. 9403 2.1550 2.0251 1.8ll':J2

h .Glbb .248G -.5:,46 - .077-l . bCJH
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TABU, 4.4

F [RST STAGE HEGRESSIONS USED TO CREATE Ii'iSTRUillE:\TS FOR E.\!)[CTEIJ nCIlANGL

HATE VARIABLES
Explanatory ENDOGENOUS
Variables HE GFE .JFE FFE UFE

t t t - t t

Constant 10.2397 --1.1580 6.9358 .9977
(.8017) (.4873) (.3756) (.2202)

FE
t-l

.9930 .7423 .7966
( . 0289) (.1108) (.044Y)

FE
t-2

-. 0135 -.0529 - .1 U76
(.0093) (.0473) (.0364)

p - . 2647
t-l

(.1365)

Pt -.::' .0545 .1174
(.0479) (.0401)

r t - .0086
-J

(.0020)

;-1 1.3018 .3246 .1726 .4160
t (.1617) ( .0478) ( .OU(3) (.0307)

j\J -. 33Y 1 -.1246
t-l

( . 0441) (.022:»

or -.0323
t ( . 0071)

Fill -1.4253 - .2876 -.lU9S -.4028 -.370U
t (.:>171) ( . 11 76) (.0215) (.0534) (.0174)

Fill ..3022 .0684 .3485
t-l

(.1092) (.0267) (.0198)

FOP _ -.1429 .0557
t-l

(.0289) (.0115)
--~- . "~-----~---~.----~- ---~-----~--- ------~---_.

S'L\Tl S I [CS
------'

l

Ie . Y848 .9999 . ':J l)~) --: . ~)9':J2 .9992

S[ .OeW2 . 0010 .0022 . uu s() .0044

D\\' 1. 8426 1.8224 1.9::;33 ] .5210 2.0005

11 .4859 0.5563 .1972 1.515U -. UOlli
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that stands for the variable, denotes a foreign variable.

The symbol FE is retained for the effective exchange

rate. Again, all variables are in logarithms except for

the domestic and foreign interest rates.

The figures in parentheses below the coeffi-

cients are their respective standard errors. -2 .
R lS

the coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees

of freedom. The standard error of the regression is

represented by SE. Dubrin-watson statistic is

reported for all equations. The Durbin h statistic is

given for detecting autocorrelation in the presence of

lagged dependent variables.

Only seven out of

The estimates are quite plausible.

. . 7 b 1statlstlcs are reasona ly arge.

'The t

eighty-four t statistics are insignificant at the 5

percent level,and then only slightly. The adjusted

correlation coefficients are high, indicating respectable

goodness-of-fit, and the Durbin h statistic is not at

all suggestive of autocorrelation, since at the 5 percent

level of significance the critical value Of the normal

distribution is 1.645.

7
We use the term to refer to the (implied) absolute
values of the ratios of the parameter estimates to
their standard errors.
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Thus, the null hypothesis of no serial correlation

for any of those equations cannot be rejected.

The expected variables enter the equations of

the model with the operator Et(EtP
t

+ l , The

information set includes period t which implies that

when the agents form their expectations they already

know the current variables. Thus, current exogenous

variables are included among the predetermined

variables. Notice that some of them test as significant

in the exchange rate equation, but they are dropped from

the price equations because they do not add anything to

the explanatory power of these equations u.nd they test as

insignificant.

These latter results are not surprising,

given the slow adjustment of goods prices. The

exchange rate is assumed to be determined in the asset

market and it includes a greater proportion of future

infoDaation than do prices. Asset prices depend usually

more strongly than goods prices on expectations, and

thus they are more sensitive to new information which

alters expectations about tne future.

The multivariate least squares regressions of

P, FP and FE on various sets of predetermined variables

of the system yield consistent estimates of P, FP and

FE which may be used as proxies for the unobservable
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variables of our system (Wallis, 1~80, pp. 66-67, and

Revankar, 1980, p. 1360). The variables P, FP and FE

may not be efficient estimators since they do not make

use of the rational expectation restrictions; if FIML

estimates of the structural parameters were used, they

would provide more efficient estimates. But as long as

what we are chiefly interested in is a consistent

proxy for the unobservable variables, the regressions

outlined are adequate (Begg, 1982, pp. 107-110). The

first stage regressions are used to estimate the complete

model in the chapter that follows.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Given the reduced torm of the model, two impor

tant questions have to be answered: what variables

are to be used as rest of the world variables; and

~w the expectational variables are to be treated. The

first question was answered by aggregating over the major

trade partners of each individual country. The effective

'\, exchange rate was constructed with trade weights and other

foreign variables were treated symmetrically.

The unobservable variables were estimated by
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the method of instrumental variables. The instruments

were determined empirically after some experimentation

with different predetermined variables.

The questions of the choice of a standard

country, the sample of domestic and foreign coutries

and the time period were also examined. The time

period is the floating exchange rate period of the

1970s and early 1980s and the domestic countries chosen

are the largest five OEeD industrial countries.
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APPENDIX 4A

TESTING THE CAPACITY OUTPUT ASSUMPTION

Capacity output has been defined in chapter 3

as a function of the price of energy relative to

domestic output (RP) and a time trend. The validity

of this assumption is tested below wit~ simple ordinary

least squares corrected for first-order serial correlation.

Output is regressed on a time trend and the price of

energy relative to the price of domestic output. Symbols,

statistics and the sample period have already been

defined in chapter 4. (p stands for the first-order

autocorrelation coefficient.)

FRANCE: FY
t

-2
R =

2.6521 + .0052 TIME + .0156 FRP
(.0226) (.0008) (.0352) t

.9928; OW = 1.5175; p .8216

( . 0865)

GERMANY: = 2.3377 + .0028 TIME + .0146 GRP
(.0343) (.0013) (.0226) t

-2
R = .9841; OW = 1. 7527; p = .8682

(.0704)

JAPAN: JY t = 7.2247 + .0108 TIME - .0537 JRP
t

(.0182) (.0008) (.0224)

-2
R = .9995; Dh' = 1. 8 019 ; p = .8402

(.0839)
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-.1364 + .0074 TIME - .2256 ERP
t

(.0181) (.0009) (.1228)

-2
R .7438; DW 1.8934; p = .5383

(.1348)

us: UY t = 2.7187 + .0059 TIME

(.0338) (.0013)

.0437 URP
t

(.0233)

-2
R .9903; DW 1.6373; p = .9051

(.0574)

The results are encouraging. The time trend

is highly significant for all countries. The price of

energy relative to the price of domestic output has a

negative and significant coefficient in three of the

five countries (significant at the 5 percent level) ;

in the case of France and Germany, the coefficient is

positive but insignificant. The fit of the regressions

is good and the Durbin-watson statistics satisfactory.
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APPENDIX 4B

TESTING THE ASSUHPTION OF RANDOM WALK

The model assumes that the exogenous variables

follow a random walk. Here, this assumption is tested

by a procedure used by Driskill and Sheffrin (1981).

Each variable is regressed on a constant and on its

first lag. It is then regressed on a constant andon

its first and second lags, and finally on a constant

and on its firs·t, second and third lags. The obj ecti ve

is to see if the coefficient of the first lagged variable

is close to unity and if additional lags are significant.

The test is useful because it throws some light on the

lag structure of the exogenous variables. Symbols,

statistics and the sample period have already been

defined.

MONEY SUPPLIES

FRANCE: FMt = .3000 + .9469 FMt _ l

(.1633) (.0305)

-2
R = .9559; Dlv = 1.9277; 11 .2272
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FM
t

= .4102 + .9015 FM
t

_
1

+ .0254 FM
t

_
2

(.1617) (.0346) (.0206)

-2
R = .9601; 011 = 2.0263; h = -.0829

FM
t

= .4482 + .8929 FM
t

_
1

+ .0203 FM
t

_ 2 + .0068 FM
t

_
3

(.1741) ( . 0376) (.0135) (.0110)

-2
R .9595; ow = 2.0234; h = -.0741

GERMANY: GMt .2682 + .9573 GMt _1

(.1727) (.0295)

-2
R = .9657; ow = 1. 8531; h = 0.4535

GMt .4116 + .9039 GM
t

_
1

+ .0296 GM
t

_ 2

(.1839) (.0356) (.0207)

-2
R = .9578; DVI = 1. 9 7 4 8 ; h = .0796

GMt = .3645 + .9135 GM
t

_
1

+ .0354 GM
t

_ 2 - .0075 GM
t

_ 3

-2
R

(.1966)

.9576;

( .0384)

ow = 1. 9725;

(.0238)

h = .0872

(.0111)
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JAPAN: JM
t

= .1789 + .9764 JM
t

_ l

(.1791) (.0277)

-2R = .9688; ow = 1. 9429 ; h = .1786

JM
t

.2538 + .9496 JM
t

_
l

+ .0157 JM
t

_ 2

( .1883)

-2R = .9690;

(.0327) (.0100)

ow = 1.9579; h = 0.1328

.2376 + .9530 JM
t

_ l + .01791 JM
t

_ 2
.0032 JM

t
_

3

( .1990)

-2
R = .9681;

(.0352)

ow = 1.9601;

(.01220)

h = .1259

(.0102)

UK: .1319 + .9759 EM
t

_ l

(.1565) (.0331)

-2
R .9698; D\\l = 2.0128; h -.0403

EM
t

.1792 + .9550 EM
t

_
l

+ .0113 EM
t

_ 2

-2
R

(.1701)

.9702;

( .0393)

ow = 2.0130;

(.0109)

h = -.0413

.1359 + .9686 EM
t

_ 1 + .0165 EM
t

_ 2

(.1687) (.0401) (.0126)

.0101 EM
t

_ 3

(.0111)

-2
R .9698; D\r>J = 2.0083; h = -.0264
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us: UM
t

= .0298 + .9995 UM
t

_ 1

(.0426) (.0058)

-2
R .9989; ow = 1. 9827; h .0534

UM
t

.03837 + .9968 UM
t

_ 1 + .0015 UM
t

_ 2

(.0429)

-2
R = .9992;

(.0066) (.0019)

ow = 1.9832; h = .0518

.0671 + .9932 UMt _1

(.0451) (.0068) (.0025)

-2R = .9989; ow = 2.0064; h

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

( . 0028)

-.0197

FR1\NCE: FG
t

= -.0412 + .9486 FG
t

_
1

(.0527)

R2 = .8251;

(.0737)

OW = 1.8967; h .2882

FGt = -.0486 + 1.0557 FG
t

_
1

-')
RL.

(.0478)

.8532;

(.0827)

mv = 1.9455;

.1227 FG
t

_ 2

(.0752)

h = .1952
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FG t = -.0414 + 1.0651 FG
t

_
1 .1571 FGt_2~·0366 FG t _ 3

(.0507) (.0861) (.0928) ( . 0675)

-2
R = .8489; ow = 1.9557; h = .1611

GERP~Y: GG t = .0174 + .7334 GGt _ 1

(.0230)

-2
R = .5723;

( .1019)

ow = 2.0965; h = -.3825

JAPAN:

GG t = .0182 + .5238 GG t _1 + .2043 GG
t

_ 2

(.0263) (.1529) ( .1526)

-2 .4760; OW = 2.0871; h -.80375R =

GGt = .0094 + 1. 0176 GG
t

_
1 - .7625 GG t _ 2+·6742 GG t _

3

(.0133) (.1170) ( .1583) (.1127)

-2 .8492; OW = 1.6959; h 1.3534R = =

JGt = .0040 + .9642 JG
t

_ 1

(.0199) (.0451)

-2R = .9236; ow = 1. 9740; h = .0834

JGt = .0024 + 1.0030 JGt _ 1
.0706 JG

t
_ 2

(.0188) (.0831) (.0822)

-2
R = .9334; OW = 1.9801; h = .0714
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JG
t

:= -.0023 + 1. 0132 JG
t

_
1 + .0333 JG

t
_

2

(.0194) (.0833) (.1149)

-2 .9325; OW = 1.9856; h := .0517R :=

UK: EG
t

:= -.1535 + .8043 EG
t

_
1

.1007 JG
t

_
3

(.0822)

(.0760)

-2
R = .6878;

(.0987)

ow := 1.9856; h := .0559

EG
t

:= -.1312 + .9151 EG
t

_
1 .0852 EG t _ 2

(.0703)

-2
R = .7186;

(.1119) (.0717)

ow = 1.9785; h = .0915

EG
t

= -.1368 + .8854 EG
t

_
1

- .1390 EG
t

_ 2 + .0797 EG t _ 3

(.0759) (.1161) (.0880) (.0707)

-2R := .6969; DW := 2.0232; h -.1024

us: UG
t

:= .0215 + .9872 UG
t

_
1

(.0336) (.0261)

-2R := .9885; ow = 2.0863; h = -.2695

UG
t

:= .0278 + .9750 UG
t

_
1

+ .0073 UG
t

_
2

(.0354) (.0322) (.0112)

-2R := .9877; ow := 2.0901; h := -.2833
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UG
t

= .0243 + .9770 UG
t

_
1 + .0116 UG

t
_ 2 .0036 UG

t
_

3

(.0372) (.0330) (.0177) (.0114)

-2 .9877; 2.0957; h -.3013R = OW =

ENERGY' PRICES

FRANCE: FOP
t = 1. 5559 + .6864 FOP

t
_

1

(.5336) (.1086)

-2 .9768; OW = 1. 7732; h 1.1079R =

FOP
t = 2.2588 + .5307 FOP

t
_

1 + .01S7 FOPt_2

(.6134) (.1279) ( .0110)

-2
.9726; 1.6818 h 1.594 7R = OW = =

FOP = .8828 + .8385 FOP t _ 1+·0106 FOP t _ 2-·0279FOPt_3t

(.4730) (.1013) (.0107) ( .0202)

-2 .9792; OW = 1.9456; h = .2147R -

GERNANY: GOP t = .7845 + .8500 GOP t _ 1

(.2636) (.0538)

-2
R = .8387; m'J = 2.0995; h = -.3251

GOP
t

= 3.2187 + .2146 GOP
t

_1 + .1534 GOP t _2

(.4664) (.0993)

-2
R = .8244; OW = 1.6401;

(.0238)

h = 1.4029

GOP t = .1370 + 1.0039 GOP t _ 1+.0842 GOP
t

_ 2-.1S22GOPt_3

(.1943) (.0582) (.0262) (.0234)

-2
R = .9420; OW = 1. 8644; h = .4473
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JAPAN: JOP
t

= .5246 + .9005 JOP
t

_
1

(.2055) (.0423)

-2 .9526; OW 2.1273; h -.4064R = = =

JOPt = .6909 + .8493 JOP
t

_ 1 + .0179 JOP t _ 2

(.2517) (.0591) (.0156)

-2
R = .9514; OW = 2.2560; h = -.8478

JOP
t = 1. 8500 + .5591 JOP t _ 1 + .0320 JOP t-ii-. 0452 ,JOP t-3

(.4278) (.0975) (.0138) (.0143)

-?
.8622R- = .9292; 011 = 1.7765; h =

UK: EOP
t

= .2037 + .9671 EOP
t

_
1

(.0592) (.0118)

-2R = .9931; ow = 1. 7726; h = .7027

EOP t .2508 + .9427 EOP t _ 1 + .0154 EOP t _ 2

(.0618) (.0159) (.0899)

-2
R = .9933; ow = 1.8819; h = .45776

EOP t = .2738 + .9359 EOP
t

_
1

+ .0126 EOP
t

_
2
+·0052 EOP

t
_ 3

(.0710) (.0186) (.0080) (.0071)

-2
R = .9924; ow = 1.8980; h = .3164
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us: UOP
t

=:: .3842 + .9317 UOP
t

_ l

(.1721)

-2R =:: .9594;

(.0342)

ow =:: 1. 8254; h =:: .5505

UOP
t

=:: 1.2140 + .7209 UOP t _ l + .0485 UOP t _ 2

(.3491)

-2R =:: .9486;

(.0738)

ow =:: 1. 8215;

(.0330)

h =:: .6179

UOP
t

=:: .4586 + .9006 UOP t _ 1+·0380 UOP t _ 2-·0215 UOP t _ 3

(.2211) (.0551) (.0238) (.0144)

-2R =:: .9535; ow =:: 1. 8180 ; h =:: .5965

The above regressions inaicate that the

assumption of random walk is generally supported by

the data. The assumption holds better for money

supplies and government expenditures than for energy

prices. There are only four cases for which the

assumption clearly seems not to hold. These are the

cases of Germany's government expendltures and France's,

Germany's and Japan's energy prices. Thus, the

coefficient of the first lagged variable is close to

unity and additional lags are not justified for the

majority of the exogenous variables.
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APPENDIX 4C

SOURCES AND USES OF DATA

The data consist of quarterly series and

cover the period 19731-198311. Unless otherwise noted,

all variables were taken in level form from the

publication, International Financial Statistics of the

International Monetary Fund and from the publication,

Main Economic Indicators of the OECD. Variables entered

into the regressions are the logarithms of these levels,

with the exception of interest rates. Variables that

were not seasonally adjusted, have been seasonally

adjusted (before taking logarithms), using the adjustment

routine incorporated in the TSP computer programme. The

base year used is 1975.

EXCHANGE RATE

The spot exchange rate (the domestic currency

in terms of US dollars) is used. Exchange rates are

averages over the quarter for all countries.

SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics,
various issues.
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INTEREST RATE

Interest rates that are indicative of a short-

run time horizon are adopted. The Treasury Bill Rate

(the rate at which short-term government paper is issued

or traded in the market) is used for Canada, the UK and

the US, while the Call Money Rate (the rate at which

short-term borrowings are effected between financial

insti tutions) is used for Belgium, France, Germany,

Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden. The only

short-term rate available for Australia, Austria and

Switzerland was the short-term government bond yield.

Interest rates are averages over the quarter.

SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics,
various issues.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

Quarterly data In US dollars on overall trade

(exports and/or imports) by countries were used.

are averages over the quarter.

Data

SOURCE: OECD, Statistics of Foreign Trade,
various issues.
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PRICE OF ENERGY

The price of oil is used as a proxy for the

price of energy. Data are averages over the quarter.

SOURCE: OECD, Main Economic Indicators,
various issues.

MONEY SUPPLY

Money supply consists of the sum of money and

quasi-money. Money equals the sum of currency and

private sector 6emand deposits. Quasi-money consists of

the time, savings and foreign currency deposits of

residents. All data collected are seasonally adJusted at

annual rates.

SOURCE: OECD, Main Economic Indicators,
various issues.

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

Data used are based on the United Nations

System of National Accounts and are also given in the

International Financial Statistics of the IMF, various

issues. Data reported there are seasonally adjusted

at annual rates, except for those of the UK, which were

adjusted accordingly. Quarterly data for Austria,
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Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland

were not available. Quarterly interpolation from

annual data was performed using a quadratic interpolation

formula developed by Gandolfo (1981, pp. 114-118). The

resulting data points were also seasonally adjusted at

annual rates. Quarterly government expenditure data

for France were available only commencing in 1978. The

observations before 1978 were constructed by quarterly

interpolation from annual data.

SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statlstics,
various issues.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

Data for the GDP reported in the International

Financial Statistics of the IMF and ln the Main Economic

Indicators of the OECD are based on the UN System of

National Accounts. Data reported in those two publications

are seasonally adjusted at annual rates, except for those

of Italy and the UK, which were adjusted accordingly.

GOP data for France were available only commencing in

1978. The observations before 1978 and the GDP variables

of Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland

were constructed by quarterly interpolation from annual
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Only GNP data were available for Germany on a

quarterly basis. However, GDP data were obtained by

subtracting net factor payments from abroad. Data for

Australia, Italy, the UK and Germany are taken from

the Main Economic Indicators of the OECD. Data for

Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Japan, the Netherlands,

Sweden, Switzerland and the US are taken from the

International Financial Statistics of the IMF.

SOURCES:

PRICE DEFLATOR

IMF, International Financial
Statistics, various issues.

GECD, l'1ain Economic Indicators,
various issues.

The implicit GDP price deflators for Australia,

Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK ~nd the US are

taken from the Main Economic Indicators of the OECD.

The price deflator for France is obtained by dividing-

quarterly GOP data in current prices by quarterly GOP

data in constant prices. The price deflators for Austria,

Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland are

constructed as follows. First, we divide annual GOP
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data in current prices by annual GDP data in constant

prices. Then, the annual GDP price deflator data are

interpolated by quarterly changes in the consumer price

index. GDP data at constant prices and the consumer

price index were obtained from the International Financial

Statistics of the IMF.

SOURCES: IMP, International Financial Statistics,
various issues.

OECD, Main Economic Indicators,
various issues.

CONSU~lliR AND WHOLESALE PRICES

Consumer price indices as reported in line

64 and wholesale price indices as reported in line 63

of the International Financial Statistics of the IMF

were used. Consumer and wholesale prices are averages

over the quarter.

SOURCE: IMF, International Financial
Statistics, various issues.



CHAPTER '.5

ECONOVlETRIC ESTIMATION OF THE MODEL

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The next task is to estimate the model.

The model is estimated as a system of equations using

Zellner's seemingly unrelatea regression method.

Both restricted and unrestricted estimates

of the model are reported and the proposition that

P.P.P. holds is tested, using the log-likelihood ratio

test. The validity of the assumption that the domestic

and foreign coefficients are e4ual (apart from sign)

is subsequently addressed. Conclusions relating to the

notion of overshooting can easily be cterive6 from the

estimates.

[).2 f1ETHOD OF ESTIMATION

To estimate the model quarterly time series

da ta for France, Germany, Japan, the UK, "tne US and

the countries that enter the foreign aggregates for

1
these five are used for the period 19731-198311

1
See Sources and Uses of Data, Appendix 4C, ~or

more details.
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Given the treatment of expectations of the

previous chapter, the reduced form eyuations (3.15),

( 3 . 16 a), (3 . 16 b), (3 . 1 7a), (3 . 1 7b), (3 . 1 8a), an d

(3.18b) can be estimated with a single-equation

estimation technique. However, Zellner's (1962)

seemingly unrelated regression procedure is used for

two basic reasons:

First, there lS evidence that the errors

are strongly correlated across equations. Inspection

of the reducea form equations indicates that many error

terms are common across equations 2. Another indication

is the correlation among the individual error terms of

the structural equations via the adaing up constraints

discussed in chapter 3. Furthermore, equations like

A
r

t
Ete t + l - e t , that link the markets between

the Ciornestlc and the foreign countries \or between the

endoyenous variables) make the correlation even stronger

among the ey:uations.

On the emplrical side, preliminary estimation

2 The error terms have been carried from the structural
to the reduced form equations through the substi tu
tions performed when solving for the endogenous
variables.
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by ordinary least-squares regression gave rather

poor results. The standard errors of individual

coefficients were far more satisfactory with Zellner's

method, though the di fferences j n the magni tudes of the

coefficients were small.

Some equations had to be corrected for

first-order serial correlation. The result was that

the statistics of the rest of the equations of the

system were affected due to the contemporaneous

correlation of tne errors.

Secondly, Zellner's seemingly unrelatea

regression procedure is asymptotically equivalent to a

maximum likelihood estimation procedure anu the log

likelihood ratio can be used to test trie restrictions of

the model. Since the nomogeneity restrictions Dold

for the whole system, it is reasonable to test for tnem

with a simultaneous equations system method.

Est1mation with time ser1es data is frequently

subject to the problem of autocorrelation of equation

errors. This 1S particularly true wlth quarterl) data.

Corrections for autocorrelation are made wherever it is

necessary. However, a word of caution applies nere,

since the errors are contemporaneously correlated as

well. The fact that the DW statistic is low in one
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equation does not necessarily imply that the source

of autocorrelation is in that particular equation.

Thus, after considerable exp~rimentation, we end up

with the results presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,

5.4, and 5.5.

The correction for autocorrelation substan

tially improved the results in the case of France.

The correction was performed in two stages. First, a

simple ordinary least square regression corrected for

serial correlation with the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative

procedure was performed. Then the estimated first-

order autocorrelation coefficient (fj) was used to

transform the variables to quasi-first-differences for

the particular equation for which p nas been estimated.

Finally, the whole system was estimated with the seemingly

unre la teu. reyress ion method and the trans formed eCJ.ua tions

to the orlginal form. The transformed equations are

tne French domestic and foreign output equations and

the French ~xchange rate equatlon.

In some cases a time trend variable (TIME)

was auueo. It improves the fit consideraLly and tests

as hlyhly significant. Moreover, the OW statistics

were substantially improved. The time trend was added

to Germany's and the UK's domestic and foreign interest

rate equations, Japan's Qomestic interest rate equation
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and the US's domestic output and domestic ana foreign

interest rate equations.

5.3 ESTIMATION RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

In this section estimates of the model,

cons1sting of equations (3.15), (3.16a), (3.16b),

(3.17al, (3.17b), (3.18a), and (3.18b), are given.

fu1 attempt also is made to provide an economic

cationale for trie econometric results.

Tables 3.1, S.2, 5.3, 5.4, ana 5.5 present

the model estimation results for France, Germany,

Japan, the UK and the US, with no restrictions imposea.

-2
'l'ne R , DI'J and SE statistics that appear in the tables

have already been defineG. The names of the variables

have also been def1ned. All var1abLes contained 1n the

t1rst column of the tables are exogenous. The 2stinlated

f1rst-onler autocorrelation coefficient is represen tea

by f' and the value in brackets under it is 1 ts

corresponding asymptotic standard error. L is the

log-llKelihooCi f . f d 2. Iunct10n 0 the system an X 1S t1e

Cln-square statistic of the system. The number 1n

2
parentheses after x stands for the degrees of freedom

of the system.
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TABLE 5.1

SLHIIN(;LY U;~I\LL:HElJ REGRESSlOi\ I:STlt,!;\TES UI:Illl: LJ0:RESTIUCTI:U i--l0lJH [,01, FR,\.\t:I.

Explanatory
Variables

FFY
t

L\J [)O(~Ei\OUS
FR FFR ----fT'----r-Fr----·--FFE --

t t t+1 t+1 t

Constant

Fl'
t

1·1·1'
t

Hll
t

FFI·!
t

FG
t

F\I'
t

1· F \1'
t

).'.\j
t

F) I jI'
1

.2549
( .(886)

-.3313
l.2U4U)

-.7837
(.4685)

· 1 ~)55

(.1175)

· it,72
( . 1(77)

.8224
(.lloU)

-. I 709
(.1595)

· U897
(.17501

· GU2 (,
( . 5':: () 1 I

.0942
(.0919.1

-.OS81
( . 1 (56)

-1.5577
(.3997)

.1 7U 7
( . 099b)

. 7073
( .0877)

-.07'27
(.09S9)

-.0037
( .1328)

-.0259
r .1494)

.9:350
l .442U)

. U25S
( . 1l2()6)

- . 6234
(.5732 )

-.817:3
r. 3(60)

-3.0772
(.5U71)

-.1:-105
(.198:-11

.1158
(.1122)

-.0492
( .19:321

-.2595
(.2137)

1.037b
(.3077)

2.8829
( . 5:;;;';2)

. (L34 i
I.. uS Il) )

.0402
(.3959)

-.73:39
( . 2(28)

-.2.4406
( . 34 7ll)

. 3:3b 8
( . 13571

-- . US 82
( .07(5)

-.2417
( .1326)

-.2347
(.1441)

1.0139
(.2115)

1.9554
(.3608)

- .llU"::
I • () -l II 1 )

2.7553
(1. 1785 )

-.29U1
(.1767)

- . 8457
l .3(34)

· U:377
( . U9 35 I

-.()13SJ
l . Ub '7,'))

· U375

-.118b
(.U814)

.846:1
C. Li~)6 J

.8008
I, ..) 11 'i)

· u02(,

\ .0":: ::in)

· ()41),~

I . UI3"7!

- . 53US
(.·iW2)

-.U19S
( .07.:;::;)

· ·),%8
( . 1":: :) 1 I

-.Ul~9

(.0:,81)

.US87
:,.U::;·[4)

".03;:;4
I. iJ41 1S)

-.OU:) ....
(.U3SS)

· OS 89
(.008U)

~l' ~ J

· ~)~ "-
I . ] 4t)5 I

· U::; L:;
! . I)() l) ,) I

.\Lilli)

I ' {JlI-i '

5. U45:3
(.6810)

.~S97

( . 9U7f) \

1 . ~4 Sll
i 1. S";'7)

I. UUbS
1·-+95.~)

- I . ..:: :',15
I, • :) 7S 1 I

· -+ :;.) 7
i . -+ ~)9 8)

-.496U
( .(552)

-.5674
; . 71 ~8}

~ -, l" ..... )
-L._Cl"~

i": . lJ':: III )

.11Gb
I, • L':) 1 )

Tf \lL

. -"-" ---. _._----_... ---~.---_._--
S I \T I STIeS

.()L4~) -.ll~ll4

.. _.. _._l.._U05-"l._1.~:lIl . __ . _

.,
'iZ~ .9773 .9282 .7715 . SU:l .9996 .9999 · 87::;9

Uh' 1 . ~)U4U 1.7161 1. j·ii>4 1. 05 7S ..: . 1194 "::.4651 1.9::' S::
SE .llUSb .01l7l) .01::;U .0092 .uLlSU · D021 , (1:).):)

.8::i4'::: .771.:; · ~):-- ~ s
( . m~() 1) (.l1997" I J ..: I:>() I

,S.\c;tl'lIl'S Statlstics: L = %9.07, - ((J /) ,,\ )5 . (0 I>:
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TABLE S.2

SEEMINGLY UNREL:\TEO RI:GRLSS iON ESTHIATES OF Till: UNRLSTIZl ClUJ ~lOI)EL FOE
GER~!ANY

ENDOGENOUS
Exp 1ana tory -=GY:-:-'---~G=F::-:-Y-------;G'-;:R:-------'G'-;-:'I;:-;~ R:----";"7G~P-------,::;G-:=;-F:-:-P-----:cG;-;-;F-;;-E-

Va r i ab 1est t t t t + I t + 1 t

Constant

GP
t

GFP
t

G~l
t

GFi'!
t

GFG
t

GXP
t

GFXP
t

eXE
t

COl'
t

l~FOI)

t

.9341
(.8636)

-3.3022
l·5(40)

-.1044
(.2857)

.7290
( .0713)

.1010
l·1577)

-.0034
(.0229)

.4ll37
(.3145)

2.0750
(.4564)

.0,:)08
(.1029)

.1871
(.1834)

1. 8402
(.3768)

- .9794
(.2461)

-.5083
(.124tl)

.02UO
(.0311)

.64L19
(.068S)

-.0068
(.0099)

.3677
(.IS72)

.5046
(.1991)

.0988
(.0449)

.0046
(.0800)

4.1270
(.9671)

-2.8125
(.4833)

.3785
(.2590)

- . 13U2
(.061S)

.0443
l.1408)

.0052
(.0190)

.2385
(.2618)

1.8836
(.388S)

-.06164
(.0858)

- . :;051
( . IS:; 1 I

.0712
(.8489)

-2.4498
( . 3(14)

.2941
(.2028)

-.0111
(.()4t)!j

. 1UU~)
(.IU91)

-.U012
(.01381

-.2081
(.19US)

2.2194
(.2887)

.0694
(.Oo2S)

-.2UU2
( . III 7)

-.2494
( . 3635 )

-.4089
(.188S)

.3191
( . U92.,.. I

.usss
( .0208)

-.U2SS

I.. OStJtJ)

.U(Jo3
(.0062)

.147U
( . 0857)

1.0919
(.1737)

- .0350
(.0275)

. 14~U
(.0492)

.ULl23
C. OUSt);

.4448
(.3749)

· 1142
(.2U33)

./lb!
I . ()~. SS !

· UU8~
(. (J}(,y)

-. UL':S
(.U'+57)

- . 0033
(.0048)

· U 12;)
( .0656)

.0564
(.1976)

-.0081
(.0212)

-.OU0=
( .0364 I

· U.'~'::

I . (I 1~lt} i

:':.6759
(.4085j

-.2S·~5

1.3US9)

. 3::JtJ 8
1.155U)

. led::;
I .0.18;"1

.Ll3SS
l·OoS::;)

-.0081
(.0124)

- . ::;003
( . 1(06)

-.0143
(.2476)

- . 17:;0
(.(EiS8)

.41SS
i .0:.195)

THIE .0UtlS -.U\1:;-;-

__________________.__~2t:)..)~~.) .J<_U.Ui1.1 _
-.(IU'::!) .lIll.)ll

( .001.>, I.IlJl1Ci)
--"-- - ---~ -- ---- ---------- -- - ---

STATISTICS
._,
R~ .9886 .9923 .7053 .7582

OW 1. 2529 1.1514 1. 2994 1. 28gb

SI: .0172 .0075 .0143 .0 1114

.9985

} . 8619

.0045

.9998

2.4537

.OU35

.983b

1. 7510

.OU93

System's Statistics: L = 1040.0, ~J·H . () 1
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TABLE 5.3

SEHllNCLY UNRELATED !{EGRESSION ESTIH'\TES OF THE UNRESTRICTED MODEL FOR JAPAl\

ENDOGENOUS
Exp 1an a to ry -J--;-;yc;----J~FY--;-------J=R::-----J~F=R::------Jc;c-;p::-----Jc;c-;F=P:-------J7":F=-E-'-
Variables t t t t t+l t+l t

Constant

JP
t

.IFP
t

.n!
t

JF~I
t

JG
t

.JFG
t

JXP
t

JFXP
t

TXE
t

JOP
t

3.3924
(.9195)

-.5910
(.4564)

-.3540
(.6806)

.9074
(.0501)

-.3602
(. 1I00)

.0895
(.0444)

.3034
( .1I20)

.1339
(.5207)

.2693
(.6872)

.5266
(.1946)

-.4239
(.9726)

-.3057
(.4828)

-.5437
(.7200)

.1491
(.5308 )

.4562
(.11637)

-.0935
(.04706)

.6306
(.11853)

.1820
(.5571)

-.0411
(.7269)

-.340b
(.2058)

1. 4471
(1.1985)

-3.3375
(.4580)

-1.7798
(.6414)

-.1694
l.0475)

-.6949
(. 1I69)

.0722
(.0422)

.9031
(.1173)

3.7062
(.5195)

2. loll
l·6692)

.0953
(. 1835)

- 2.5366
(1.2878)

-1. 5662
( .6393)

-.1923
(.9533)

.0Ho
(.0702)

-.1488
(.1540)

.0121
(.0623)

.2448
(.1569)

1. 5265
(.7377)

.4609
(. ~624)

-.4239
(.2726)

1. 010
(.9385)

-.3691
(.3452)

-.3405
l.4507)

.0602
(.035b)

-.2094
(.1205)

--.07::22
(.0293)

.156U
( .1288)

1.4513
(.3953)

.4700
(.4966)

.2052
(.131I)

.0876
I. Ull14)

.b084
(.5717)

-.1556
(.2.'S33i

.2651
(.::2958)

-.0172
(.0219)

-.0761
( . Ob4 8)

. OS2:-'
(.CJl9b1

.0609
(.0702)

.2434
(.2630)

.4U12
(.31401

- .2084
(.084b')

-4.0076
(.1609)

.1038
(. () 799 )

.U158
( .1191)

.1385
(.0878)

-.0695
(.0192)

.04115
l·0077)

- . 0411
(.0196)

- . 14::!5
(.092::!)

-.OSl·~

(.1205)

.0651
C·0.340)

JFOP. t

.00So
(.Oll37)

.O:?l4
(.OO~5)

.0111 (.000"";)

__--'-l._0031) .~_(_.~}_9L __ nn.__nnn

STATISTIcS

R:2

ow

SE

.9Y78

1. 6573

.0101

.9803

1. 1991

.0107

.8423

1. 1772

.094~

.7255

.9099

.0141

.9977

2.100b

.0065

.9996

2.4175

.0043

.995U

1.2485

.0017

System's Statistics: L 1091.2,
')

X~ (oS) 1013.6
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'L\BLl: 5.4

SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGIU~SSI00! ES'1 HIATES OF 11!E UNRESTRICTED ~lODEL FOR TllE U. K.

Explanatory
Variables

Constant

EP
t

EG
t

EFG
> t

EXP
t

EOP
t

EY
t

6.3231
(2.3759)

-.3620
( . 5821)

4.5142
(2.5061)

.9652
(.208S)

-.1587
(.3337)

.3075
(.1868)

.1758
(.4968)

.6813
(.74;)6)

-6.2457
(2.5263)

-.4667
(.30181

HI'
> t

1.3348
(.9523)

-.1104
(.2332)

-.2574
(.0045)

.057S
(.0837)

.S05S
(.L")37)

(.0748)

-.0442
(.1992)

.3317
(.3004)

-.9485
(1.0126)

.0846
(.1:209l

ER
t

2.4096
(2.6152)

-.2902
( .4047 )

-4.b804
(1.8249)

-.2972
( . 14(2)

- . 2850
( ,ns 1)

.170S
(.1290)

.1758
(.3747)

.5843
(.5220)

3.9889
(1. 770b)

.5384
1.20 Ii:,)

EFR
t

-2.3120
(1. 5584)

-.0878
( .2432)

-1.1442
(1.0954)

.0739
(.0878)

.lob5
(.1646)

.0081
(.0775)

-.4207
(.2247)

.3122
(.3137)

1.1442
11. u6 39)

.1344
l.1249)

EP 1t+

1.7036
(1. (1)40)

.0598
(.2457)

.7767
(1.1958)

.1643
(.0887)

-.1301
( . 1 796 )

.2199
(.0780)

-.0477
(.2437)

.9603
(.3222)

-.7142
(1. 11(0)

-.0055
(.1257)

.0459
(. 055~1)

EFP
t+l

.8818
(.3946)

-.0203
(.0513)

-.1370
(.2443)

-.0162
(.0185)

.01483
(.0378)

.0141
(.0162)

-.0008
(.0495)

.0844
(.0661)

.8501
(.2408)

.\)219
(.0260)

EFE
t

7.3490
(.8182)

.0980
(.2004)

.5902
(. 8631)

.3814
(.0719)

-.1735
( .1149)

.0711
(.0643)

-.2880
(.1711)

. U869
(.2581)

-1.1816
(.8700)

.131S
(.1039 )

TIME

EFOP
t

.U21b .. OU9l

______________---'-r_._OO_8_"+I L:y049)

STATiSTICS

.0084
(.0056j

.lilS5
i. OUS:;)

.0035
(.0013)

-2
R

ow

SE

.9624

1. 7362

.0234

.9907

1.0316

.0094

.S943

.0161

.7828

.906S

.0097

.99Y2

1.63S~

.0097

.9999

2.2459

.0020

.9721

1. 3128

.0080

I
System's Statistics: L 998.3C1, [(u9) 94:5.15
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TABLE 5.5

SEErvllNGLY UNR.ELATED REGR.ESSION ESTltvlATES OF THE UNREST1UCTED 1>10DEL FO\<. THE U.S.

ENDOGENOUS
Exp 1an atory -----:Uc;-;Y~---o-:c::::::~Y-;------~I-c-~------;U-;-;I::-::~R::----
Variables t UF t U t t

UP
t+l

UFP
t+l

UFI::
t

Constant

UP
t

UFP
t

UG
t

UFG
t

UXP
t

UFXP
t

UXE
t

UOP
t

UFOP
t

Tll>lE

STATlST[l..:S

ow

SE

-2.1045
(1. 9372)

-.0871
(1.0042 )

-.0659
p. 1784)

.2807
(.2051)

.7346
(.16lJ6)

.1358
(.1959)

-. 7514
(.1768)

. 5332
(1.068)

-.3698
(1.1949)

-.3132
(.1678)

- .OlbS
\.OU74)

.%37

.9759

.0132

2.0660
(.4816)

-. 8528
(.6045)

1. 1267
(. 7135)

-.0962
(.1079)

.7875
(.0934)

-.0298
( . 11 70)

.0229
(.lO26)

1.5378
(.6473)

-2.4031
(.7248)

-.2607
(.1013)

.9954

1.5986

.0080

-9.2068
(1.7052)

.1584
(.8524)

- 1. 3256
( .9996)

.6161
(.1759)

.1851
( . 1367)

- .1148
(.1664)

-.1932
(.1505)

.6783
( .9059)

1.2910
(1.10136)

.1536
(.1424)

.0352
(.0066)

.8465

1.9416

.0111

-3.3314
(1.0073)

-.8695
(.4503)

-.1671
( . 5271)

-.0659
(.0963)

.1759
(.0730)

- .2 85U
(.0881)

-.2597
(.0804)

1. 5742
(.4775 )

.2740
(.5342)

-.0648
(.0751)

-.0153
(.0039)

.9239

1. 1875

.0059

1. 1854
(.6772 )

.6304
(.3087)

-.6879
(.3521)

.0508
(.0656)

.0915
(.0489)

-.1622
( .0589)

.0143
(.0535)

.1820
(.3377)

.4944
( . 3545)

.0258
(.0507)

.0313
(.0103)

.0584
l·00'::7)

.9997

2.4797

.0039

- . 1892
(.4290)

.1951
(.2063)

.0959
l·2L?0)

.0379
l·0..\09)

.0365
(.030..\)

-.0814
( . 0351)

- .0303
(.0318)

-.1640
( . 2247)

.8266
(.2095)

- . 0082
l .29 7ll)

.015-:
( .:11311

- . UU 11
l·Ull1;)

.9999

1.Hll::;

.0023

,·L 0139
(.2764)

.7579
(.3nO)

-.6534
(.4095

.2604
(.0619)

- .2429
(.0536)

-.06%
( . 0(71)

-.U226
l·0588)

.9253
( . 3715)

.8973
( . HbO)

.0(J04
( .0581)

.97%

1.9172

.0045

System's Statistics: L 1125.0, 96 7. 74
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The equations generally fit the data very

well. The poorest fit appears to be in the interest

rate equations for all countries considered, which is

not surprising, given the continuous intervention of

central banks to adjust interest rates during the sample

. d 3perlo • The DW statistics are satisfactory, except

only for the domestic and foreign interest rate

equations of Japan and the UK, and the domestic output

equation of the US, for which there was no room for

additional improvement owing to a very poor fit of the

above five equations when a correction for auto-

correlation was applied. Therefore, only the French

domestic and foreign output equations and the French

exchange rate equations were corrected for autocorrelation.

Money supplies (either domestic or foreign)

are the most significant variables for all countries and

in most equations, which is in accordance with the

literature of the modern approach to exchange rate

determination and with the monetarist nature of the model.

however, overshooting is notthe case, as it is in the

3 An additional reason could be the validity of the
maintained hypothesis of interest rate parity.
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rest of the li terature, In which only small country

models have been tested. Only In the case of France,

the coefficients of domestic and foreign money supply

in the exchange rate equation are slightly greater than

unity, indicating that overshooting can occur either

from an increase in domestic or foreign money supply.

Particularly, surprising is the case of

Germany, for which previous studies have given a

rather high money supply coefficient. In our case,

This is inhowever, there is clearly undershootiny.

accordance wi th the theory.

Government expenditure variables have been

completely neglected in previous empirical work. An

inspection of the estimates presented here indicates

that, although they are not as significant as money

supplies, they fit well into the model and improve its

explanatory power. This is in accordance with Dorn

busch's (1982, p. 112) suggestion that fiscal and

monetary disturbances should be present in any model

based on the asset market approach for determining the

exchange rate.

A feature that may look puzzling is that, in

some cases, the coefficient of a foreign variable is

more significant than the coefficient of the corresponding
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domestic variable. But in fact, this is not surprising,

given that the western industrial economies have become

more open to foreign trade in the last twenty years ana

that the model allows for the endogeneity of foreign

variables. McKinnon's analysis (1982, pp. 320-24) ~u2Ports

strongly the above point. "The world money supply

exploded in 1971-72 and again in 1977-78 (well before

the two oil crises of 1973 and 1979). Even for the US

itself this measure of changes in the world money supply

explains the great (dollar) price inflations of 1973-74

and 1979-80 much better than does any American monetary

aggregate ... Growth in the world money supply is a

better predictor of American price inflation than is US

money growth."

The signs of some coefficients are not as

expected. In particular, the French foreign government

expenditure, the German price level, government

expenditure, expected exchange rate and foreign

expected price and the UK foreign government expenaiture

variables enter with negative signs in the equations

for French foreign aggregate aemand., the German exchange

rate, aggregate demand, interest rate and foreign

prlce and the UK foreign aggregate demand, respectively.
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Furthermore, the UK expected exchange rate

enters with a positive sign in the UK foreign interest

rate equation. Notice, however, that all of the above

coefficients are insignificant at any conventional

test level. One should also be aware that a high

degree of mUlticollinearity 1S present in n~st of the

equations which include money, prices and expectea

prlces! both domestic and foreign.

Domestic expected price enters with a negative

sign In the exchange rate equations for France, Germany,

and Japan, but the coefficients are insignificant.

The importance of expected domestic prices is reduced

because domestic prices already include a portion of

the po~ential influence of domestic expected prices on

the exchange rate. Interventions in the exchange

markets and the participation of European countries in

the EEC could be additional reasons for the above result.

The rest of the coefficients can be explaineu

directly with the model. Some channels not apparent in

a small country model, or in a model without any expecta

tions, are explained below. The interpretation should

take into account the short-run nature of the analysis.

In the Mundell-Flemming model an increase in
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the domestic price level unambiguously increases

interest rates. Given the dynamics already described

(overshooting is not a necessary phenomenon), an

increase of the domestic price level can be accompanied

by either depreciating or appreciating currency.

Interest rate parity implies that low interest rates

are associated with appreciating currencies, and vice

versa. Thus, both a positive and a negative coeffi

cient of the domestic price variable in the domestic

interest rate equations are equally acceptable.

The expecte6 exchange rate affects positively

the French and the UK foreign prices. This can be

justified again with the help of the interest rate

pari ty concli tion. An increase of the expected exchange

rate (expected depreciation) implies a decrease of the

foreign interest rate, wnich will stimulate foreign

aggregate demand, and thus cause the foreign price level

to increase. The same reasoning, but in the opposite

direction, justifies the negative sign of the expecte6

exchange rate in the UK domestic price equation.

The expected exchange late enters with a

negative sign in the UK and the US aggregate demand

equations. When there is a depreciation, aggregate

demand usually expands. But when there is an expectation
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of depreciation, domestic interest rates will increase

and aggregate demand will decrease. The same argument,

but in the opposite direction, applies to the positive

sign of the expected exchange rate in the German and the

UK foreign aggregate demand equations.

Foreign expected price has a negative sign lD

the Japanese, the UK and the US foreign aggregate demand

equations. A possible explanation is that, as foreign

expected price increases, the expected exchange rate

appreciates, which leads to an increase of the foreign

interest rate and hence to a decrease of foreign aggre

ga te demand.

The effect of money supply on the interest

rate is not clear. In the standard IS-LM macroeconomic

framework, an increase of money supply leads to an

unambiguous decrease of the interest rate. 'I'he arrtbigui ty

arises for two reasons in the present model: First,

there is the Fisher effect; the increase of money

supply creates inflationary expectations which can

force the interest rate to increase. Seconu, output lS

not fixed at the full employment level, and in the

short-run output expansion may raise money demand

sUfficiently that the interest rate may actually increase.

Consequently, it is not inconsistent for some countries
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to have positive and some negative coefficients of

money supply in their interest rate equations.

5.4 TESTING WITH THE MODEL

The validity of P.P.P. can be tested by

imposing the long-run homogeneity restrictions.

Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 and 5.10 represent the

estimated model for France, Germany, Japan, the UK and

the US, respectively, when the long-run homogeneity

restrictions in~lied by the model have been imposed.

Thus, equations (3.15), (3.16a), (3.16b), (3.17a), (3.17b)

(3.18a), and (3.18b) are estimated, by the method of

seemingly unrelated regression, subject to the restric

tions (3.15.1), (3.16al), (3.16bl), (3.17al), (3.17bl),

(3.18al), and (3.18bl). The imposition of the

restrictions changes some coefficients considerably and

some of the signs are reversed. However, overshooting

does not occur even in the restricted model in which

P.P.P. has been imposed except for France.

The restrictions are tested using the

log-likelihood ratio principle. Table 5.11 presents the

log-likelihood functions for both the unrestricted form
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TABLE 5.6

SEHIINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSIOi\ ESTff\V\TES Of TilE RESTRICTED f\IOLJEL FOE FRA'\CE
(lIQi\lDGENElTY RESTRICTIO;.JS HIPOSELJ)

Explanatory
Variables

Constant

r:P
t

q:p, t

HI
t

FFf\1
t

FFG
t

FXP, t

FFXP. t

FXE
t

FOP
t

FY
t

.0282
(.0102)

-.2424
(.1966)

-.2711
(.4563)

. 144~'
(.117:))

.21U
(.1112)

.8365
(.1171)

-.1176
(.1518)

.02080
(.1883)

.1365
(.4590)

.0383
l .0324)

FFY
t

.2578
(.0639 )

.0374
(.1658)

-1.1386
(.3716J

.1096
(.1004)

.6484
(.0856)

-.0451
(.1025)

.1665
(.1137)

.0440
(.1530)

.2989
(.3496)

.0081
(.0264)

FR
t

.0625
(.4768)

-.4477
(.3483)

-2.6026
(.4638)

-.12l5
(.1999J

-.0072
(.0988)

.0486
(.1970)

.0269
(.1641)

.0340
(.2994)

2.3552
( .4827)

.0040

.0582

ENDOGE~OUS

.4581
(.3202)

- . 5320
(.2316)

-2.1627
(.3099J

.2598
( .1335)

-.1204
(.0058)

-.1628
( . 1305)

-.0880
(.1088)

.9010
(.2007)

1.6543
(.3215)

- .0327
(.0394)

FP
t+l

- . 1474
(.2062)

-.2351
(.1848 )

-.4551
(.2997)

.0947
(.0921)

.1048
(.0464)

-.0246
(.0993)

-.1594
(.0838)

1.0774
(.1260)

.5044
(.3170)

.0141
(.0239 )

-.0058
(.0185)

FFP 1t+

-.3666
( .0792)

-.0204
(.0740)

.476CJ
(.1239)

-.016()
(.0341 )

.06·U
( .02 cHlj

- . 0316
(.0::;20\

.0170
(.0354)

.0617
(.0544)

.4090
(.1499)

.0302
(.0100)

.LJ257

HE
t

:i.0865
(.3920i

.0303
1.80H)

.50·-1-0
ll.7:i2'

I.UY3Li
( .48,\1 )

U.9913
( . :)820)

I, . 4~) (-"i )

- 1 . llJl<)
l . 5301 )

-. S531
(.7267)

.217U
( 1 . 6i :; () !

-.()-+7~~

( . 12.17 ;

TliIlL

STAnST] CS

(. 0077~

.0015 -.0007
(.0005) (.OUO::;)------------- ------'----"---

7

Ie

!)Iy

SE

.9700

L. 8363

.0095

.9697
(.0381)

. 9281

1.6319

.0078

.7600
(.1015)

. 7509

1. 1394

.0136

.7':)80

1.0271

.0094

.9990

1.9729

.0053

.9999

.0021

. 81()()

2.0528

.0358

.6828
( . 11 Hi)

System's Statistics: L 0= 958.05, 832.66
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TABLE 5.7

SEEMINGLY UNRLLATED RECRESSION
(IIOi'-lOGENEI TY

ESTHIATES m· 1HE RESTRICTED
J{LSTRICTIONS UIPOSED)

ENDODENOUS
Exp 1ana to ry -""'Gyc-;--------c:-G=F'i-:--"-----G=J::-{---G=,F='J::--~---G='P~---G=F='p:---------:G='r~'E
Variables t t t t t+l t+l t

------------ --------------

Constant

CP
J t

GFP
t

Gi'-l
t

CHI
t

GG
t

GFG
t

GAP
t

GFXPt

GXE
t

GOP
t

.2272
(.80+97)

-2.7427
(.53·H)

-.6789
(.1282)

.8042
(.0064)

.3686
( . 10 7e))

-.Ll060
r.0242)

-.L917
(.1738)

2.0921
(.4830)

.1566
(.0966)

- . U6 70
1.1517)

1. 4901
(.3765)

-.7U22
( . 2366)

-.7929
(.0568)

.057:'
(.2944)

.7735
C. (}.-+77)

-.UU81
(.0107)

.0727
(. 0770)

.5131
(.2140)

.1512
(.0428)

-.1212
( .0(72)

1. 9924
(.8419)

-2.4907
( . 5184 )

.0137
( . 1945)

-. O~H0
( . 0(54)

.4300
(.0997)

.0031
( . U22 3)

-.3926
(.1819)

2.0797
(.4487)

. 0582
(.0901)

-.5330
(.1478)

1.6814
(.5482)

-2.0659
(.3262)

-. OS 85
(.1750)

.0454
( . 0421)

.0331
( .as 70)

-.0023
(.1269)

-.2669
( .1278)

2.0054
(.2583)

.0702
(.0523)

-.2694
( .0093)

-1. 0954
(.2845)

-. 7283
( .2086)

.5547
(.0856)

-.0923
(.0222)

-.0008
(.043.:2)

.0084
( . 0072)

.2202
(.0717)

1 . 312'/
(.19424)

-.0429
(.0289)

.1852
( .0488)

-.0028
(.0067)

.1132
(.2299)

.1233
(.2045)

.6949
(.0782)

.0095
(.0170)

.0366
l·02(2)

-.0034
(.0049)

-.0568
(.0527)

.0984
(.1997)

.0056
(.0201)

- .0296
(.0379)

2.7771
(.4373)

-.36'+6
l .:.: 749)

.-+19U
(.0066)

.15US
( . O:;~.:' )

.UUliS
I .Ch5.+ I

-.()O?
(.01"':41

-. :.:U~)

(.080·1\

-.0Ib7
(.2486)

-.lS87
( .0497)

.4549
(.0 7807)

TJi'-lE

.031'+
(.0180)

-.UOOI0 .0044 -.0069 .OU24

.__.__~__ ....._.~..L!2.0 19) ..1:_0_0_20--,-)~---O.(_.0_0_0_9-,-)_~(-'--. LlO 10) ....__ ..

STATISTICS
_7
R- .9872 .9912 .5936 . 79b9 .99S0 .9998 .9835

DW 1.0308 1.0978 .9914 1. 3107 1. 5461 2.5351 1.8334

SE .0183 .OU81 .0168 .0095 .0052 .0036 .0094

'7

System's Statistics: L 1022.2, ;((62) 900.37
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TABLE 5.8

SEHl1NGL) UNRELATHJ REGRESSION
(llO]\lOGENEl TY

ES TI]\]ATES Of THE RESTRI (TE [)
RESTRICTIO;-.JS H1POSED)

]\lODEL FOR JAPA..\l

ENDOGENOUS
Exp 1ana t ory -J~Y:-:-----.-"'JFC=-'\-·----F=R----J-=-F-,,-R----J-P----.=JF=-C'P'---l---J-:-;F=E-
Variables t t t t t+1 t+ t

Constant

JP
t

JFP
t

J]\1
t

']G
t

JFG
t

Jxr
t

JFXP
t

.]XE.. t

.lOP
t

3.3901
(.8937)

-.5952
(.2213)

-.3599
(.3948)

.9073
(.0496)

-.3603
.1095

.0895
(.0444)

.3033
(.1119)

.1390
(.2204)

.2752
(.3944)

.5208
( . 1941)

-.7416
(.9673)

-.8925
(.2396)

-1.3587
(.4273)

.1386
(.0537)

.4413
( . 1185)

-.0898
(.0480)

.6225
(.1211)

.8851
(.2385)

. 7860
(.4269)

-.3197
(.210l)

1. 0547
(.8629)

-3.8469
(.3078)

-2.4597
(.5179 )

.1771
(.0482)

-.6985
( .1073)

.0743
( . 0428)

.9483
(.1081)

4.3112
(.3470)

2.8711
(.5002)

.1147
(.1870)

-2.1618
(1.2749)

-.8737
(.3157)

.7694
(.5632)

.0539
(.0708)

-.1313
( .1562)

.0077
(.0633)

.2543
(.1596)

.6968
(.3144)

-.5151
(.5626)

-.4485
( . 27(9)

1.1469
(.6339 )

-.4669
(.2627)

-.5207
(.3972)

.0623
(.3570)

-.226U
(.1131)

-.0698
(.0293)

.1663
(.1220)

1. 5394
(.3087)

.6206
(.4080)

.2062
( . 1317)

-.0086
(.0165)

-.8000
(.4098)

-.3951
(.1837)

.1550
(.2629)

- . 00 77
(.0229)

. () 393
(.Ob56)

.0445
(.0204)

-.0504
(.0724)

.4771
(.2085)

.7037
(.2570)

- . 1798
(. 088S)

-4. InS
(.17300)

-.10707
(.0428)

-.2791
(.07b4)

. 1.:i4 7
( . 00:16 )

-.0747
(.0212)

.0416
(.0085)

-.044U
(.0216)

.1102
(.0426)

.2159
( .(763)

.072 ;)
(.037:;1

.JFUP. t

TU1E

STATISTICS

.0080
(.0009)

. 0276
(.0105)

. 0020 .0002
(.0010) (.OUUb)

------"'---_--.:'..----~----''---.._--_._.•-

ow

SE

.9978

1. 6575

.0101

.9794

1. 2057

.0109

.8344

1.2428

.0972

.6527

.9778

.0144

.9977

2.1100

.0066

.9996

2.569.3

.0046

.9938

1. 42.2 /'

.0019

7

System's Statistics: L 1074.1, X~(6l) 979.41
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TABLE 5.9

SEHll NGLY UNRE Li\TED REGRESS ION ESTHlATES OF 11lE RESTRI CTED

(lJO~lOGENEITY RESTRI CnONS HIPOSE D)

ENDOGENOUS
l=xI)lanator;,' -~---=c:-----------,=:-----c=".---------c-:o---~----:o:-:=:----------:7;:;::::--
- EY EFY ER EFR EP EFP EFE
Variables t - t t t t+l t+l t

Constant

CP
t

EFP
t

HI" t

EHI
t

FG. t

EXP, t

EFXP t

EXE
t

EOP
t

FFOP. t

TINE

STATISTICS

ow

SE

1. 6627
0·5041)

.2604
(.5592)

3.8322
l2.6642)

.5065
(.0901)

.5560
(.1695)

.7176
( . 08(1)

--.7505
.3415

-.5034
( .(097)

-4.6517
(2.6101)

--.1220
(.2851)

.9570

1.4US2

.0251

.3996
(.5736 )

.0146
(.2132)

-.3943
(1.0161

.9489
(.0646)

-.0344
(.0366)

.1094
(.0328)

-.2300
(.1302)

.0939
( .2325)

-.6287
(.9955)

.1537
(.1087)

.9904

.9954

.0095

-2.1567
(1.0251)

-.2284
(.3748 )

-3.0445
(1.7317)

-.1606
( . 1234 )

.0007
(.1514)

.0819
(.1069)

-.0845
(.2649)

.5460
(.4512)

2.886
(1. 7241)

.5147
(.1951)

.0002
(.0026)

.5036

.7587

.0160

.1070
(.6311)

-.1971
(.2313)

-1.6891
(1.0737)

-.0427
(. 0904)

-.0427
(.0904)

-. 01.32
(.0624)

-.1984
(.16U4)

.4894
(.2747)

1.3562
(1. 0664)

.09656
(.1200)

-.OUU7
(.0015)

.7713

.9270

.0099

.7213
(.6271)

.0249
( .2287)

1. 3959
( 1.1001)

-. 0850
(.0762)

-.1103
(.U37)

.1591
(.0661)

-.0385
( . 1946)

1. 054 7
( .2863)

-1. 2256
(1. 0735)

-.0417
( . 1184)

-.05·~lJ

l·(5 45)

.U018
(.0016)

.999::::

1.5581

.0096

-.1590
(.1513)

.0313
(.0547)

-. US 71
(.2637)

-.0::::12
(.OZUll

.0869
(.0259)

.0245
(.on-+;

-.1433
( . 0414 )

.0071
(.0167)

.9451
(.2691)

.0:5b3
(.0287)

.UUiS
(.0054)

-.OUU5
(.0004)

1. nus

.00.22

5.8280
(.5146)

. :50 19
(.1913)

.3676
l·9116)

.':::317
(.03.29)

.0597
(.0579)

.2U49
(.0294)

-.590:5
(.li68)

-.2996
(.2086)

-.6613
(.8931)

-.019:5
l .0975 I

. 9lJ 85

1. 2:587

.0085

')

System's Statistics; L 986.10, X-(62) 918. 75
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TABLE 5.10

UNREL'\TED RECRESS ION ESTlj\1JnES OF 'l1IE !{ESTRI CTED
(llmIOGEl'iEl TY RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED)

'-------'-----------E=~N:7:D;:-;O~C=E:-:-:N=O-c-;US:c;-'-'---------- ------
Exp 1an at 0 ry --;U~-----cU:-O:F=;Y-:-----;U-;I-,-{------:U-:-:F=R:----'--;U-:-:;P:------l---:U-:-:;l=~P,---- UFE
Variables t t t t t+ t+l t

Constant

UP
t

UFP
t

Uj\l
t

UC;
t

UFG
t

UXP
t

UFXP
t

UXE
t

UOP
t

UFOI'
t

.2455
(1. (416)

1. 4838
(1.0993)

-2.5336
(1. 2696)

.5402
(.1873)

.2804
(.1577)

.'+50S
(.2102)

-.1277
(.1530)

-1. 6915
(1.1362)

1. 9206
(1.2982)

.0203
(.1778)

1.5690
(.4282)

- .2821
(.5541)

.4120
(.6415)

.0547
(.0790)

.0788
(.0786)

.0915
( .1038)

.1801
(.0669)

.8214
(.5::;88)

-1. 6850
(.6540)

-.1463
(.0866)

- 3.3261
(1.0143)

1.3465
(1. 0298)

-3.7438
(1.1886)

.6403
(.1817)

-.3294
(.1481)

.1021
(.1979)

.4890
(.1475)

-1.2823
(1. 0705)

3.3693
(1.2162)

.4264
(.1679)

.5557
(.5727)

-.4784
(.5538)

-1. 2256
(.6387)

-.1398
(.1021)

-.0748
(.0799)

- . 2236
(.1071)

.0650
( . 0823)

.7960
(.58lH)

1.1227
(.6541)

.0348
(.0912)

-.8933
(.3599)

.9919
( ..3419)

-.9434
(.3813)

.2188
(.0668)

-.00U5
(.0503)

-.06S2
(.Ob39)

.0405
(.05ll)

-.1492
(.3636 )

.8560
(.3902)

.0928
(.0552)

.0263
(.tHOi)

-.1992
(.2032)

..3199
(.2051)

-.0835
(.2078)

.0675
(.0385)

.0052
(.0292)

-.0520
(.0347)

.0126
(.0278)

-.329.3
(.217U)

1. 0057
(.2109)

.0189
(.0291)

.01"+5
( . 0119 i

3.5466
(.2629)

1. 2945
(.3402)

-1. 3254
(.3938)

.'+023
(.0485 )

- . 3.+51
( .0482)

. (l..J..+9
(.0637)

. 1252
(.0411 )

1.5989
( . .3431)

1.5725
(.401611

.lb79
(.OS::;2)

I DIE

STATISTiCS

.0003
l·OLllS)

.OU4} .0037 -.OO}9
__.....:c(_._OU_l_5_)_~(_.U00~) _~_LJ)O 06 )

-.l1UOG
( . OUlJ4,1

ow

SE

.9--1-97 .99+9

.8U64 1.3U49

.0155 .0083

.7490

1.4275

.0143

.8767

.6960

.0075

.9996

2.3910

.0045

.9999

1. 3S 79

.0023 .0051

')

System's Statistics: L =: 1090.3, X'"'(63) =: 910.29



TABLE 5.11

TESTING WITH THE MODEL

-

LOG-LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS LRS

Equality of Test of
Domestic and Test of Equality of

No Homogeneity Foreign Homogeneity Domestic and
Restrictions Restrictions Coefficients Restrictions Foreign

Countries Imposed Imposed Imposed Coefficients

France 969.67 958.05 826.98 23.24 281.38

Germany 1040.00 1022.20 374.02 35.60 339.96

Japan 1091. 20 1074.10 907.26 34.20 367.88

UK 998.30 986.10 885.25 24.40 226.10

US 1125.00 1096.30 979.47 57.40 291. 06

CRITICAL
VALUES

2
X (.05,7)

=: 14.07

2
X (.05,28)

= 41. 3
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of the model and the form in which the homogeneity

restrictions are imposed. The likelihood ratio

statistic (LRS) is computed as the difference between

the unrestricted and the restricted log-likelihood

functions multiplied by negative two:

Calculated LRS

The calculated values of the LRS for the

test of homogeneity restrictions are presented in the

fourth column of Table 5.11. The calculated LRS has

(asymptotically) a x2 distribution with seven ~egrees

of freedom and a critical value of 14.07 at the 5 percent

level of significance.

The calculated LRSs are all much greater than

the critical value, and hence the restrictions are

rejected. The rejection of the homogeneity restrictions

implies that P.P.P. does not hold.

The rejection of P.P.P. indicates that

monetary models that impose ciirectly the assumption

of P.P.P. are likely to be misspecified, especially if

they are intended to apply to recent experience. As

argued in earlier chapters previous empirical evidence

is mixed as far as the assumption of P.P.P. is concerned.
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Some reasons suggested for the failure of the P.P.P.

doctrine were, among others, the omission of real

variables among the explanatory variables, the lack of

any feedback effects from the rest of the world and the

use of bilateral tests. However, it is evident from

the rejection of the restrictions in the present study

that P.P.P. is unlikely to hold even in a large country

framework with a multilateral exchange rate.

A theoretical explanation for the rejection

of P.P.P. can be given in terms of what Frenkel (198lb)

calls new information or "news". The central insight

of the modern approach to exchange rate determination

lS the notion that the exchange rate can be analyzed

within a framework that is appropriate for the analysis

of asset prices. A key characteristic of the price of

an asset is its strong dependence on expectations. This

latter characteristic implies that during periods that

are dominated by "news," which induces frequent changes

in expectations, asset prices exhibit large fluctuations.

Since, by defini tion, "news II cannot be predicted on the

basis of past information and the exchange rates are

viewed as asset prices, by and large the fluctuations

of the exchange rates are unpredictable.

Commodity price indices are not expected to

reveal such a degree of volatility. As it lS well known,
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changes in commodity prices are serially correlated

while changes in exchange rates are not (Frenkel,

1981b). The stickiness exhibited by commodity prices

need not reflect any market imperfection, rather, it

may reflect the cost of price adjustment or the

results of a confusion between permanent and transitory

shocks.
The slow adjustment of commodity prices, In

addition to the fact that they are less sensitive to

changes in expectations imply that when there are frequent

and significant changes in expectations, as was the

case during the 1970s, exchange rates adjust immediately

while commodity prices do not. Given this perspective,

the volatility of exchange rates and the associated

deviations from P.P.P. are less surprising; they

reflect the volatile character of the 1970s, which

were characterized by a number of major real shocks,

including the oil embargo, supply shocks, shifts in

demands for money, commodity booms and shortages, and

differential productivity growth. Furthermore, frequent

changes in expectations occurred in the 1970s, owing

to the great uncertainty about the future course of

political and economic events.

An empirical explanation can also be given

in terms of the US dollar. The US dollar exchange

rate and price index enter partially (with some weight)
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all of the constructed indices for other countries.

Although this study does not involve bilateral compari

sons of the domestic country with the US, US variables

still playa significant role. In bilateral compari-

sons Frenkel (1981a) has shown that when P.P.P. is

tested with reference to the US dollar it is rejected

emphatically. On the other hand, it appears to hold

when, for instance, one uses Germany as the standard

country to examine P.P.P. for France. Inspection of

the LRSs of Table 5.11 indicates that P.P.P. for the US

is strongly rejected, and that the US LRS is much

bigger than the LRSs of the European countries. If

a 1 percent test level is adopted, the critical value of

the x2
statistic is 18.48, and the homogeneity restric

tions for France and the UK are only barely rejected.

What accounts for the vast differences in the

performance of P.P.P. among the various currencies? One

argument can be made in terms of changes In commercial

policies, which have been more stable within Europe

than between Europe and the US. The same applies to

the degree of intra-European flexibility of exchange

rates and the institutional agreements within Europe.

Another argument can be made in terms of the general

presumption that, because of transportation costs,
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P.P.P. lS expected to hold better among the neighbour

ing European countries than between anyone of these

countries and the uS.

It is a common practice of model builders

using the monetary approach to exchange rate determination

to assume that each explanatory variable is specified

In differenceform (for example, the logarithmic 6ifferences

between French and the US money supplies). Hence, a

given increase in each domestic variable will have the

same effect on the endogenous variable as an equivalent

decrease in the corresponding foreign variable. Here

it is argued that the empirical tests of the Dornbusch

model are inappropriate and misleading because the

explanatory variables are specified in difference form.

Such linear difference constraints are especially

dangerous because the specification bias, which in

general results from the restrictions, often leans to

a sign reversal in a constrained coefficient. A

reversal can be more liekly, ceteris paribus, the

stronger the direct correlation between the relevant

domestic and foreign variables (Haynes and Stone, 1981)

The specification of explanatory variables

in a difference form is an attempt by researchers to

increase the efficiency of coefficient estimates by
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reducing multicolllnearity at the cost of (one hopes

minimal) bias and to facilitate the manipulations of

model building. However, since the specification of

the explanatory variables in difference form can result

in substantial bias the appropriateness of the restric-

tions should be formally tested. Our estimates indicate

that, in spite of the presence of multicollinearity,

it is still possible to derive meaningful results

without imposing these constraints.

The model used is flexible enough to test

the above assumption of symmetric coefficients. The

third column of Table 5.11 gives the values of the log-

likelihood functions when the assumption of equality

of coefficients has been imposed, and the fifth column

4gives the corresponding LRS for each country. LRSs

far exceed the /2 critical value of 41.3 at the 5 per-

cent test level. Thus, the assumption of the equality

of the coefficients of the domestic and foreign variables

cannot be accepted. This is in accordance with the

findings of Driskill and Sheffrin (1981), the only

study that addresses this question.

4 All restrictions were also tested with an F-test
and similar conclusions were found to hold.
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The method and the results of estimation of

the model were presented for five large OECD countries.

The results were no~ surprising, except perhaps for

what they imply about the phenomenon of overshooting:

with the exception of France, there were no indications

of overshooting. The restrictions that imply the

validity of P.P.P. were not supported by the results.

Finally, the assumption used by various writers that

domestic and forelgn variables enter the equations with

coefficients that are equal but of opposite sign was

strongly rejected.

The results of a simulation based on the

estimated model are prOvidec. in the next chapter, tne aim

being to see how well the model as a whole tracks the

actual historical data over time. Simulated values

of some of the endogenous variables allow us to

calculate the real exchange rate and to examine how it

behaves dynamically.



CHAPTER 6

SIMULATION RESULTS AND THE FORECASTING ERROR OF

PURCHASING POWER PARITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A historical simulation -- that is, one ln

which solutions of the model are computed over the

sample period -- is performed to test whetner the

system of equations, when solved dynamically, fits the

data well. The dynamic structure of the model is more

complicated than that of any of the individual equations

of which it is composea. Thus, a comparison of actual

data series with the simulated series for the various

endogenous variables is a useful way to evaluate the

entire model.

The simulated values of some of the endogenous

variables are then used to calculate the real exchange

rate, which is a measure of the predictive power of the

P.P.P. theory for a given domestic country and a given

period (relative to the base period). Finally, some

additional simulation experiments are performed to examine

the dynamic response of the system to various exogenous

shocks.
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HISTORICAL SIMULATION

The Gauss-Seidel interative technique is used

to solve the model in dynamic simulation experiments.

The estimated coefficients, the actual exogenous variables

and the observed lagged values of endogenous variables

of 19731 are used as inputs to the historical simulation

experiments. Since there is a lag of one period, the

simulation is started in 197311. The simulation for

France is started in 1973111 because the estimated model

was corrected for first-order serial correlation.

A common practice in evaluating how accurately

the model reproduces all the data series of the endogenous

variables is to report the deviation of historical

simulation values from actual values, expressed either in

absolute units or percentage terms, on a quarter-to-

quarter basis throughout the sample period.

The following statistical criteria are applied

in analyzing the forecasting ability of the model l

(1) Coefficient of Correlation between actual

and simulated series (CC).

1 A detailed discussion of the statistical measures
used in this chapter for evaluating the model is
given in Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981, pp. 362-366).
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(2) Root-Mean-Square Error:

RMSE. =~l/n I (y~ - ya
l
·

t
)2

l t=l It

(3) Mean Absolute Error:

MAE.
l

(4 ) Mean Error: ME.
l

n
=: lin I (Y~t

t=l l

(5) Regression Coefficient of Actual on

Predicted Values (RCAP).

(6) Theil's Inequality Coefficient:

rh n 2
U. =: RMSE.· l lin I (Y~t) +

l l t=l l

I n 1-1
lin I (Y~t) 2 JI

t=l l

where n =: length of simulation period;

Y~t model simulation value of the

.th . bl' . dl varla e In perlo t;

1 1 f h . th . bl= actua va ue 0 tel varla e

in period t.
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The correlation and regression coefficients,

CC and RCAP, should be close to unity. Zero values of

ME. indicate that there is no bias, in the sense that
1

the model does not tend to overestimate or underestimate

the.variables in question. If ME. has a positive value
1

the model overestimates the variable, and vice versa.

Values of MAE. and RMSE. close to zero indicate a high
1 1

degree of simulation accuracy. The problem with the ME i

measure is that it may be close to zero if large positive

errors cancel out large negative errors.

is not true with the MAE. and the RMSE ..
1 1

However, this

The values of U. must be between 0 and 1; if
1

aY
t

for all t and the fit is perfect. Values

of U. less than 0.4 have generally been considered
1

reasonable in other applications. The numerator of the

inequality coefficient can be decomposed into three

components:

u~ (y~ y~)2/MSE.
1 1 1 1

u~ (S. 2= S. ) /MSE.
1 1S 1a 1
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u~ =: [2 (1 - CC) S. s. 1/MSE .l lS laJ l

u~ + u~ + U~ 1l l l

-s -awhere Y., y., S. , S. are the means and standardl l lS la

deviations of the series Y~t and Y~t' respectively,

and MSE stands for the Mean-Square-Error.

h . M s d UC thT e proportlons, U , U an are e

fractions of error due to bias, differences of

variation and differences of covariation, respectively.

For any value of U > 0, we would like uM to be close

The ideal result would be UM
=: US =: 0 and

Roughly speaking, systematic bias in the model

11can be inferred from v~lues of U above 0.1 and 0.2.

Theil (1966) has also proposed another

decomposition of the inequallty coefficient into the

fraction of error due to bias (UM),thedifference of

the regression coefficient from unity, known as the

regression proportion (U R), and the residual

known as the disturbance proportion (UD):

u~ (5. - CCl' )/M5E.
l 1.S a 1.

variance,
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u~ = [(l

u~ + u~ + uJ? = 1
~ ~ ~

For any value of U > 0, the ideal distri

bution of inequality over the three sources is JM = UR

= a and UD = 1.

Summary statistics of the historical

simulation for all endogenous variables are presented

in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The model converged to a

solution for every country in every period, and gave

2
results which were close to observed values. The

symbols for the variables are the same as those used

in previous chapters.

2
The stability of the model can also be verified by
computing the characteristic equations and their roots
for every country. There is a lagged dependent variable
in both domestic and foreign price equations. Further
more, the domestic price variable depends on the lagged
foreign price variable and the foreign price variable on
the layged domestic price variable. Given the estimated
coefficients of the price variables in the domestic and
foreign price equations, the determinant of the
coefficient matrix of the lagged price variables
is formed and is equated to zero. (This methodo-
logy has been explained in Appendix 3A.) The
expansion of the coefficient matrix results in the
following second-order characteristic equations and
their roots:
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Six selected summary measures are reported

in Table 6.1. On the whole, the summary measures

indicate that the predictive performance of the model

is quite good. Based on Theil's inequality coefficient,

all variables perform well, having values of U much less

than .1, except for GR, JR and EY, which have values

.13, .16 and .16, respectively. The values of ME are

less than .001. The same applies for the magnitudes of

RMSE and MAE. The correlation coefficient is also very

high for all variables.

Table 6.2 presents the decomposition of the

simulation error. with regard to bias, all variables

have values of less than .01 and the disturbance propor

tion (U D) is close to unity, except for JR, which is

.5. The other statistical measures indicate similar

patterns and leau to the conclusion that the tracking

ability of the model is quite satisfactory3.

o.

= O.

o.

France:K 2-.1966K-.1577 = O.
2Germany; K -.3080K-.3296

2Japan:K +.1040K-.1509

UK: K
2

+ .0780K+.0075

Hence K
l
=.5074, K2= -.3108

Hence Kl =.7484, K2= -.4404

Hence Kl =.3399, K2 = -.4439

Hence Kl ,K 2 = -.0390~.0773i

and M = .0866

2
US: K -.7764K +.1946=0. Hence Kl,K2=.3632~.2505i and

M = .4412

Where }L is the absolute value of the complex roots.
Therefore, the model is stable for all countries.

3
Figures showing actual and simulated values can be
found at the end of this chapter.
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TABLE 6.1

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR HISTORICAL SIMULATION a

VARIABLES CC RMSE MAE ME RCAP U

FP .9998 .0052 .0039 -.00007 1. 000 .0005

FFP 1.0000 .0022 .0017 .00005 1.000 .0002

FFE .9828 .0452 .0362 .00238 1.008 .0046

FR .8838 .0142 .OUO -.00020 1. 012 .0634

FFR .9005 .0101 .0082 -.00042 1.024 .0556

FY .9853 .0123 .0096 -.00069 1. 016 .0022

FFY .9918 .0346 .0276 -.00137 1.003 .0043

GP .9993 .0048 .0039 -.00019 1.000 .0005

GFP .9999 .0036 .0028 .00002 1. 001 .0004

GFE .9928 .009L1 .0075 -.00001 1. 001 .0010

GR . 7569 .0199 .0152 .00081 .8155 .1334

GFR .8034 .0148 .0122 .00045 .8075 .0767

GY .9479 .0192 .0159 .00040 .9605 .003Q

GFY .9977 .0101 .00885 .00020 1. 001 .0013

JP .9990 .0070 .0057 -.00009 .9988 .0007

JFP .9998 .0043 .0032 .00010 1. (1) 0 .0004

JFE .9977 .001U .0013 .00002 .9988 .0002

JR .6466 .0280 .0227 -.00064 .4721 .1653

JFR .7985 .0166 .0129 .00051 .8543 .0899

JY .9979 .0078 .0063 -.00016 1. 001 .0005

JFY .9951 .0101 .0084 -.00008 1.001 .0014

EP .9997 .01006 .0083 .00007 .9999 .0010

... continued
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TABLE 6.1 (continued)

VARIABLES CC R~lSE ~lAE ME RCAP U

a

EFP 1.000 .0020 .0016 -.00001 1.000 .0002

EFE .9883 .0082 .0066 -.00005 .9994 .0008

ER .7133 .0191 .0157 .. 00068 .7220 .0844

EFR .9074 .0097 · 0079 -.00017 .9832 .0543

EY .9432 .0243 .0188 -.08027 .9585 .1668

EFY .9963 .0109 · 0079 .00001 1. 001 .0015

UP .9999 .0035 .0028 -.00006 .9993 .0003

UFP 1.0000 .0024 .0019 -.00001 .9999 .0002

UFE .9887 .0053 .0043 .00003 .9844 .0005

UR .9390 .0109 · 0086 .00016 .9908 .0614

UFR .9656 .0062 .0054 .00003 .9690 .0324

UY .9855 .0131 .0106 .00010 .9999 .0023

UFY .9974 .0093 .0078 .00057 .9985 .0014

lhe units in which the variables arc measured in subsequent tables
and figures are those defined in previous chapters, but we repeat
them here for convenience. The price variables are logarithms of
price indices. Exchange rates (domestic in terms of foreign currency)
are logarithms of indices constructed by appropriately h'eighted
averages of the currencies of the domestic country's main partners
in trade and payments. Interest rates are in percentage form.
Income variables are logarithms of real income expressed in terms
of the domestic currency. The base period is 1975. The construction
of the foreign variables is explained in more detail in chapter 4.
The above discussion applies for Tables 6.1 and 6.2 and Figures 6.1
to 6.30. The variables of Tables 6.3 to 6.9 are in percentage form.
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TABLE 6.2

DECOMPOSITION OF SIMULATION ERROR

VARIABLES U
M US U

C
U

R
U

D

FP .00019 .00014 .9997 .000009 .9998

HP .0054 .00001 .9994 .000003 .9994

HE .00278 .01885 .9784 .001978 .9952

FR .00021 .07287 .9269 .000470 .9993

FFR .00175 .07657 .9217 .002340 .9959

FY .00305 .03157 .9654 .008505 .9884

FFY .00158 .00737 .9910 .000471 .9979

GP .00153 .00034 .9981 .000001 .9985

GFP .00005 .00601 .9939 .004998 .9950

GFE .00001 .00427 .9957 .000026 1.0000

GR .00166 .01129 .9870 .064140 .9342

GFR .00093 .00006 .9990 .093690 .9054

GY .00044 .00165 .9979 .01479 .9848

GFY .00041 .00201 .9976 .000154 .9994

JP .00019 .00001 .9998 .000560 .9992

JFP .00062 .00134 .9980 .000773 .9986

JFE .00011 .00028 .9996 .000292 .9996

JR .00052 .12350 .8759 .472900 .5266

JFR .00094 .01121 .9879 .048610 .9504

JY .0004 .00232 .9972 .000247 .9993

JFY .00004 .00488 .9951 .000070 .9999
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VARIABLES UM uS uC
U

R
U

D

EP .00005 .00011 .9998 .000006 .9999

EFP .00001 .00004 1.0000 .000004 1. 0000

EFE .00004 .0053 .9946 .000013 .9999

ER .00127 .00025 .9985 .132900 .8658

EFR .00032 .03360 .9661 .001358 .9983

EY .00012 .00228 .9976 .014860 .9850

EFY .00002 .00283 .9971 .000105 .9999

UP .00028 .00169 .9980 .002320 .9974

UFP .00001 .00002 1.0000 .000099 .9999

UFE .00004 .00084 .9991 .010810 .9892

UR .00024 .02305 .9767 .000645 .9991

UFR .00002 .00018 .9998 .013880 .9861

UY .00006 .00723 .9927 .000001 .9999

UFY .00375 .00020 .9960 .000556 .9958
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The above statistics indicate that there

are no great differences across countries; the same

pattern is apparent for all. The price variables have

an exceptionally good fit. The fit of the exchange

rate variables is also satisfactory. One might expect

a higher volatility of exchange rates. However, the

volatility is not as substantial as one might anticipate,

since the effective exchange rate is used, and not the

actual bilateral exchange rate. Similar conclusions

hold for the output variables. Interest rate variables

give the poorest performance, compared to the other

variables of the system, but their simulation statistics

are still quite respectable. The major reason is that

interest rates were very volatile and also were the major

target of most central banks in the 1970s and early 1980s.

6.3 THE FORECASTING ERROR OF PURCHASING

POWER PARITY

As discussed in chapter 5, the restric-

tions implying P.P.P. were not accepted. The simulated

values of exchange rates and domestic and foreign

prices can be used to form a measure of the predictive

4power of the P.P.P. theory. The P.P.P. theory predicts,

4 This section is adapted from Officer (1980).
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under ideal conditions, that the ratio of the exchange

rate (in this case effective, EF) to relative prices

(RP) in the two countries (EFt/RPt ) will equal unity for

. d 5any perlo t •

A measure of the predictive power of the P.P.P.

theory for a given domestic country and given period t is

the proportionate deviation of EFt/RPt from unity (its

predicted value under P.P.P.), that is, the proportionate

forecasting error of P.P.P.

By definition, in the base period EF1975 =

= 1. Therefore,

is also the proportionate change in EFt/RPt since the

base period. The closer it is to zero, the higher the

predictive power of the P.P.P. theory. If tn(EFt/RPt )

is positive (negative) the domestic currency is

5 The terminology of real exchange rate has been used
for the ratio of bilateral exchange rate to relative
prices. In the present context, the ratio ~Ft/RPt

can be called the "effective real exchange rate".
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overvalued (undervalued) according to the P.P.P.

theory by 100[~n(EFt/RPt)] per cent6 .

The reader should not confuse the above

definition with a widely held proposition that

countries with a deficit (surplus) in the balance

of payments usually have overvalued (undervalued)

currencies. According to the definition of the P.P.P.

theory, if 100[~n(EFt/RPt)1 is, say,S it means that

the domestic currency exchanges for 5 per cent more units

of foreign currency in the current period than is justi-

fied by the price level movements in the domestic

country and abroad since the base period.

6 An alternative measure of the degree of overvaluation
(undervaluation) of the currency could be 100[(EFt-RPt)/RPtJ.

However, it is an asymmetric measure since 100[(EFt
- RPt)/RP t ] f lOO[(RP t - EFt)/EFtJ· It suffers also from

the defect that while there is no upper bound for currency

overvaluation there is a lower bound (100 percent) for

undervaluation. In contrast, 100[~n(EFt/RPt)J is

unbounded in both directions and lOO[~n(EFt/RPt)J =
-100[2n(EFt /RPt )] .
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As an indicator of the overall predictive

performance of the P.P.P. theory, the degree of over

valuation (undervaluation) of the currency, 100[£n(EFt/RPt )],

is presented in Table 6.3 for each country and each time

period. The relative price is constructed as the

difference between the logarithms of the foreign and

domestic price (p - FP), while £n EFt corresponds to the

already defined series FE t . The base period is again

1975. The constructed series enter Table 6.3 with the

symbol RE (real exchange rate) and the letter denoting

the corresponding country.

There is a tendency for the par values to

move away from the values of 1975 as the 1980s are entered.

Only for the US is this not the case. The US currency

is overvalued for most of the period after 1975, but in

the latter quarters it is undervalued. The French franc

is overvalued by 13.1 per cent in 198311, compared to the

base period; the German mark is undervalued by 11.7 per

cent, and the Japanese yen by 7.8 per cent. The English

pound is also undervalued in the 1980s, by as much as

6 per cent in some quarters, though in 1983 there is

a tendency for smaller forecast errors than in previous

periods. Korteweg (1980, p. 18) also draws similar

conclusions as far as the size of deviations from P.P.P.
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Therefore, movements in real exchange

rates have been large, which im~lies that exchange

rate changes were not matched by relative price move-

ments.

6.4 SOlfili POLICY SIMULATION RESULTS

The most common simulation experiment

performed in other studies is one involving an increase

in the nominal money supply. Then the dynamic pattern

of the exchange rate is examined. Money supply turned

out to be the most significant variable for all coun-

tries also in this study. However, the model is flexible

enough to allow also some experiments with real

qovernment expenditures and oil prices. In addition,

the large country framework gives the opportunity to

examine the effect of a change in a domestic policy

variable on the rest of the world, something ignored

by other studies. The effect of a change in a foreign

policy variable on the domestic economy can also be

examined.

7
Data developed by Korteweg indicate that the average
change in the real exchange rate for sixteen industrial
countries between March 1973 and tile end of 1979 was
6.8 per cent.
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The above issues can be explored with

either a temporary or a permanent shock (one that

persists during the whole sample period). The

temporary shocks provide an indication of the

speed with which the system adjusts. This section

presents and discusses the results of the following

hypothetical experiments.

(1) A temporary increase of domestic money

supply.

(2) A permanent increase of domestic money

supply.

(3) A permanent increase of energy prices.

(4) A temporary increase of foreign money

supply.

(5) A temporary increase of domestic govern

ment expenditures.

(6) A temporary increase of foreign government

expenditures.

The magnitude of the shock is 10 per cent

of the relevant exogenous variable in each of the

above experiments. The temporary shocks occur in the

first quarter of the simulation period. The results

of the simulation experiments for all five countries
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are presented in Tables 6.4 to 6.9 in terms of percen-

tage differences of the endogenous variables from the

control values provided by the historical test simu

lation 8 .

A temporary increase of money supply is

absorbed relatively fast in all countries except

Germany. The effect of the French domestic money

supply on the exchange rate is what the original Dorn-

busch model predicts; initially the exchange rate

depreciates in our experiment, and then monotonically

appreciates. Depreciation takes place for all

countries in the impact period. However, the adjust-

ment process is characterized by subsequent appreciation

or depreciation for Germany, Japan, the UK and the US.

The change of domestic money supply affects

the rest of theworld significantly. Although the

effect of domestic money supply on the foreign price is

smaller than its effect on the domestic price, the

foreign price adjusts much more slowly than the

domestic one. Similar observations hold for the

permanent increase of the domestic money supply.

shooting does not occur in any of the above cases.

Over-

The effects of money supply on the rest of the endo-

genous variables have already been discussed.

8
Tables 6.4 to 6.9 can be found at the end of this
chapter.
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A permanent lncrease of energy prices

increases domestic and foreign prices and depreciates

the currencies in all cases. Interest rates generally

decline. However, this is not thecase for the

Japanese foreign interest rate. Notice also that in

the impact period the German domestic and foreign

interest rates increase and in all subsequent periods

they decline. The effect of the permanent energy

price increase on both domestic and foreign output is

negative for all cases except the domestic UK output

variable.

An increase of the foreign money supply has

significant effects on the domestic economies concerned.

Exchange rates react in exactly the opposite direction

to the effect of an increase of aomestic money supply,

except for GFE. They appreciate in the impact period

and sUbsequently depreciate. In the case of Japan and

the UK the adjustment after the impact period is

oscillatory. The French exchange rate initially

overshoots by an amount of 8.5 per cent. This implies

that the volatility of the exchange rate may be equally

due to foreign disturbances. Foreign output increases

by a considerable amount initially, and subsequently

decreases for all countries. US domestic output is
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affected even more than the foreign output. The

effect of foreign money supply on French, Japanese and

UK output is generally negative.

Real domestic government spending is equally

important domestically and abroad. The exchange rate

appreciates in the impact period, except for the case

of Germany, for which the effect is very small. There

can be either appreciation or depreciation in subsequent

periods. Appreciation also occurs due to an increase

in foreign real government spending for all countries.

The domestic price level adjusts rather slowly to an

increase of foreign government spending. Domestic output

increases after a rise of domestic government spending,

except for France and the UK. In the case of Japan the

impact multiplier is negative but small. A domestic

fiscal expansion also affects foreign output positively.

Similar conclusions hold for the increase of foreign

government spending as far as domestic output is concerned.
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In conclusion, it can be said that the

historical simulation indicates that the model tracks

the data very well. Furthermore, the model appears

stable. The summary statistics indicate tnat the

system of equa~ions performed well for all countries.

The simulation experiments indicate that

adjustments are rather fast for all countries, and that

in every case, the rest of the world is quite important.

The "large country" assumption is more suitable than

the "small country" one, for explaining the economies

of the countries examined. An increase in a domestic

policy variable has generally significant effects on

the rest of the world.

It was found ln the third section of this

chapter that the prediction of P.P.P. that exchange

rate changes are matched by relative price movements

does not hold for the flexible exchange rate period of

the 1970s and early 1980s.
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FIGURE 6.6 PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF FY
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FIGURE 6.7: PLOT OF ACT~AL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GP
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FIGURE 6.8: PLOT OF ACTlJAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GFP
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FIGURE 6.9: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GFE
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FIGURE 6.10: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GR
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FIGURE 6.11: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GFR
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FIGURE 6.12 PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF GY
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FIGURE 6.13: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF JP
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FIGURE 6.14: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF JFP
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FIGURE 6.15: PLOT OF AccrUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF JFE
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FIGURE 6.16: PLOT OF ACTUAL (--) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF JR
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FIGURE 6.17: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF JFR
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FIGURE 6.18: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMliLAT:c.:o (--) VALUES OF JY
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FIGURE 6.19 PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF EP
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FIGUIlli 6.20 l'LOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF EFP
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FIGuRE 6.21 l) LOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIHULNl'LD (--) VALUES OF EFE
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FIGURE 6.22 jJ LOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND S IMlJLATED (--) VALlJES OF ER
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• 12 S'
• 1 J t 7
• 1 II 'i
· 14' .
• 12 '1 ~
.1n:
• I J I.. r~ 1 ':.. - I~ :

• 'i L~ Z ~ I.- - to 1

PI SIOIIAL

-.225l-CJ
.200~-01

-.939£-02
-.6S2£-C'

.206l-01

.2'J!E-01
-.876(-02
-.262t-01

• 130E -U1
-.223l-0J
-.J4&£-01
.182£-0,
.237£-02
0119£-01
.4(,9(-01
.250l-0J
.236£-OJ

- • 4 1 9l - 0 1
-.32eE-01
-.170E-01
- .145l-0 1
-.115E-01
.189(-02
,)13£-01
.141F-02
.660E-02
.358£-02
.114£-01

-.219E-01
,JOeE-01
.239£-02

-,)63£-01
-.592(-0,
-.631£-0;:
-.AUE-O!

,J16£-OJ
-.922£-02

.478E-0'
-.J68E-01
-.423(-0,

01 7 4[-CI

o•D
'1 •



F I GU RE 6. 23 : PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF EFR

0lDT or P(SI1J~LSIOI

ACTUAL F IT TeO Pf S IDUAL
a•0

rJZ .S591c-J1 • fi6'- ~~-O 1

~
-.tO~E-nl

733 .cR2E-01 .614':-01 • &ROE -02 O., 34 .828"0-01 .7'15.[-01 -- --:.: .. .332E-02
'41 .8"310-01 .955~~-01 -.7&0(-02 .0
742 .'3l'JUc-01 .R2g e l-Ol .'.--;J • 89fE -02 0
743 .g3O;~'-'J1 .7,get-Ol .. .UTE-01

0, ~4 .94H::-01 • ~5'J:E-01 - - - .... .1I7H-02
751 .-181';·01 .~70cl-01 .111£-02 .0
752 .759::: -0 1 .7&b~f_-Ol -.71.3£-03 0
753 • 600J, -01 • IIe7 Rl-Ol -.1'-8£-01 0
7'4 .611'1[-01 .1l45_~-Gl -.233£-01

0:7&1 .6GAJ'::-01 .72<:6L-Ol ~- -0114[-01
7&2 .6t02l-01 .7187<.-01 .~ -. H 9[ - 01 O•
76l .042'>-01 .r,7B'1E-01 -03&&£-02
7&4 .809lo-0t .5882f:-Ol .221£-01 .
771 • H>4r::-U1 .6448[-01 .&'311£-02 O.

tv772 .714::-01 .6~Jlf:-G1 .710£-0 " O.
77 j .&58.,,-01 .087fE-Ot -.29U-02 o• I-'
774 • &t 3 'I, - 01 • &294(-01 -.15H-02 O. 0'\
7H .636li:-Ol .1;25h:-01 0105L -0;: .il
782 .6570[-01 .5945l:.-l1 .625E-02
, 83 .629·,::-01 • 69,5f: -0 1 -.&59£-02 C
78. .OO7~'::-O1 .6~4Bf:-u1 -.3'3[-02 0
7'H .71LE-01 .726.'£.-01 -0152E-02 • O.
7 '32 .711':'-01 .7991£-01 -.8n(-02 0
nl .766Ic-01 .877'.l-01 -0110E-01 o•
7'~4 .862.,-01 • 815~E-01 -.32E>E-02
~01 .103 ? .9j37L-111 .12 9E - 0 1
1132 .1U h • 1079 .574[-02
~O' • 11~ = .9~5vo-Cl .15&[-01
jO .. • 1 02 S • 116 <' -.Un-01
H1 .1094 .:lb9 -.73 9f - 0 2 • D'112 .t Z0 7 .116 ':' • 423E-0 Z
'll3 .1370 • 122 ~ 0149L-01 0
H4 .136j .122 " 0139E-01 . 0
i21 • 1237 ,J 224

~---.
0132E-02 .0

i22 .122-: .13L b -.R40E-02 • 0
~23 • 125_ ol2f S ~, .

-.15~E-02 O.
~24 .t H" dlg~ ~ - ~ ----+----- -.95 E - 0 2
8.31 .-1101:-01 • Y5C"i..-01 .J---- ... - -.203l-02 o•
~E .Jlq'_!:-Jl • 9u3~f-U1 ...- -.118t-02 o•



FIGURE 6.24: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF EY

nLOT OF RESIDJALSIOI

ACTLJAL r I fir n ReSIDUAl
o•0

7 \2 -.4:'4';:'-01 -.lHLt-Ol ::.r::: .342£.-01
1l.l -.6G~"-01 -."S""[-Ol -.20Ql-C! • 01 \4 -.0').3.,-01 -.16~~c-Cl • 154 E - 0 2

: 0
.0

141 -.13~!l-H -.54("E-Cl Q -.219[-01
142 - d Jr, F - 0 1 -. b~lHI: -01 " -.l09E-Ol 0
1 • .l -.504;:'-01 -. 0'J9~i. -01 'J? 0195l-01 O.14. -.J40lE-Ol -.5551i.-Ol .. '-+ .215[-01 O.
151 -.405':-01 -.l.lqf'~-Gl

... c:: ___ .21H-Ol 0
152 -.45<;.,,-01 -.31G1c-ul " . -.193£-02 r
153 .... n45~::-Ol - • 0 01 '. '- - 0 1

~
-0311£-02 o•

754 -.812H-Ol -.261:l-01 - - _-_f- -.606l-01 ·161 -.A32iE-Ol -.528~[-Cl ,- - -.304E-Ol O.
162 - .461 'i:.-O 1 -.5%(,,-01 , 0135£-01 071) j -.486>:'-01 -.6,,51:'-01 +--- 0137E-01

0:
0

7 04 -.412'E-Ol -.340fl:-G1 ". -.121l-02
171 - • 3 02 I:: - u1 -.4y5-l-01 " .19J[-01 O.
172 -.412.E-Ol -.292,[-01 :~. -.120E-Ol 0 N
773 - • .l If. 6, - J 1 -.414_[-01 0102£-01 0 I--'
114 -.2155[-01 -.3430[-01 .t28£-01 0 -J
1:11 -.~4!;:-O2 -.142:'[-02 -.30ll-02 O.
7 ~2 -010Li.-0l -.160 1[-01 .637E-02 .0
18\ .2"u,.:-01 -,l.tJS rl[-L2 .2All-Ol
7 ~~ 011500-01 .lJjJ~~t.-ul .721£-02 .0
131 .6'9::-J' • 1 YlJ C'l - 01 -.128£-01
112 • 58But -O? · ,.3 3 r,t - 0 1 -.175E-Ol
1 g I • 4]go: -0 1 .392~l-Ol .46;£-02 •a
1'14 • 111 ,: - 0 1 .3Y~~[-01 -.28lf-01
~01 .'~!:;f-Ol .427i,,-01

J
-.144t-Ol

i02 .2£5
'
,-01 .239-i.-01 .265£-0, .0

~:J 3 o135'r-Jl .1GSlE-C; ., -.6!Or-01
q" • 1 2 0 u .65g1i-Ol .~ .,-3 .548£-01
H1 • 115', .1d~I)l-Ul .3(,ot-Cl C
H2 • 121 J .17(, '[ - G1 .44![-O1 0
~Ll • 1 U' 0 • 111 " .~~< ' -."45l-02
H4 .'j2<7, -u 1 · 1 ~" : - tJ 1 .]45£-01
~!1 • 1 GB1 • 1 J f> .~ ~--,-,. -.'76E-01
~ 22 .1 ll; · 122 -.4Eo6E-02 O.
l23 I 1 1 ( ) • 1 j ( Q' -.20H-Ol • 0
~2. .111 :, · 127 -.914E-02
IH • 1 3 ,";, , 1 J! "-------. o111E-O,
~ 32 • 1 'j 1 . · ;. )( .lblf-C2



FIGURE 6.25: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UP

PLOT OF p'.SI?UAlS(OI

ACTUAL F r TTl Il PLsTDllAl
a . a

lE 4. ~ C1 ~. 3 g >l, \, .31H-a2 O.
733 i., 42'::' 4.42.i - • 10 tE - a <: o.
1 34 ... 447 ... t.. 4 ,0.1. '''.

----
-.103£-02 a •

7~1 4.47-; 4.477

~,
-.944E-0~ · o•

1 ... 2 4. 5C."'I 4. , Gl -.4'joE-02 O.
743 .... :;; 3 ~ 4 • S! : -.21~E-0' · 0, ....... 4.561 4.55" .47 £-02
751 I.t. 5 ~ ~ ~ • S~ 1. -.909£-03 J •
752 4.59" 4 • 5 9 1 " -.242£-02 · 0
751 4. '" 1 4 4 • (11 \ .30RE-02 O.
75 .. 4. b 3 C 4. 6e. 7 '\ .515£-02 ·7')1 4. &4 0 4. 0" ' .084£-03 •a7 &2 ... &5· :'.F15S -.985£ -0 3 ,j •
ltd ... u!-7 4.6&6 0163E-0,
704 4.681 4.bR] .634£-03 .0 l\J
!71 4. 70] 4.&'l~

\
.114£-02' 0 f--'77, 4. 71'1 4. 71 oj .146E-02 · C 00773 .... 7 '3 ~ 4.135 -.32H-02 •a!74 4. '4"j 4.741\ -.306E-0' •a

'~1. 4.76 l 4. 7t 'J -.562£-0,
1 d2 ".787 :'.789 '" -.151£-02 r,
nl 4.80 '1 4. 811 .~, -.20n-02 0
7 ,~" 4.835 4. -J3.! .149£-02' · a
7')1 ". ~5 7 4. ~5 q • -.104E-02 0 ·7 ~2 ". ~B 4 4. -j d 4 ----'...... .'<72E-02
7'n 4. 'J2. ',.91.., '. .383f-02' a
7'3'< 4. '35 J 4. g52 '. -.153E-02
"H 4. '39J 4.98 b ----. .422E-0' .0
3JZ '}. G2 .. s.:! 1', --- ., .720£ -02
~u3 '}. 04,J 5. 04 f .',.. , -.571£-02
304 5.0b~ 5. J 72

.~
-.340£-02

Hl 5.09() :. I:Y.( .512£-02
HZ ') 011 7 5.11., -0141£-02
H3 5.14 ... S 014 G .442E-02 • a
i14 5 01 b~ ~. 1 b,,-

\
-. J51£-03

,21 '}. 17 j ~. 17 S -.527£-02
'22 S. 1 Pi '1 50lB ': -0190E -02-j, I 7. " ( ~. Sol y s .'jU£-a2

a :32~ 5. Z G~ ';.2 L r; -0106£-0,
'l31 5.20-; 5.21 .. -.8671-02
, 12 ?': (: . S. 2' ( '_ • 14''lE-a4



FIGURE 6.26: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UFP

PLOT OF RESDJAL3101

Ac;rUAL F : If' 0 f'FSIOUAL
, \2 1,. 3')" t.. 3 S p,

"
o•0

113 ".1 BS 4" ! ~ r
.363£-C3 • 0

, I" ".411 ~ • 1,1 1

~"'.
.232[-03 • 0

, 41 t... ~ 5 ~ 1,.44 ')
.11,5[-03 0

1.2 4.4 P ~ 4 • .,. ~ 1..l
.271f-02

, 43 4. S 11.0 4. ? 1 ~
-.200[-0, .0

! •• 1,. S 4 7 ... ? 4 ~)
-0124E.-02

751 1,. ') 71 4. ; 71
-110£-02

752 1,. 5g 1 I, • 00: •
-,JgBl-02 .

, 53 4.hZS I•• (;2 ...
- .21 JE -02 •a,')" 4.65 } ~.b4~
.~53[-03

7&: 4. 61 ~ •• (, 1:. ,
0175[-02

762 ".6 0 - t...0YZ
-.g'l2E-03

'6T 4. 70 h ". '11 " -.1gO[-02 .0

764 ... " 7 '- ~
• -.46lE-02

" • I <: ~
711 ". 75' " • 143

.175E-02

172 :..71. 4.17 C
.501,[-0,

1n 4.7'L 4.7%
.4131.-02 tv

7 7. .... 80 A " • Au (-
.168E-02 0 f-'

7~1 4. A2 0 .... '3, 3 \\
.1'l2f-02 o• \.0

, 12 4. A3 '1 ". ~~ (
-.1OH-02 0

T33 4. "35 -! 4. ,~5 ~

-.853E-03 C'

, ,A" 4. 87, 4.ij7~
.105E-03

1 1: ". RB ~ /4 • ~'J : ~
-.4HE-02

I ,2 ~ • 10 1 " • 11 0 " -.503[-02

1 ., 3 4. qJ? ". 'l,q
-.127£-02 C

7 '34 •• 1St 4. 'J ,"
l, ol2'H.-02 0

~ J 1 ". 9R 1 4. Q7 'J ~ .155£-02 0

~J2 5. 00 7 :" rJ Gr;
.273£-02

'103 5. u 3 : 5. l; <: I '. .272[-02

~ J '. , • G:- .. 5 I L,5 2
>, .17H-C2 0

111 S. U7 " ? • GI r
" .125£-02 0

112 ~. 19: 5. 1 Qv • .237[-0,

113 'J .. 1 c.. ... :; • 1 Z 4 ~'\
.664[-03 0

Jl" ').1" 7 ~. 1 u. ~
.379£-03 .0

121 5.167 5. H ~
-o157E -0, 0

~ 2c: 5. 1 A', 5.1 A"
-.205E-02 .0

123 S, Z D '; S. 2 (] 1
.2g2E-03 .0

1~4 ').21 I S. 21 :'
'I 01711-02

'" ~ 1 ? 2. Z ~, S. ,~t" \. .t~1E-02

I 12 S. 2 ,I ~ r-, .24 ,~

-.416£-02
-.334[-02



FIGuRE 6.27: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UFE

PlO T Of RESr)LJALSIOI

ACTUAL F If TF r RfSrOllAl
G.0

732 4.62: ~. 62 7

?'
-,51OE-02 0

733 ... 64 I ~.63(; .70lf-D' · . .0
734 4.6!7 4.645 -.728E-0' o.

: 0741 4.610 4.60 '1 .63H-03 ·742 4.631 ". 62 ~ .576E-0' ·7 ~ i ". 62 ~ ". 61 ~ .76TE-0' · : 0 · 0
74~ 4.6Gl 4. 0lC R .'310E-03 ·751 ".61 '\ .... 61 ..,

~
-.826l-03 · o•, ,2 4.f:,!~ 4. b~ " .110£-02 · .0

753 ". hi J 4. E:;: : -.368£-02
754 ... 59' ... f,C 1 - - - - -.HOE-02
7 bl ... 59 ~ '" 6" 1 ,- -.94"E-0' u · ·762 ... 50~ 4.59S .448£-0, · O•
7Ed 4.5 9 J 4.594 .445£-0, · Q O.
764 4.601 4.H1 .!0"(-Q3 · N
771 4.59C 4.58" .111£-02 .0 N
772 4.5YG 4.591 -.10 Sf. - C , , a. 0
773 ... 59; 4.596 -,,%4E -03 · 0
774 4.59, 4.595 -.17TE-O' · c
781 4.61' ".60 e, .743E-02 · • 0782 4.62 :; ~. 6Z 1 .403E-0' · O.
783 1.+.63 .. 4.632 .18SE-02 ·n4 4.65 J 4.652 .15LE-02 ·r(jl 4. [, .. :; 4.652 -.679E-02 O.
7gz 4. (,4.' 4.646 -: -.263E-02 ·reB 4.64 J ... 6" 7 ., -.620£-02 0
734 4.64 ! ".652

~
-.516£-02 0

'101 ~. 63:; 4.63 R - .34 4( - 0 2 · 0
'lv2 4.611 ~. f:2 5

-~:,-,_.
-.137£-010 · : a~03 4.65" ".655 .63&£-03 ·~~4 4.64 < 4.63 ti d01E-Ol ·HI 4.6:Q 4.1::2 7 .384£-02 · 0

312 4.61S 4.612 .258E-02 · . 0
813 4.576 4.576

•
-. ;!31E-03 ·H .. 4.57j 4.57S -.509£ - 0 , • a'\ 21 4.5,8. 4.575 .589£-02 ·'122 4.54'1 4.546 - .260E-02 · 0

823 4.527 4.531 <;.' -.377l-02 · G
'\~4 ".52: 4.524 - .256£ -02 r,
~ 31 4.53 J 4.53fJ .323£-02
'\32 4. 5 ~ I) 4.52 .... v·~ .619E-02



FIGuRE 6.28: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UR

'~----'
.- -:-.. -: ..

~~;>

~~;>
~.

o •
c.

R[ S rOUAL

.~14£-0;:

.B6lt-OJ

.616£-02
-.U2l-01

.121£-02

.0,.7E-0,

.BOH-c<

.510E-02
-.J9'H-02
-.5JOE-0;:
-.226£-02

.251£ -03
- • f,~ 1£ - 0 C
-.192£-01

.737£-02
• 517E -02

-. 57H -02
.iJOE-02
olCiH-Ol

-.5'30£-(',
-.4CiO£-02
-.2~3l-02

- • 52 '3£ - 0 2
.23n-0<
0119£-01
.112£-~1

-.110E-Ol
.~52E-C'
.132£-01

-0119£-01
-.263E-OJ
o1~OE-OJ

.U7E-Oc

.Z~1f-Ol

.Q6[-C3
-0176[-01
..'95£-02
.1BH-Ol

-0160£-01
-.129£-01

.9J2£-01

,
~~,- '

-.~~--.
~

~,-:.
"

"...0·-' ,- ,-

..••..
+.::. ~, ~

.5117L-Ol

.704.t-Gl

.752:e-\;1

.3G41t-Jl

.7271\(-,,1

.1\212~-01
.7222(-01
.GE:CiP(-01
.I'll't-Ll
.635 t.-Jl
.E:3Lf·f-Ol
.5551(-01
.5400(-01
.4.:'5"l-01
.4<7?L-01
.407'10-01
• 30c ),- - 0 1
.4 1 79[-01
.33'111:-01
.c61'1t-Ol
."7~0E-Ol
.lZ31<'-Ol
.1(-C:'JI-Cl
,,~2R7l-01

.tF1~.t.-Ol

.89e, [-Gl
• : a4 4
· 1 0' •
• 117 '~

• 120 '
• 1 15 (J
• 12C (
• 1 J B 7
.135'"
• 145 '.j
.135 'J
• 121 5
• 11. ... q
.1 tC ~
.'l\;7'lL-Gl
.77fli-Ol

FITTfn

.549. -01

.7l2i -01

.~13< -01
• 7 J 2', -J 1
.n9l -Q[
• nl i -J 1
.R03: -01
.72(,< -at
.511·-01
.5i2; -Ji
.614'~ -)1
.557'1 -01
.4dl' -01
.2148 -01
.501" -01
.l+Sg~ "'01
.44'1~ -01
.52Cg -,J1
.530') -01
.f,0~~ -01
.624C -H
• & 'lR" - a1
.7HO -)1
.1\ 5;:. - 0 1
.'1:12 -at
.10 1?
o'334l:-01
.115 I
• 13 10
• 1 oe •
• Bg t- 2r ... :.' 1-
• 134 (,
.13Ci 1
.1 59 ~

• 1" 0<'
• 11 R;
• 1 25~
.1 Di
.'14U::-ll
.77R1[-Ul
.7~fl":-Ol

ACTU~l

7J~

'53
'J4
7 .1
7 ... 2.
741
7 ....
751
752
, ~.!

75 ..
, 61
7 >,2
, 6J
76 ..
771
772
771
7 7:
nl
, ~L;

n3
7 j 4
7H
n2
, 3 1
73 ..
i OJ.
~J2

H3
1J4
Hl
H2
ill
i 1 ..
121
i 2':
12 5
d2 ..
ill
~ ~2



FIGURE 6.29 PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UFR

PL 01 or R[SIJJAL510J

ACTU.L , ! Tit 11 ,rs roUAL

'J" • "32'- 7 • SbC
o. c

- J 1 " - a1 '---.t. -.35H-D'
, 33 • h? 3 I - 0 1 .,r5~l-CI .:-: .57&(-02, 34 · nos -01 • 745, ;, - lJ 1 d~7E-02 .0
1·1 • e,,.. 5' - J 1 .91c7t-01 ' -. -.678t-0;: o•
1.2 • gO 7. - 'J 1 .~'J3"-ul I' .138t-0;: .0., I. 1: • 9 65, - Jl .11~'jf-C I •" .%7l-0', 4 ... o1DL .910~,-C1 .101(-01
! ;.1.- .9 .... 4,,~ -Q~ • ~ a 1 'I -.73gE-L;: O.
1 ':'2 .~4"~l-01 • 'J a :; - f - C1 -.61H-02 0
151 .7~1.:-:J1 .8~Y\L-G1 .- -.~~5(-0;: .0
734 .n[J:-Ol .9'1'~-Ol

,'. -.102[-01 0
71':>1 • 71;6': - a 1 .B(1R 4l-01 • -.102t-01 0
762 .7f:,4,:-01 • ~4<;(jl -01

~
-.~09E-02

11;1 .911'::-01 • 7,~Ui -a I .HOE-a2 IV
16,. .87790-01 .90P~-01 • 159t -02 .0 IV
771 .~r,~.:-U1 • 755~L-Ul .' .112[-01 IV
772 ,,~a01:-.J1 .1442t-C!

'\~
.558[-0;: o•

1 7 I • 01(rt-01 • f,1Y7L -01 .129E-0, .0
7 ,~ .04"1:-J[ • 59 1• f, L - 0 I .502£-0, O.nl .0Jt','-01 .f-!O'~-Ol '. .~02E-03 .0n, .037:, -Ql .'J12"t-U1 .'- ~ .~39E-02
n l .674'>, -J1 • 1 1G'~l - r 1 . : t -.563E-0' .0
7 ~4 ,1)')2:':.-Q1 • r u~ I - 01 ... , .... ~ -. -ol57t-0,
7 'J 1 • 795:~-iJl .!l2C~l-Cl -.251£-02
712 .833":'-01 .123\\:-01

~
.108l-02 .0

113 .~('01'-O1 • 'i 6, f - 0 1 -.taU-Oj
7 ~. • '~" 7" - ,) 1 .101 C -.&26£-02
~Ol • 1 l! ~ · 1 0L '1

to. ___ 0124l-0 1
i U2 .123 ' · 111 ... ~ - .. ~ .551[-02 O.
~ lJ J • 1 ? 5 • 12.3 ')

~
.1~7E-O< .0

~ J • .111 • 1 153 -.~2'lE-O'
11. • 121 • 11 ?' i .53~t-02 o•
-112 .111 01 3 [,.-

~".
-.413t-O' 0

HI • 1:. G .13(," .3E,~[-02
-)';'-4 .1 4 ~ • 151 " -.t66E-02 . 0
321 .lH • 1 j 4 (j

__ ~.:+-:'-~k - -.~26E-0' 0
1 ~, .12" · 12 G .

~~
• ) 9 gt - 0,

i 2 3 • 1 ~ 7 • : 1 ~ j .AloE-02
124 • 1 1 " • 1 Zl' ~ -.575£-02
ill • 1 h? , - 'J 1 • 1 lJ '- 1 -.6~7£-O2
~ ;~ • '~: 1 : ... I; .1 • 1 (, (1 '"I !: .. ~ 1 .- .417[-0<:



FIGURE 6.30: PLOT OF ACTUAL (-) AND SIMULATED (--) VALUES OF UY

PLOT OF PlSlDJALS(ul
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.506378f-Ol ... S6Y06E-Ol 03670'+6E-02 .182339 .45S815E-02 -.222806E-02 .709~89l-01
.51SC~5l-01 .458293[-01 .350847E-02 .183361 .L,6~761[-02 -.222650E-02 .713235£-01
• 52 92 £+ 0 E- 0 1 • 4 54266 E- 0 1 • 38 8625 E- 0 2 . 1 8 3 019 • "724'38 E- 02 - • 222965£ -11 2 • 7 256 '3 .. E. - at
.536502£-01 .454325[-01 .381097E-02 .182931 • "52291E-02 -.222119E-02 .731021[-01
.523566f-Ol .456711E-01 .341453£-C2 .1111+605 .L,61534E-02 -.221265E-02 .7376.'5E-01
.527607[-01 .455714(-01 .357425£-02 .185696 ."63230£-02 -.221792E-02 .74800Ill-01
.532583[-Ul .457955£-01 .345297£-02 .187135 .456015E-02 -.222113E-02 .752~55l-01
.512722[-01 .4551'+2E-01 .336124E-02 .189074 .464528(-02 -.222932£-02 .769313[-01
.491318£-01 .4576611[-01 .32063'+E-02 .191665 .467170E-02 -.224112E-02 .774531£-01
.486653E-01 .457931E-Ol .31+5347£-02 .193409 .L,6S000E-02 -.226144E-02 • 785~)2[-01
.470402£-01 .460013£-01 ,J06652E-02 .196717 .1068032E-02 -.227556E-02 .7Y51b2l-01
.475145[-U1 .461130E-01 .37'+185£-02 .197642 .485251(-02 -.230198[-02 .803902l-01
.477373£-01 .464212£-01 .362540£-02 .198971, .475887E-02 -.231163[-02 .806323[-31
.475643(-01 .466332E-Ol .380592E-02 .2C0016 .47S139E-02 -.232221E-02 .8121Y1[-U1
.462113[-01 .468560£-01 .356606E-02 .202090 .482041E-02 -.232194E-02 .819247[-01
.4659871:-01 .,+74764[-01 .373323(-02 .203710 .494996[-02 -.233864£-02 .813715f-01
.486659f:-01 .473677£-31 .4107358E-02 .202401 .47<j716[-02 -.234850E-02 .824415E-01
.46b571£-01 .475816£-01 d458BE-02 .205201 .46R259E-02 -.233396E-(l2 .832223l-')1
.481752£-01 .477286£-01 .4221118(-02 .205430 .491695E-02 -.234469E-02 .831027~I:-01
.506231E-Ol .474390E-Ol .4511210~-02 .203872 .485307£-02 -.234177E-02 .84,+213l-J1
.532652l-01 .472639E.-Ol .464169E-02 .202367 .4686'+5E-02 -.232598E-02 .e4585 ... [-01
.585228E-Ol .470691E-01 .51466~E-02 .199021 .474565E-02 -.230461E-02 • e543d6E-01
.585466l-01 .,+73171E-01 .410307E-02 .199729 .457116[-02 -.226E23E-02 .~'5u437t-01
• 596'+Eo61-01 .470171£-01 .'+52050[-02 .1989'36 .460809(-02 -.225342E-02 .8672E-8[-01
• 0161 9 E- 0 1 • 4 7.3 '5 7 9E - 0 1 • ,,-3 7112 0E- 02 • 1 9828 7 • 451575 E- 02 - • 223 It J7 [ - 0 2 • 862 8 ~ 5 l - 01
.6~2570[-01 .,+70878E-01 .'+66616E-02 .196521 .439880[-02 -.221947£-02 .872~11E-J1
.7111889£-01 .,+69043E-01 .446790[-02 .1951,03 .439661E-02 -.219712E-02 .887Z29l-01
.694904£-01 .1+69669E-01 .379871E-02 .196996 .4419'+6[-02 -.217723E-02 .887720t-Ol
.7296710[-01 .467283E-01 .435247E-02 .1%326 .1,3'464(-02 -.217785E-02 .9iJC3?1f-tll

N
N
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GY r,FY GR (;FP GP GFP GFf:.........................................................................................................
• 276'375 .29090~£-02 -01,&&337[-01 -.572316£-02 O. O. .132550l:-01
.32473'1 .102564(-01 .123519£-01 .&48457E-01 .640381£-02 .9&7227£-03 .206910(-01
.295447 .696473E-02 -.214250£-01 .356237£-01 .370758E-02 .945306£-03 .200110[-01
0325019 .820100(-02 -.56091DE.-02 .483719E-01 .4'11530£-02 .124066[-02 .2008<:3(-11
.3015112 .132901£-02 -0152395£-01 .409981£-01 ,412454£-02 .130115£-02 .20231&[:-01
.309345 .772196E.-02 -.101+&15£-01 .45~021£-01 .446476E-02 .143510£-02 .2048&3[:-01
.31gv'l5 .75u1&0E.-02 -.122337E-01 .434470£-01 .425201£-02 .148548£-02 .2031+42(-u1
.32&630 .7&0103£-02 -.134445E-01 .435810E~01 .4233&4£-02 .153242£-02 .207313S-01
.317458 .767048(-02 -0126691E.-Ol .448991£-01 .4344g8£-02 .158208£-02 .2099.FH-01
.322511 .7&8120(-02 -.129144£-01 .450313£-01 .434415E-02 .161414£-02 .211349[:-01
.32817& .705&91£-~2 -.113330[-01 .454543£-01 .437257£-02 .164032£-02 .2081'1&[:-01
.327588 .750834£-02 -0135220£-01 .439230£-01 .422534£-02 .163815E-02 .208657[-01
.32&546 .765600[-02 -0130337£-01 .44'H07E-01 .431049£-02 .165604E-02 .20'1953£-01
.325204 .7&6~61[-02 -.129242[-01 .452887£-01 .433282E-02 .166679[-02 .21032&£-01
.315273 .7&7560[-02 -.137438£-01 .453205E-01 .433&~3E-02 .167295E-02 • 211b7&~-u1
.314910 .7789&1[-02 -.130709(-01 .4&2208E-01 .440783E-02 .1&8706£-02 .212871[-01
• J1C9 7 8 .772854[-02 -,133654E-01 .461~40E-01 .43S678£-02 .169166E-02 .21355&L-01
.311&78 .77&413£-02 -.137015E-01 .464295£-01 .440910[-02 .169728E-02 .21509'1[-01
.302545 .7711&25[-02 -0134854E.-01 .469458£-01 .445466£-02 .170530[-02 .2i.5747t-01 tv
.29&1174 .775&03E-02 -.146134E-01 .470123E-01 .41+511+5[-02 .170990E-02 .2185%f:.-01 tv
.2g01+17 .78337&£-02 -0139749E.-C! .482575E-01 .455785£-02 .172695£-02 .2211%f:.-Q! ~
.288&48 .780308E-)2 -.137221E-01 .485745E-01 .457814£-02 .173675E-02 .~21!ngE.-01
.279035 .775359£-02 -.150269E-01 .484272£-01 .456338£-02 .174095E-02 .224198(-01
.27g7f,1 .792259[-02 -0143217E-Ol .4CJ6g05£-01 .4660'19£-02 .175884[-02 .225963(-01
.275230 .7g280&E-02 -.141416£-01 .4994&4£-01 .4&'1085£-02 0176720E-02 .226141£-G1
.278877 .79&110[-02 -.147014£-01 .49889&E-01 .46608&£-02 .177047E-02 .227145[-01
.273515 .8u0577[-02 -.149784[-01 .503759E-01 .470587E-02 .17773BE-02 .22-35C4E-01
.271318 .80&422£-02 -.141103£-01 .510956E-01 .475975£-02 .176709E-02 .229807[-01
.2tl01R7 .801877£-02 -.134105[-01 .508076E-01 .470958E-02 .176365E-02 .227130f:.-D1
.2722~9 .7~9037E-02 -.1&2105E-01 .496102E-01 .459916E-02 .176804E-02 .230'127[-01
.2821'12 .812&01[-02 -.134525£-01 .517777E-01 .476248£-02 .178350[-02 .231358l-U1
.285781 .7g3122£-J2 -.137868E-01 .506020E-01 .46534&E-02 .176980[-02 .22~5bI+E-01
.29502.. .7892&8[-02 -0138365£-01 .500141E-01 .458615E-02 .175534[-02 .226750l-C1
.307190 .788871E-02 -.129530E.-01 .496844[-01 .454016E-02 .173979[-02 .222522[-01
.310502 .780g39[-02 -.1"9381£-01 .483585£-01 .441685£-02 .17133ft£-02 .22312H-01
.309613'1 .789g00E.-02 -0138070E-01 .494698E-01 .450580£-02 .170976[-02 .2235'Hl-C1
.315328 .791g55[-J2 -.13713lE-{)1 .4919ftg£-01 .447227E-02 .169762E-02 .22B~zr-01
.321479 .794509E-02 -0141723£-01 .488494£-01 .443223E-02 .166477£-02 • 2214."Ol-01
.321606 .79&495£.-02 -.137435£-01 .490940£-01 .444770E-02 .16775RE-02 .220915E-01
.3111'+&5 .791847£-02 -.146508[-01 .487725£-01 .4411<08£-02 .166654£-02 • 221756l-01
.32BH .804185£-02 -.143113£-01 .4Q48ftIlE-01 .446666£-02 .166630[-02 .22nQfi~-C1
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. ····;j053&8·· :248742E:~i"'::97~6Z2f:oi ····:z4o1o6E:oi···o:· ············0:········· ·····:i7~bi~i:Ol
.2977Z8 .228880E-Ol -.208535 -.338077£-01 .884956£-02 -.227188[-02 .184050[-01
.303252 .253014£-:-01 -.l58%6 -.1'i6108£-01 .646950£-02 -.423007E-02 o1B27 .. i}l-(1
.3121'17 .250395£-01 -0180601 -.267316£-01 .797812£-02 -.437442[-02 .1112859[-01
.312557 .25515gE.-01 -0170617 -.221369£-01 .7431+11£-02 -.4E21+01E-02 0183%6E.-01
0319366 .253374(-01 -.il645'J -.249216£-01 .757407£-02 -.459525£-02 0183g,'5E-Cl
.3307~~ .255624(-01 -.171238 -.2~9481E-Ol .7495'i9£-02 -.462035£-02 .182743E.-&1
.334031 .254238[-31 -.173570 -.242591£-01 .725434£-02 -.1+57297£-02 o11113l!lE-01
.3275'13 .256503E.-01 -.174571 -.235683£-01 .720210£-02 -.453355£-02 .1~512cE.-J1
.32870'1 .256210E.-01 -0176915 -.245516£-01 .741225£-02 -.453598£-02 0185b~5[-u1
0327523 .260403(-01 -.171)596 -.242731£-01 .740096£-02 -.455364£-02 0186394[-(1
.325342 .261'382[-01 -.177665 -.245020£-01 .739613£-02 -.454661£-02 0187222l-01
.3225G8 .262927[-01 -.178933 -.244149£-01 .737047(-02 -.454462£-02 o189il'13E-':1
.323219 .264549[-01 -.a0623 -.246416£-01 .752365£-02 -.455647£-02 0190492[-01
.317815 .266452E-Ol -.162052 -.247650£-01 .749946£-02 -.456101£-02 .192953[-(1
03<:'0929 .266441[-01 -0183230 -.2<;4656E-01 .747544E-02 -.460362E-02 ol~Z'l4'JE-01
.310.365 .26'J.301£-01 -0164155 -.246762£-01 .746269E-02 -.461771E-02 01'HiJ'lE-01
.3062% .269711(-01 -.187036 -.257002E-01 .765306£-02 -.463335E-02 o1'Hg~'h-Ol
.3038'lJ .271534E-01 -0187773 -.257311E-01 .762673E-02 -.466467£-02 .1')Y3t-4E-01
.2')4614 .272788E.-Ol -.190492 -.256464[-01 .760296£-02 -.466023E-(J2 .2Q36~2f-Ol
.283765 .275070(-01 -.194347 -.262940[-01 .780591(-02 -.472681E-02 .207BYbf-Jl
.275113 .279592£-01 -.197426 -.266.391£-01 .771\456E-02 -.479246E-02 .0:12249[-01
.2674:.3 .28054E>E.-01 -.200H3 -.2712'31£-01 .799159E-02 -.485405£-02 .21b3HE-J1
.2722'J4 .218707[-Jl -.202235 -.280635£-01 .~17096E-02 -.491123£-02 .21583fll-Ol
.27e95g .278588£-01 -.200810 -.260013E-01 .612669E-02 -.493391(-02 .214343l-01
.2812119 .276237E.-Ol -0199998 -.278661£-01 .615217£-02 -.490850E-02 .213105E-ryl
.284265 .274084[-01 -.199869 -.276964E-01 .791997E-02 -.486951[-02 .212970l-Ul
.29U9'9 .272261[-01 -.199207 -.279919E-01 .1\13176E-02 -.463997£-02 .210773£-01
.291770 .274675(-01 -.197821 -.275112E-01 .791502E-02 -.480092£-02 .2101CIE-Ot
.278472 .276060£-01 -.200414 -.269028E-Ol .791007[-02 -.475922E-02 .2152C7t-Cl
.277751 .280019E.-Ol -.203880 -.281268£-01 .806785E-02 -.477269[-02 .217lf5~-Gl
.273815 .284417[-01 -.204468 -.276743[-01 .805952E-02 -.480956E-02 .21~45E-L-Jl
.276426 .286426l-01 -.205564 -.286182E-01 .825253E-02 -.482412£-02 .21'31H,t.-Ji
.2826RO .2'19855E.-Ol -.203928 -.285343£-01 .804787[-02 -.482068£-02 .21721'1E-01
.2822'14 .2flY636t-01 -.203400 -.281545E-Ol .826959£-02 -.476616E-1J2 .2171J7f-Q1
.279':142 .291725£-01 -.205071 -.280118£-01 .601809E-02 -.475466£-02 .219/lc2[-Ql
.286'187 .2'10321[-01 -.204851 -.290247£-01 .822676E-02 -.476012£-02 .2165E3[-J1
.29.3744 .2g172.3E.-01 -.202178 -.280'129(-01 .801315(-02 -.473550[-02 .215Jt.lt-01
.295~49 .2'10606£-01 -.202262 -.282855E-Ol .802139E-02 -.466961£-02 .214316~-01
.284410 .2'35101[-01 -.204080 -.2735~7E-01 .799180£-02 -.466378E-02 .2~YI.7E-lJ1
.2841~8 .215g60l-01 -.207251 -.288555E-01 .~20R50E-02 -.468R02E-02 .Z2u2~7:-~1
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• 4'18541 .6110008E-02 -.125231 .311591£-01 O. O. .~44576~-U1
.452f1eO d48')O'E-02 -.7£:>1791£-01 .457536£-01 .16,38%[-01 -.1553710[-02 .J2~3'JE-Gl
.514467 .968'l43L-02 -.835111E-01 .443369£-01 .161:524£-01 -.105100[-02 .J311471l-01
.51097,,1 .978525f:-02 -.1\34150E-Ol .443885£-01 .le2997E-Ol -.1065106E:-02 .33 .. 53'3[-)1
.528970 d91090l-~2 -.1\55803£-01 .44Q455E-Ol .18341<4E-01 -.105967E-02 .337297;:-(1
.54<:670 olOO<:55E-01 -01155259E-01 .1054005E-Ol .11l2357E-Ol -.1079 1+7E-02 .339~7J[-01

• 5') 5462 • 1C 11 8 'it - 0 1 - • 85 5J 4 8E- 0 1 • 455310 4E- 0 1 • 1 1\ 4 0 07E - 0 1 - • 1 0 7 4 5 5[ - 0 2 • .3 4 G9 l 4 L- U1
.56j2!9 0101343[-01 -.,~50052E-01 .456709E-01 0181737£-01 -.106623[-02 .3143048t,-01
.51'10'j'3 0101316E-01 -.872231[-01, .460662£-01 .179521E-01 -.106637E-02 .J4&169t-01
.606483 .100252E-01 -.847711E-01 .457407£-01 .161580E-Ol -.107690[-02 .344102[-v1
.623605 .100028[-01 -.848562[-01 .453145£-01 .175477£-01 -.104383[-02 .3422h5t-01
.E75&04 .994g60E-02 -.841967E-01 .450402E-01 0173077£-01 -.1l13795E-02 .31<1357L-01
.7301C3 .986177E-02 -.83721'J[-01 .447591E-01 01&'3707[-01 -.102650[-02 .34G&C2i:-Ji
.7g5B7\) .971\160[-iJ2 -.831523£-01 .4lt4750E-01 .1685&3E-Ol -.10166'3£-02 • 340lJf:-4t:-G1
0815208 .'3b97106E-02 -.632136£-01 .443336£-01 .165272£-01 -.100583E-02 .3 .. u£.S2f-C!
.913479 .9&6910£-02 -.830125£-01 .442582£-01 .1&4309E-01 -.100331E-02 .341213[-u1
.878600 .955734E-02 -.84156"£-01 .ltI+4%7E-01 0162920£-01 -.996662E-n h l 444e7E-01
.865996 .97121+3[-02 -.850116E-Ol .ltlt9428E-Ol 0161934E-01 -.100627£-02 .34f1\)71l-01
.6Blfl2 .976421[-02 -.6510473E-01 .lt529'32E-Ol .1&4666£-01 -.101260[-02 .350195F-01
.714329 .976728E-32 -.880135£-01 .lt60913£-01 .163802£-01 -.1011+60E-02 .356972E-01 N
.137972 .977I3lt6E-02 -.878589[-01 .lt66380E-Ol .1670&9£-01 -.101t127E-02 .36G598t-11 w
.703587 .981052E-02 -.69257"E-Ol .4710&£:>E-Ol 0168876£-01 -.10381t5E-02 .364722[-01 t-'
.&')4883 .984988£-02 -.909592[-01 .478509£-01 .169966£-01 -.10497')[-02 .37\J75Bl-01
.&lt31A7 .992897[-02 -.912892E-Ol .483792E-Ol .171281E-Ol -.106661E-02 .373011l-01
.635R78 .1001610[-01 -.922980E-01 .466121E-01 .172243E-Ol -.10&751£-02 .375'3'-32[-01
.581424 .101766E-01 -.946789[-01 .496588£-01 .171125[-01 -.107451E-02 .381077t-01
.574135 .102&22£-01 -.glt94B5E-01 .502993E-01 .1736'32E-Ol -.109663E-02 .J9l+f51f-01
.58571<0 .103603E-01 -.9501046£-01 .505294E-01 .174182£-01 -.109585[-02 .385f:-f\8l-Gl
.621191 .104713[-01 -.954519£-01 .50693ltE-Ol .174765E-Ol -.109155E-02 .3871uut,-01
.527653 .10579:'[-01 -.99576IoE-01 .516167[-01 .172936£-01 -.108912£-02 .396FU-01
.5324;:'1 0107856E-01 -.99879ZE-Ol .528016E-01 e17~439£-01 -.113021E-02 .39%73E-01
.542328 .108lE>2[-01 -.99698'3E-01 .530035E-01 d7E559E-Ol -.113130E-02 .400b49E-Cl
.583154 .109816[-01 -.994995E-Ol .530373E-01 .177239E-Ol -.11('366E-02 .4007PE-01
.c5c.3&7 0109%lE-01 -.973334E-01 .524536E-01 .17£:676E-01 -.111566E-02 .3960181:-01
.736509 .109378E-01 -.978408E-01 .521030E-01 .173784E-01 -.106747[-02 .J97b 4 8l-Q1
.649170 .110739[-01 -0101355 .529563E-Ol e17:!Z72E-Ol -.108f:65E-02 .404577(-U1
.7211050 0111992£-01 -.991&41E-01 .531713£-01 .174632E-01 -.11211+3E-02 .'~031418!:-C1
.744592 .112714[-01 -.100029 .531c30E-01 .173993E-01 -.109667[-02 .4041:Sl-01
• 77l1jlt9 .11321ltE-Ol -.997989[-01 .53162~E-Ol 0173516[-01 -.110025E-02 .4iJ41477l-01
.341972 0111966E-01 -.981o036E-Ol .527973£-01 .172'31&£-01 -.10946&E-02 .l.lJ39'17[-01
.9215 .. 7 .111020l-01 -.981578l-01 .524306E-01 .172664E-01 -.10773~[-O? .40J710E-01
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·····:6;57g8(~oi···=:20975jE:oi····:~i5a46·······~:444 193E:oi' ··0:·············0:········· ·····:3;24~;~:Cl
.673802£-01 -.209237£-01 .369776 -.7RB213E-01 .779113£-02 .586038[-02 .4C64J1£-Gl
.671317E:-u1 -.1~6911f-Ol .378865 -.841970E-01 .R71641E-02 .795046E-02 .~L1b73l-01
.670615l-01 -.1l637~l-01 .377223 -.614616E-01 .7649~6E-02 .6~0652[-02 • 311251~-Ol
.67ll95l-01 -.166932£-01 .377241 -.764077£-01 .703546E-02 .613432£-02 .387C;~2\-01
.665161£-01 -.166330E-01 .360547 -.769706E-01 .656080E-02 .791131E-02 .387421£-01
.689315£-01 -.166083(-01 .361391 -.765949E-01 .644214£-02 .779808E-02 .~86741[-J1
.694846£-01 -.167G60E-01 .362346 -.766253E-01 .639724£-02 .772671E-02 .388405l-01
.693438[-01 -.165665E-01 .364103 -.769007£-01 .638161£-02 .768403E-02 .3Ql117f-01
.0'36814E:-01 -.107069[-01 .365946 -.772926£-01 .f'39994E-02 .767176£-02 .3924Hl-01
.697395[-01 -.171095£-01 .367340 -.776546E-01 .642012£-02 .767057E-02 .392113t-01
.698967(-01 -.171322E-01 .366341 -.779214E-01 .642743£-02 .766324E-02 .3Q32Z0f-U1
.695756£-01 -.171963£-01 .390506 -.762539£-01 .642225£-02 .764996£-02 .334777£-01
.636597(-01 -.172054£-01 .391640 -.765656E-01 .644001E-02 .765171E-02 .396154f-01
.696376l-01 -.171296£-01 .393521 -.769055E-01 .644921E-02 .765114E-02 .39d4~1~-01
.7006Q2f-01 -.172969(-01 .395280 -.792476E-01 .645667E-02 .765516E-02 .S191S0f-Ol
.699536l-G1 -.172749l-01 .397105 -.796064E-01 .646021E-02 .765629£-02 .401145[-01
.702uRUE-01 -.172273£-01 .398351 -.799154E-Ol .646413£-02 .765512E-02 .402871£-01
.700609(-01 -.172106£-01 .400097 -.602248E-01 .646063E-02 .765126E-02 .4u4533t-01
.7017~5t-01 -.170573£.-01 .405024 -.809059E-01 .646956(-02 .765'567(-02 .410134[-01
.699163(-01 -.167922£-01 .406186 -.61479~E-01 .652520E-02 .770162E-02 ,413118£-01
.695362£-01 -.106139(-01 .407567 -.616090E-01 .652664E-02 .771623£-02 .4155~8~-01
.694867E-01 -.163304£-01 .409053 -.620606E-01 .651302E-02 .771957(-02 .41~755l-Jl
.69563J~-01 -.163319(-01 .410372 -.623362E-01 .n50063E-02 .771679E-02 .420104f-U1
.698528E-01 -.163792£-01 .411696 -.625660E-01 .646439E-02 .771629E-02 .420634t-Ol
.699970£-01 -.163697£-01 .412962 -.828411E-01 .646967E-02 .771402£-02 .422277(-01
.703902£-01 -.163356(-01 .414615 -.631327E-01. 644686~-02 .770494E-02 .4244'9l-~1
.7074B5f-01 -.165D78E-01 .415267 -.633542£-01 .642536E-02 .769731(-02 .423936(-01
.705300[-01 -.167456E-01 .416712 -.635791E-Ol .639179E-02 .767735E-02 .42~Q78t-Ol
.706370E-01 -.163729£-01 .417634 -.837968E-Ol .637272E-02 .765975E-02 .427617[-01
.710072E-01 -0165189(-01 .419061 -.81,0397E-01 .634943E-02 .76.. 225E-02 .4U6571-01
.709743£.-01 -.167278£-01 .420140 -.842626E-01 .633630E-02 .762953£-02 .427795~-u1
.7161~8£-01 -.169984E-01 .422174 -.61,6076E-Ol .633124E-02 .761592E-02 .4284G6E-01
.7151~9£-01 -.175031E-Ol .423511 -.81,9362£-01 .632645E-02 .761080E-02 .426474~-01
.717463£-01 -.175520E-01 .425272 -.852670£-01 .632532E-02 .760264E-02 .428126t-C1
.719346E-01 -.175702£-01 .426419 -.655535E-01 .632432E-02 .759636E-02 .429320E-J1
.7249C4E-C1 -0180115£-01 .427601 -.656155E-01 .632494E-02 .759239E-02 .4zeCOa-01
.726632£-01 -.182932E-01 .1,26940 -.860569(-01 .633250E-02 .759229£-02 .4276f:2l-01
.727647t-01 -.164711E-01 .430755 -.863560E-01 .633626E-02 .756606E-02 .421~12f-U1
.7268471-01 -.1'12579£-01 .431505 -.666007E-01 .E:349~6E-02 .759296E-02 .4307U7l:-01
.729R26£-01 -.1~3920E-01 .4334R3 -.6n6953£-01 .635156E-02 .759287E-02 .431459l-J1
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TABLE 6.6

THE PERCENTAGE CJ-IAJ'~(~[S IN ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES DUE TO A PERMANENT INCREASE OF 10% OF ENERGY PRICES

FY FFy FR FFR FP FFP FF(
••••••••••••••••••••••• <\ ................................................................... •••••••••• f ••••

O. O. J. ry. O. O. L' •.. ~. 4492 61(-0 2 -.200653E-02 -.32'3102E-01 - • 23056 3E - 01 .569734£-03 .288'l71E-02 .2'd6A:!E-02'5 -.7555~Ol-r;2 - • 2 :.; 4 : 8 7E - 0 2 -.47%3'l£-01 -.333721E~01 .172032E-02 .438375E-02 • Jg162"~-02:, -.8906C4i::-02 -.297765E-02 -.57630'l£-01 -.400479E-01 • 20 513 7 £ - 0 2 .5264'l8E-02 .4(:49~I.r-02T -.102592,--01 -03341'l3f-02 -'£,511581:.-01 -.452335£-01 .24£449£-02 .5<30634£-02 .5J1t.~9l-02-\ -.10'l655E-01 - • 3 58 ~ 4 Bl- a2 -.&96750E-01 -. 48375~E-01 .2& e475E-02 .&27'l&'lE-02 .561o~8t-02
~ -0108'31"l-01 -.37192U:.-az -.725330E.-01 - • 5 t' 3 53 'lE - 0 1 .282&4'lE-02 .&48&Hl-02 .579'1;3L-0210 -.lG414uL-J1 - • 3 771 8 &f - 0 2 -.7416&2£- C1 -.51'+812E-01 .2'l1753£-02 .&59043E-02 •.1)81714[-02
11 -.l02671E-U1 -.331072£-02 -.747678E-01 -.518966E-01 .280511E-02 .6£;0502E-02 .5'llHZt-0212 -.11145E-01 ~.385259E.-02 -.751420E.-01 -.521606E-01 • 2'l1522£ - 02 .&611j5E-02 .518897l-02L3 -.1113'17E-Ol -.337578E-02 -.756506E-01 -.525143E-01 .2854'l1£-02 .&627 1£-02 .598800[-021 .. -.113434[-01 -.3~OB28£-02 -.763442E.-01 -.530008£-01 .275f:5U:-02 .&65'367E-02 .b08773E-0215 - • 11 52 0 5 L- 0 1 -. 3QO 448£-02 -.766382f-01 -.5:!1'l72E-01 .<:90522::-02 .66&244E-02 .610751.\[-0" N1& -.119511£-01 -.390448E.-02 -.771500E-01 -. 5,~5522E-0 1 .2'l2305E-02 .6683&5E-02 .0278Hlt:-02 LV17 -.12188h-01 -,392279E.-02 -.775797E-01 -.538455E-01 .27'l07'lE-02 .&&9510£-02 .63050H-02 LV1 ~ -.119t.32[:-01 -.392053£-02 -.779314E-01 -.540874E-Ol .2'10815f:-02 .&&'l1l17E-02 .6Jd2G6L-021 ~ -0118908L-01 -.38'l5'l5E-02 -.78135'+£-01 -.542257E-01 .287351E-02 .6593&2£-02 .645b10t:-022 a -.119t. Bt.-01 - • 3~ 0 28 7E - 0 2 -.784304E-01 -. 544344E-0 1 .27'l871E-02 .669178E~02 .646576,,-0221 -.11411\5E-Ol -. 38555'lE-0 2 -.786'l37E-Ol -.54&20'lE-01 .281t744f:-02 .6&90&1£-02 • 6554(,5L- 0222 -.108031E-01 -.332 5'l2E-0 2 -.7876'l9E-01 -.54&1\&2E-01 • 28"l1'l1£-02 .667540[-02 .&51227[-02, ,

-0105685£-01 -.377112E-02 -.784430E-01 -.544400E-01 .2778'llE-02 .&63068:-02 .E:529r\lt-C22~ -.1001b'lE-01 -.3719'l2(-02 -.783242E-01 -.543596E-01 .274111E-02 .&59&7'lE-02 .b"7Z~E:l-02;;5 -.100926[-01 -.311332E-02 -.7831300E-01 - • 54400 2E - U1 .280'l70E-02 .&58073E-02 .6534 .. 2"-0226 -.100695£-01 -.371>52£-02 -.763'l2ltE-01 -.544057E-01 .275060E-02 .655'l1\9E.-02 • 6S10'::1~-0227 -.100150l-01 -.372%4l-02 -.786533E-Ol -.5458'l6E-01 .275321f:-02 • &5 5 8 51E - 0 2 .&547L5[-02
2'1 -.972747£-02 -.375960E-02 -.7'l5261E-01 -.5520'+2£-01 .27~640E-02 .51:0262E-02 .&594r-6l-02
2~ -.'lrnOt.Ol-02 -.3%b26£-02 -.61039n-Ci -.%2674£-01 .268'l3E-l)2 .6lJ'l335l-02 .661E>24t-02
3 d - • 1060 LQl- 0 1 -.j94'181l-n -.823436E-01 -.571743£-01 .27E2'llE-02 .677407[-02 .a,H607l-02
31 -.101800[-01 -.3,)8980l-02 -.838721E-01 -.582410E-01 .278051£-02 .&'1&127[-02 .6'331\76[-02
32 -. 10 68 ') 7f. - 0 1 -.406'351£-02 -.852434E-01 -.5'l197/l£-01 .2')3295::-02 .693849[-02 .707975[-02
33 -.1144,'7[-01 -.~11614E-02 -. 861217E-Ol -.598036E-OL .29&053E-02 .&<382&4E-02 • nOHOl-O"3lo -01226t.1£-01 -.1<1T5'l5E-02 -.870380E-01 -.60'+3'lOE-01 .281l'l%£-O2 .7030ltOE-02 .74&0;0[-02
35 -.138'lu 3[-01 - • 42 9 2 &9[ - 0 2 -.681935E-01 -.&12453E-01 .30305I3E-02 .7093&0[-02 .77,:l0'd[-02
36 -.13'J813\:.-01 -.434471[-02 -.6925'l8E-01 -.&1982'1[-01 .301751E-02 .714682[-02 .777790l-02
37 -.144689l-01 -.438789[,-02 -.'l03441E-01 -.62737I3E-01 .302137[-02 .720266E-02 .1!069~7[-02
3~ -.154SP-4l-01 -.4447'l4[-02 -.907138E.-Ol -.6298'lR£-01 .300&03£-02 .72031/1[-02 .8iJ~OSOE-02
B -016860H-01 -.446381E-02 -.'l076'l2E-Ol -.&30261E-01 .2'l1202E-02 • 71841\ 6E - 02 .827(,1Ot-02
40 -.171l7"4l-Q! -.446878E-02 -.'l076&2E-01 -. &:!IJ217£-01 .2ge002£-02 • 71632 5E - 02 • e"5623F-021<1 -.1720251::.-01 -.446535[-02 -.'1l2105E.-01 -.5337&/1[-01 .302743E-02 .717 6'l0E.-02 ./j'.08Y9[-0'::
~2 -.1'l24f,5E-01 -. ~ 41l20H-O? -.Ql73/1IlE-01 -.637022[-01 • 2/1QO ~fI£- 02 .71'l~50f-02 .1\r,ZC:C:Oc-02
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-.276560£-02 -.214458£-02 .275943£-02 .192~42£-02 .1~410R£-0~ .306969£-02 .92~157l-03
-.120912£-01 -.462431£-02 -.461259£-C2 -.483991£-02 .tOE8/14£-02 .526256£-02 .13S~'oJt.-02
-.171877£-01 -.621303[-02 -.596227[-02 -.628775£-02 .1403311£-02 .699101£-02 .136626E-02
-.2~66;4E-01 -.756~73E-a2 -.900539E-02 -.91529&£-02 .181994£-02 .831253£-02 .2186~BE-02
-.2 .. 14,5£-01 -.867006£-02 -.107097£-01 -.10818R£-01 .209114E-02 .939463£-02 .2495~9£-02
-.Z/107rl7L-Ol -.164990£-02 -.122914£-01 -.123425£-01 .231905E-02 .102311£-01 .271576L-02
-.304854[-01 -.1041&0[-01 -.135~59£-01 -.1351\05£-01 .249126£-02 .108329[-01 .Z8~'12t-02
-.308206E-Ol -.108297£-01 -.144880£-01 -.144491£-01 .2626R5£-02 .112E44£-01 .301201E-02
-.323u"j[-01 -.112055£-01 -.151764£-01 -.151075[-01 .272116£-02 .115516(-01 .310341(-02
-. 3420J~~-01 -.114191E-01 -.15&728E-Ol -.155813[-01 .279624[-02 .117424£-01 .31bb39l-02
-.347~r,ll-01 -.117221£-01 -.159956(-01 -.156981£-01 .284058£-02 .119011[-01 .3219h9[-02
-.348G43~-01 -.11915~-OI -.163617£-01 -.162460[-01 .26e501E-02 .120219£-01 .32~249[-02
-.34~175E-Dl -.120231(-01 -.165360£-01 -.164221[-01 .291505£-02 .121126[-01 .327~~ll-02
-.33~5E1l-01 -.121063[-01 -.167249£-01 -.166106£-01 .294622£-02 .122021£-01 .329437(-0,
-.339528E-Ol -.122552[-01 -.169252[-01 -.168075[-01 .297398£-02 .122810£-01 .332736[-02
-.3373U9[-01 -.122732£-01 -.170803E-Ol -.169627£-01 .29962~[-02 .123469E-Ol .335752(-02
-.338151E-Ol -.123467(-01 -.172570[-01 -.171329[-Dl .301434£-02 .123907£-01 • 3377~3E-02
-.32847~l-01 -.123554[-01 -.173960£-01 -.172689E-01 .303523£-02 .124167f-Ol .33~811(-02
-.3190 73[-Jl -.122604[-01 -.175215£-01 -.173662£-01 .304043[-02 .124256£-01 .3391i3l-0i
-.309102(-01 -.121702E-Ol -.175866£-01 -.174504E-Ol .304765£-02 .124193£-01 .340122,-02
-.306943L-Ol -.120974E-01 -.176031£-01 -.174681£-01 .304741[-02 .123926£-01 .340Z~6l-0Z
-.293155£-01 -.119757~-01 -.176465E-Ol -.175034E-Ol .304600£-02 .12363~£-01 .331~S4l-02
-.2905S8£-OI -.120108£-01 -.176385£-01 -.17505~£-01 .303673[-02 .123415£-01 .33Y!49f-02
-.2B5723E-~1 -.120132£-01 -.176393[-01 -.175115£-01 .304236[-02 .123216£-01 .J31~90l-02
-.288617(-01 -.120876£-01 -.17&499[-01 -.175236E-Ol .303863[-02 .123222£-01 .j407~6l-02
-.~g17r6L-01 -.12101~£-01 -.177807[-01 -.176571£-01 .305806E-02 .123447£-01 .342505(-0<
-.281612(-01 -.122063(-01 -.179347£-01 -.176107E-01 .30~155E-02 .12~026£-01 .345~~6t.-02
-.2Y7~95(-OI -.123939(-01 -.181129£-01 -.179863£-01 .310027£-02 .124579£-01 .34~607[-02
-.28~118(-Jl -.123945£-01 -.163041E-Ol -.181770E-Ol .311973[-02 .125315£-01 .353410l-G2
-.302161£-01 -.125867£-01 -.185976£-01 -.164541£-01 .314763£-02 .125864[-01 .357467(-02
-.312613l-01 -.126&02E-Ol -0187640£-01 -011\6166£-01 • .?172135E-02 .126268£-01 .360959[--02
-.328~50t-Ol -.128515£-01 -.189361£-01 -.187848£-01 .319077£-02 .126699£-01 .364099[-02
-.350756£-01 -.131337(-01 -.1907413[-01 -.1892~2£-01 .321244£-02 .127349£-01 .J67070l-02
-.357592£-01 -.133086£-01 -.193101£-01 -.191565E-01 .323519E-02 .128040E-01 .3700~3£-02
-.3585~4£-01 -.133810[-01 -.195125£-01 -.193560E-01 .326447£-02 .128711£-01 .373349£-02
-.370068£-01 -.135966(-01 -.196670[-Gl -.195243E-Ol .328424£-02 .129061[-01 .375124£-OZ
-.,379255£-01 -0137576£-01 -0197953£-01 -.196302E-Ol .J2~I92E-02 .129183E-Ol .376103[-02
-.381429t-Ol -.138135£-01 -.198845[-01 -.197172£-01 .330269£-02 .129194[-01 .377210(-02
-.J77Z~3f-J1 -.138031[-01 -.199533£-01 -.19789I\E-01 .330866£-02 .129379£-01 .378~~8E-02
-.3803~0(-D1 -.13914I1l-Dl -.200649£-01 -.199164£-01 .332032E-02 .129514£-01 .371\974(-02
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-.S82772E-03 -.9q5J71l-a~ -.380~82£-L2 .353854E-02 .636656E-0~ .188968[-02 .491~J8l-04
-.6020°0[-03 -.128941£-02 -.341687£-C2 .553410E-02 .989741~-03 .252091[-02 .7728 1 2E-04
-.74005H-03 -.1461513[-02 -.41'F85[-02 .590786E-02 .992523E-0~ .276669E-02 .822982l-04
-. 723966£-0~ -.150672£-02 -.400469E-02 .6~8146E-02 .109718:-02 .288355E-02 .889957£-0 4
-.812817£-03 -.159698£-02 -.450337E-02 .660752E-02 .116977E-02 .302272:-02 .919372[-0 4
-.807612l-03 -.165701£-02 -.405682[-(2 .714429E-02 .118168E-02 .311165E-02 .9~4422E-04
-.866614£-03 -.170079£-02 -.440584E-(2 .719721E-02 .133891£-02 .316S93~-02 .99q2~7[-04
-.798346~-03 -.1b9349~-02 -.403556[-C2 .745993E-02 .141309E-02 .317321+£-02 .10389C[-03
-.8098C1[-Q3 -.169775£-02 -.411799[-02 .74561+8E-02 .137938E-02 .316791£-02 .103774~-03
-. e12b57[-03 -.172653E-02 -.41~260E-02 .746758£-02 .121728£-02 .316895£-02 .104022l-03
-.821597[-03 -.174357E-02 -.4315C3£-G2 .749924E-02 .138690E-02 .318£11E-02 .104416[-03
-.8223&4[-(3 -.175980E-02 -.~43040[-C2 .755433E-02 .138&15E-02 .320647E-02 .1051"9[-03
-.803036[-03 -.17&103£-02 -.426875[-02 .7f5891E-02 .128285[-02 .320337£-02 .10f7ROE-OJ
-.7'H8~I:lE-Q3 -.17592&E-02 -.437023[-02 .7&3343E-02 .127142E-02 .320171E-02 .10E:579L-O,~
-.7995E:1[-03 -.17&834£-02 -.~34928E-02 .76925&E-02 .136971[-02 .320558[-02 .107j45[-03
-.776540[-03 -.1774(~9[-02 -.447576E.-02 0770417[-02 .134435[-02 .322111+[-02 .107746~-03
-.762190[-03 -.177351[-02 -.447919[-(2 .775137[-02 .131820[-02 .322313[-02 o10il514c-03
-.772627E-03 -.17895~[-J2 -.4&7701[-02 .77264&[-02 .131466[-02 .323171E-OZ .10e23~E-03
-.7Z9G97E-G3 -.176748[-02 -.460385[-02 .778863£-02 .137242[-02 .322904[-02 .109447[-03
-.701999[-03 -.17&292[-02 -.472449£-02 .777026E-02 .1386~9E-02 .323286:-02 .109501l-03
-.6651?.3E-03 -0175880l-02 -.4671\05[-02 . 778174E-02 01397ujE:-02 .321832[-02 .1l01l5f-03
-.f548yn--03 -.174562[-02 -.49123&E-02 .769763E-02 01294'11[-02 .321496E-02 .109~44E-03
-.f7545S[-J3 -.174333E-02 -.4'19946E-02 .769759E-02 .136715[-02 .321150[-0, .10~~2E:L-03
-.719989E-03 -.176851E-02 -.526608[-02 .7641+56E-02 .131965E-02 .322255[-02 .107904(-03
-.732978£-03 -.177080[-02 -.529712[-02 .769960E-02 .123938E-02 .323255~-02 .10il4C&[-03
-.759&72[-03 -.178593[-02 -.547421[-02 .717851E-02 .14Z6~8£-02 .326743E-J2 .109343[-33
-.784fJ99E-03 -.19;:78&[-02 -.539702[-02 .807492E-02 0139637[-02 .333280[-02 o1132Uf-03
-.809425[-03 -.1139982[-02 -.555015[-C2 .823931E-02 .140433E-OZ .339198E-02 • jlS50cl-03
-.755114f-C3 -.ld':l585E-U2 -.546189£-02 .~51&g2E-02 .14"&04E-02 .3105199E-02 .1l9!l4!E-Q3
-.75fJ023£-03 -.194~31E-02 -.5108833E-02 .8&9118~-02 .14£036[-02 .31,8830E-~2 .12254b:-03
-.734,-40£-03 -01%01,0'--02 -.539990E-02 .88257b[-02 0157595[-02 .350351£-02 0124751i.-Q3
-.758912£-03 -.2G0493C-02 -.55735Jl-Q2 .883405(-02 .152228[-02 .351590E-02 .124802£-03
-.80g739l-03 -.207336£-02 -.586258£-02 .884484£-02 0153771,£-02 .351,332£-02 012472,+f-03
-.8216,18[-03 -.209354[-02 -.598844E-02 .1I9117gE-02 .145301£-02 .356871,[-02 0125470l-03
-.790944(-03 -.20!J947~-02 -.578767£-02 .904878E-02 .158995£-02 .356553£-02 .1277Z7F-03
-.82Y9Z0E-03 -.211117£-OZ -.581063[-02 .gG635g(-G2 .154824£-02 .355827£-02 .1274bO~-Q3
-.841022E-03 -.212137£-02 -.574622£-02 .908704[-02 01511695E-02 .351,430£-02 .12770Yl-03
-.840475[-03 -.211455(-02 -.568131,(-02 .906936[-02 0155442£-02 .351'?7I+E-02 .l27252t-03
-.e04176E-J3 -.211552£-02 -.57'l86ItE-02 ,907201E-02 .14t41BE-02 .352627[-02 01;:76!J6~-03
-.7g70~7F-03 -.212626~-02 -.571fJ16£-02 .914ZggE-02 .1s0932E-02 .352828£-02 .lZK9~St-03
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TABLE 6.6 (CONTINUED)

EFR EP EFP EF(

2
3
'+
7
I),
;
3
1 0
U
12
13
1'+
1')
16
17
1 ~

19
20
}'

22
23
2'+
25
} _0

27
2~

29
3G
L
E
3 -'
3«
35
36
j7
B
39
.. u
'+~

42

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I .

O. O. O. D. O. O. O.
.44111,+~-01 .,+72713~-J« -.290042t-Ol -.677467E-02 .437347E-02 .167756E-02 .5336Y3l-03
.431366[-01 -.5~5270E-04 -.2773G6E-Ol -.654621E-02 .30e319E-02 .154190[-02 .565575[-03
.468670(-01 -.560609£-04 -.261036£-01 -.662961E-02 .310422E-02 .155379£-02 .510Y05(-03
.457Q42[-OI -.740698E-04 -.292966£-01 -.692097(-02 .317225E-02 .160001£-02 oE,02H21-03
.491159~-01 -.100437E-03 -.312230£-01 -.736964E-02 .30~797E-02 .168338[-02 .6541U3(-G3
.509100(-H -o1042071-03 -.317657£-01 -.751699E-02 .:31:263£-02 .170241E-02 .666811(-03
• 524616£-01 -.102455~-03 -.319742E-Ol -.756692£-02 .312203E-02 .170382E-02 .611802[-03
.475Y33(-01 -.865898E-04 -.318652t-Ol -.753178E-02 .317735E-02 .169518E-02 .660861(-03
.561730(-01 -.721910E-04 -.314834E-Ol -.743314E-02 .330871E-02 .167505E-02 .b526E7l-03
.582B06t-01 -.595682t-04 -.313583E-01 -.739547E-02 .325596E-02 .166696E-02 .643718(-03
.643652£:.-01 -.586281E-04 -.317134t-01 -.747615E-02 .34115&E-02 .107915(-02 .6527'11(-03
.706347(-01 -.607179(-04 -.320~18E-01 -.755663E-02 .32769&£-02 .166906£-02 .662Y16E-03
.775795l-01 -.572264E-04 -.320113£-01 -.754732£-02 .344756£-02 .166271E-02 • c&3864l-03
.80Z7~7E-Jl -.543A3~E-04 -.322206£-01 -. 75947~E-02 .330546E-02 .16884~E-02 .66~~56l-03
.907954£-01 -.551643£-04 -.324639E-01 -.765241E-02 .331550E-02 .169607£-02 .6765E3(-03
.870133£-01 -.540040£:.-04 -.325885£-C1 -.766114£-02 .330188£-02 .169531£-02 .679091l-03
.85236~(-01 -.494006~-04 -.326196£-01 -.768557£-02 .343412£-02 .169339£-02 .6774dOr-03
.82~544£-01 -.461207E-04 -.327272E-01 -.770875£-02 .351478E-02 .169317E-02 .677516~-03
.688251[-01 -.401869(-04 -.326873f.-01 -.76959~E-02 .336398(-02 .168829[-02 dj7';'6 Q 6L-03
.707583t-01 -.381050f.-04 -.327243E-01 -.770353£-02 .343257E-02 .166651£-02 .67~Oq8f-03
.668353E-01 -.298171£-04 -.323940f.-01 -.762062E-02 .349164~-02 .166671E-02 .6625i1E-03
.608967E-01 -.2~G655E-04 -.324667E-01 -.764141E-02 .J51658~-02 .166807(-02 .663095(-03
.5951771-01 -.267065~-04 -.325762f.-Ol -.766155E-02 .351686£-02 .166617E.-02 .662959(-03
.584971l-01 -.273960E-04 -.327165£-01 -.769493£-02 .351447E-02 0166916E-02 .664e27E.-03
.5284~8E-01 -.303901£-04 -.330238£-01 -.776909£-02 .334955£-02 .167707[-02 .667874l-03
.525057£-01 -.397009(-04 -.337156[-01 -.79379UE-02 .346202E-02 .170022(-02 .6117177£-03
.545270(-01 -.44126TE:-04 -.345153£.-01 -.812846E-02 .342650E-02 .1730010£-02 .705170<.-03
.582328E-Ol -.«5 .. 578E-04 -.349324£-01 -.822703E-02 0350117£-02 .174265E-02 .7139'JH-03
.489751E-~1 -.523547£-04 -.356790E-01 -.840731E-02 .~53451E-02 .176572E-02 .7277~1(-03
.4926"0£-01 -.507509£-04 -.359906£.-01 -.647925£-02 .340819£-02 .17755H.-02 .72911'12£:.-03
• 50 2 11 3 E- 01 - • 4 70 75H: - 0 4 - • "3 6 05 11 £. - 01 - • 6 49 08 0E- 0 2 • 3 40 U 9 ( - 0 2 • 1 772 2 6E - 0 2 • 72 9 4: 5f - 03
.545778[-01 -.506564E-04 -.364698£-01 -.659120£-02 .352953E-02 .178339£-02 .7,+0478t-J3
.628937£-01 -.539&86E-04 -.370647£-01 -.873256E-02 .348486E-02 .180343£-02 .7564Y8f-03
.718Z61E-01 -.625762E-04 -.375488E-01 -.685190(-02 .349410E-02 .181502[-02 .775141f-03
.623811£-01 -.&59773E-04 -.378647£-01 -.693314(-02 .355106~-02 .162205[-02 • 7785~6[-03
.701104(-01 -.598484£-04 -.376550(-01 -.887479E-02 .348748£-02 .!80642E-02 .772853£:.-03
.714632[-01 -.526179£-04 -.375068E-01 -.683546E-02 .348207£-02 .179791E-02 .lb51Ao!-03
.74074B~-01 -.541065E-04 -.375~03£.-01 -.68~3&9(-02 .355162(-02 .17934&£-02 .7674G5f-03
.82 .. 096E-01 -.567675(-04 -.379450(-01 -.89405&E-02 .353649(-02 .160531E-02 .7836~1(-03
.909832E-Ol -.553Q06E-04 -.360451E-01 -.69&314E-02 .3&1961E-02 .1ROS7~f-02 .7~8o~3t-03
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Uy lJFy UR UFP UP lIF P UFr

N
W
--J

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• /I •••••••••••

O. O. O. ~. o. O. O.
-.527086[-03 -o1.0053il-02 -.63!l6&2[-{,2 -.114424E-01 .271896E-02 .143350E-02 dO~B.33t-02
-.70561&f-03 -.863432E-03 -.977826E-02 -.149051E-Ol .147524[-02 .210076£-02 .123222[-02
-.7~44C5f-03 -.577164£-03 -.11113&£-01 -.152953[-01 .351201E-02 .232383E-02 .1116~5t-02
-.741345E-03 -.3135700[-03 -.11568ltE-01 -.151415E-01 .343552E-02 .2~7H3E-02 .10B'12E-02
-.764191£-03 -.413212l-03 -.118&7&[-01 -.155712E-01 .351148E-02 .241826E-02 .106809f-02
-.790393E-03 -."79776[-03 -0121974E-01 -.161957E-01 .363513E-02 .247404E-02 0112723(-0/:'
-.8206':'1£-(3 -.496274[-03 -0124727[-(11 -.1&6004E-01 .~7ar99E-02 .251413[-02 0116173£-02
-.82291\5£-03 -.46o'346l-03 -012651+5[-01 -.1f>7289E-01 .37134&£-02 .253022[-02 .1H2on-02
-.822825£-03 -,442734(-)3 -.127132E-01 -.167003[-01 .J&S245E-02 .252538E-02 .114860[-02
-.8208J7i-03 -.446074[-03 -.127322E-01 -.1&7019E-01 .36P036E-02 .251596[-02 .1140g6£-02
-.8283Glt-03 -.'+84441f-03 -0127780[-01 -.1&9035E-01 • .:t715&9E-02 .251599E-02 .116855£.-02
-.8314~2E-03 -.506935[-03 -.129031[-01 -.17139&[-01 .375&45~-02 .253021E-02 .119014[-02
-.831363[-03 -.472864E-03 -.13025~E-01 -.171&0&E-01 .374791E-02 .253869E-02 .1177~2E-02
-.8259L3E.-03 -.420377E-03 -.131096[-01 -.170730E-01 .37155I+E-02 .253934(-02 .1154.30£-02
-.829129:-03 -.414992E-03 -.131555[-01 -.170982E-01 .370898E-02 .253607E-02 .1149D~i-02
-.828709~-0.3 -.419427[-03 -.132230£-[1 -.172044E-01 .3717&&E-02 .254088E-02 .11590&[-02
-.833330l-03 -.422296E-03 -.132841E-01 -.1729&8E-01 .372259E-02 .251+101E-02 • 116770~-02
-.834249[-03 -.440582E-03 -.13339&[-01 -.174420£-01 .374174E-02 .254314E-02 .1181+50E.-02
-.82~&( .. f-D3 -,429978[-03 -.134056[-01 -.17516&E-01 .374718E-02 .254654[-02 .119115~-02
-.827059£-03 -.426680£-03 -.134500[-01 -.175685E-01 .374&61E-02 .254&31[-02 .120151E-02
-.818785[-03 -.413529[-03 -0134557£-01 -.115&42E-01 .372502£-02 .253773E-02 011S949[-02
-.815182[-03 -.398675[-03 -0134741£-01 -.175581E-01 .370593E-02 .253082E-02 .1201~5l-02
-.815416E.-03 -.405128[-03 -.134888E-01 -.176071E-01 .~&9974E-02 .252525E-02 .120753E-02
-.822094[-03 -.439405E-03 -.135000[-01 -.177648E-01 .371662~-02 .252238E-02 .123094:-02
-.8296~9E-03 -.469838[-03 -.135634[-01 -.179723[-01 .374328[-02 .252894E-02 .125770[-OZ
-.8487~7l-03 -.544734[-03 -.13661I+E-01 -.184206E-01 .381866E-02 .254501E-02 .132174[-02
-.881721E-03 -.&48827[-03 -.139231[-01 -.191468E-Ol .394833E-02 .259191E-02 .140534[-02
-.904766£-03 -.745838[-03 -.141929E-01 -.196391[-01 .406963E-02 .263781E-02 .148191[-02
-.930730E-03 -.776648E-03 -.145329E-Ol -.204490[-01 .417206E-02 .2&9045E-02 .1549~5E-02
-.951&04[-03 -.808215[-03 -.147996E-01 -.208794E-01 .423594E-02 .272827[-02 .158172~-02
-.957194l-03 -.801384[-03 -.149940[-01 -.210458E-01 .424590E-02 .274821E-02 .15d0 7 9[-02
-.966864[-03 -.784967E-03 -.151630E-01 -.2111+03E-01 .424592E-02 .276275[-02 .15b9~2E-02
-.9731H5[-03 -.803415(-03 -.153481E-01 -.213700E-01 .42&847£-02 .278232£-02 .157166[-02
-.ge2Q13E-U3 -.B23318E-03 -.154955[-01 -.216091E-01 .429935E-02 .279666E-02 .159'17l-0Z
-.935046(-03 -.754037[-03 -.157189[-01 -.215960E-Ol .427179E-02 .281510E-02 .156156(-02
-.986283[-03 -.735203l-03 -.15754ltE-01 -.214971[-01 .423810E-02 .260728E-02 .153113c-02
-.983642E-03 -.701440E-03 -.157722E-01 -.213476E-01 .419764£-02 .27Q70QE-02 .149913£-02
-.967133[-03 -.&10033(-03 -.158217E-01 -.21031+5E-Ol .412044[-02 .276667E-02 .1,+3989£-02
-.9628~JE-[3 -.594~61E.-03 -.156141E-01 -.20Q973E-01 .410429[-02 .277611£-02 .143B27l-0Z
-.962328(-03 -.574206[-03 -.158666[-01 -.209737E-Ol .409115E-02 .277633(-02 .1423Q1[-OZ
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TABLE 6.7

THE PERCENTAGE CHANCES IN ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES DUE TO A TEI..1PORARY INCREASE OF lOgo OF

FOREIGN MONEY 'SUPPLY

FY FFY F F F Fp FFp FFE
3 •••• ':7724~3E:oi"":i53gi7" ······:78021Qt:oi···::642o76E=oi···o:·············o:·············::1855;3···
~ -.2788gH-Ol -.10&162[-01 -.217913 -.155735 .219721£-02 .177706E-01 .140o~at-Ol
? -.152923£-01 -.230793(-02 -.874982(-01 -.590583E-01 -.769654E-02 .898663[-02 .83G8?O[-02
6 -. 7863~1£-02 -.220730[-02 -.494534[-01 -.340922E-01 -.241521E-02 .466553[-02 .41Y2Y1(-02
7 -.413545E-02 -.383319[-03 -.250117E-01 -.17138E-E-01 -.145954E-02 .239597[-02 .22184Jt-0~
~ -.2141Y9~-02 -.541640£-03 -.130785E-Ol -.897854£-02 -.662731E-03 .123263E-02 .114167[-0~
J -.105342[-02 -.276662£-03 -.676866E-C2 -.464429E-02 -.?26799E-03 .634162E-03 .5813SlE-03
1" -.5138U5£-03 -.143331E-03 -.351428E-02 -.241166E-02 -.158350E-03 .326791E-03 • (98586[-03
11 -.260614£-03 -.744678[-04 -.182280£-02 -.125082E-02 .592165E-04 .166522E-03 .151927l-03
12 -.14&106[-03 -.388104[-04 -.945734E-03 -.646962E-03 -.626490(-05 .871106E-04 .808499[-04
13 -.752760i:'-04 -.200%9£-04 -.490637E-C3 -.336683E-03 .I136964E-04 .450050E-04 ,.416750[-04
14 -.393977[-04 -0104iJ70[-04 -.254544E-03 -.174673E-03 .1913881£-03 .232537[-04 .2178 .. 3E-04 IV
15 -.206091[-04 -.540380(-05 -.132057E-03 -.906200~-04 .659642E-04 .120063E-04 .112923[-04 W
16. -011011\6£-04 -.278255[-05 -.&85120E-04 -.470140E-04 .5112590E-04 .620717E-05 .597837E:-05 co
'1-~ -.585570f-05 -.143451£-05 -.~55500E-04 -.243910E-04 .207312E-03 .320733£-05 .311~24£-05

) -.298747l-05 -.756108E-0& ·.184~00E-0~ -.12&540£-04 .917647E-04 .1&~978E-0? .159838[-05
Lo -.157033~-J5 -.3~88&2[-36 -.956700E-05 -.656500::-05 .132949E-03 .86~193E-06 .8u2~O~E-06

2~'1] -.78&1'34E-06 -.1938&OE-0& -.496300E-05 -.340600E-05 0194390E-03 .!t61944E-06 .4306...Jl-06
-.1<16a95E.-06 -.8170&5[-07 -.257500£-05 -.17&700E-05 .l3447!tE-03 .230222E-06 .22~01\71-06

2~ -.157258E-0& -.540098[-07 -.133500E-05 -.916000E-0& .144557E-03 .125124E-06 .13&375E-06
23 -.712338l-07 -.267828E-07 -.693000(-06 -.476000E-06 0185820E-03 .623921E-07 .457532£-07
24. -.7332:'0E.-07 -.2&4417E-07 -.359000£-0& -.247000E-06 .1975&5[-03 .207257E-07 .22715&E.-J7
25. O. -.263950E-07 -.186000E-06 -.128000E-06 .114161E-OJ .206635(-07 .2292L9E-07
26. -.73f>31l4E.-07 C. -.970000(-07 -.670000E-07 .16£065::-03 O. .2<:1l2471-07
27 O. O. -.500000E-07 -.350000E-07 .l504!t4E-03 O. O.
2~. O. O. -.260000E-07 -.170000E-07 .114951E-03 O. O.
2, O. O. -0100000E-07 -.10000E-07 .241620E-04 O. O.
3" O. O. O. O. .17H70E-03 O. O.
31 U. O. ). O. 0177655E-03 O. O.
32 O. Q. O. O. .484932E-04 O. O.
33 O. o. a. o. .428405[-04 O. O.
34. G. O. O. ~. .136584[-03 O. O.
35. U. O. O. O. .909441£-05 O. O.
3b. O. O. ~. O. .4110743E-04 O. O.
37. O. O. ]. O. .563951[-04 O. O.
3/\ O. O. O. O. .737947E-04 O. O.
n. c. o. O. O. 0157334E-03 O. G.
ttC. O. Q. 3. O. .784646E-04 O. O.
1+1 U. O. O. O. .322129E-04 O. O.
!t~ .]. Q. O. O. .172452E-03 O. O.



TABLE 6.7 (CONTINUED)

GFE.............. .
.E:37GJ3l-02
.4YI049l-03

-.941811[-03
-. 128G 13t- OJ
-.34%"U-33
-o14'B12E-03
-.161419E-0~
- • '38 'l6 C4 [- 04
-.83459lE-u4
-. ~826&0[ - 0',
-.454236[-04
-.3311S5t-04
-.249702[-04
-.184957[-04
-.138435t-04
-.102943£-04
-.7709~&t-05
-.5741 <,6E-u5
-.4 l 04L2l-05
-.3190":2[-05
-.240751E-05
-.179305E- 05
-.1325 fl8t-05
-.985632E-06
-.754045£-00
-.564399E-0&
-.396766[-06
-.J135'l71-0E>
-.230254£-06
-.188314£-['Eo
-.1468 ~9l-0f

-.1051!5L-0&
-.6313G2E-07
-.630059,,-07
-.209&1\71-07
-.4113'329[-07
- • 20 SO 55 E- 07
-.2086CBt-07
-.208425[-07
-.2u7846[-07
-. 2072b5l- 07

GY GFY GR GFF GP GFP..........................................................................................
.55&615£-01 .134987 .32~320[-01 .748804E-01 O. O.
.4291~3t-01 .&57173E-02 .496997E-Ol .4~620~E-Ol -.426834E-02 -.213402E-02

-.99~"9&E-02 -.551353[-34 -.167674f-Ol -.142914E-Ol .107460f-02 -.201555[-02
.1176<5[-01 .217044E-02 .112200E-Ol .997855E-02 -.10&868~-02 -.131234E-02
.~15553£-04 .&45578(-03 -.207289E-02 -.163893E-02 .238411E-04 -.105R23E-02
.368563£-02 .91QJ66~-03 .30601~[-02 .278450E-02 -.~40585[-03 -.750253£-03
.121438t-02 .~97200E-03 .258731£-03 .316920E-03 -.962637E-04 -~572460[-03
.164716L-u2 .458565E-03 .10882~[-02 .101535[-02 -.139822[-03 -.418075[-03
.~714C9t-03 .303u89E-OJ .420274£-03 .417003[-03 -.744126E-04 -.313487E-03
.796652E-u3 .243118[-03 .488075E-03 .463027E-03 -.687773E-04 -.231610[-03
.552359[-03 .175290E-03 .28.765E-03 .279977E-0~ -.456868E-04 -.173119E-03
.439530£-03 .134428E-03 .249761£-03 .238800[-03 -.366331E-04 -.126f64[-03
.311613t-Q3 .992~12E-u4 .172060[-U3 .165789E-03 -.262146[-04 -.959562E-04
.236590E-03 .746725E-04 .135287E-03 .129743E-03 -.200820E-04 -.714161[-04
• 1674~8E-03 .553211E-04 .983560E-04 .945830E-04 -.148041E-04 -.532222[-04
.1251~6£-C3 .415695t-04 .748680E-04 .718790E-04 -.111620[-04 -.396341[-04
.917345£-04 .308115E-04 .554640[-04 .533010[-04 -.828532E-05 -.295603£-04
.683722E-04 .230236[-04 .417500E-Q4 .400990[-04 -.620693E-05 -.220062E-04
.492938l-04 .171181[-04 .311330E-04 .299120E-04 -.462221[-05 -.164215E-04
.35D5~6E-04 .126 .. 26E-04 .233440f-04 .224240E-04 -.345295[-05 -.122164[-04
.257542E.-04 .935848[-05 .174470E.-04 .167620E-04 -.257590E-05 -.909967E-05
.191210E-04 .695307E-05 .130650E-04 .125510E-04 -.193462~-05 -.679442E.-05
.136505[-04 .512846[-05 .977300[-05 .938800E-05 -.144246f-05 -.506245[-05
.1011u5E-04 .387195E-05 .731500E-05 .702700E-05 -.105721E-05 -.377285E-05
.743177[-05 .287138[-05 .547200[-05 .526000[-05 -.803285E-06 -.281795E-05
.5614&8E-05 .215224E-05 .409600E-05 .393400[-05 -.58~636E-0& -.211501[-05
.404469[-05 .160567E-05 .306400E-05 .294400E-05 -.442055E-06 -.155896E-05
.Z97957[-05 .120394E-35 .229300[-05 .220000E-05 -.315392E-Of -.114914[-05
• 23&52~£-05 .915038E-06 .171600E-05 .165000E-05 -.23041\6E-06 -.862743[-06
.169912~-05 .665016£-06 .128400[-05 .124000E-05 -.187743E-0& -.638652[-06
.133435£-05 .50R387[-06 .961000[-06 .923000[-06 -.14~534E-Of -.476665E-06
.985801[-06 .373804E-06 .720000E-06 .690000E-0& -.103914[-06 -.355862[-06
.7988C3E-06 .268833[-06 .540000[-06 .510000E-06 -.621699E-07 -.275511[-06
.603957E-06 .217718[-06 .400000[-06 .380000E-06 -.620490E-07 -.195869E-06
.487255E-06 .163165E-06 .301000[-06 .290000[-0& -.412035E-07 -.155978E-06
.3023C7E-06 .1?5850E-06 .226000E-06 .220000E-06 -.205785[-07 -.970305E-07
.2476~lE-06 .822300E-07 .169000[-06 .170000[-06 -.205427[-07 -.772991E-07
.1894c71-0& .827953E-07 0127000[-06 .120000E-06 O. -.770023[-07
.126473E-06 .552021[-07 .940000E-07 .900000[-07 -.204676E-07 -.575309E-07
.622532t-07 .274414£-07 .710000E-07 .700000E-07 O. -.31\2058[-07
.1241\52[-06 .275214[-07 .530000[-07 .500000E-07 O. -019026I1E-H

?

3
4
5
to
7
~

~

1 ~

11
12
13
14 •
15 •
16 .
1 ~ •
1 II •
1 ~ •
Zl'
21
2 _
23
24 •
2:J •
2 & •
(.7
2 e •c 'j
3 l' •
3 1
j:,

3!-
3 ..
3'j •
3& •
J7
3>\
3 ~ •
4 ~ •
41
4~
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N
~

o

JY JFY JR JFR JP JFP JFE................ ., ..
-0156194 .96391+2(-01 -.50667& -.106929 O. O. -.llO'J~O~-U1

.61+5365E-u1 .21931+3£-01 .610810 .250796 -.356311f-01 -.127159(-01 -.363943l-J2
-.278088E-01 -.796&1+6E-02 -.26831+5 -.120084 .175601E-01 .206386£-02 .173875£-02

d3.t21H.-01 .1+21450E-02 012001+7 .503210E-01 -.706633E-02 -.211201+£-02 -.72'3036t-03
-.567370E-02 -.161+616(-02 -.529&40(-01 -.23347&E-01 .337914E-02 .526016E-03 .337718~-03

.2605g9E-02 .800082(-03 .23&169(-01 .100169(-01 -.1~3660E-02 -.366751E-03 -.1448&lf-03
-d193AOE-02 -.334675£-03 -0101+456E-01 -.456369E-02 .661376£-03 .t16216E-0~ .658533E.-04

.54004H-03 .156 .. 39(-03 .464869£-02 .196597(-02 -.219629E-03 -.668564E-04 -.286219(-04
- • 2 J 0 1 6 6 E- 03 - • 6&18 61 E. - 0 4 - • 2 0 591 6( - 0 2 - • 6 94 99 0( - 0 3 0 • • 2 42 11 0 E- 0 4 • 12 9 2 ;: 8E. - 0 4

.102b77E-03 .302563E-04 .915426E-C3 .392657E-03 -.216007(-OJ -.124520E-04 -.5&6';;11~-05
-.4SQ822F- C4 -.132525E-04 -.405825E-03 -.175643E-03 .217075E-0~ .490439(-05 .2S4242~-05
.19~08&l-04 .596064E-05 .180300E-OJ .775190E-04 O. -.236591E-05 -.1108[4[-05

-.86~452E.-05 -.2&2107E-05 -.799600E-04 -.345880E-04 O. .984412E-06 .1+9975bl-~6
.31l3S97E.-05 .118134E-05 .355130E-04 .152900E-04 O. -,468955E-06 -.217475E-Oo

-.1&3133£-05 -.516216E-0& -0157560E-0'+ -.6/10800E-OS O. .191307E-06 .108910[-06
.70632&E-Oo .229591£-06 .699600(-05 .301500E-05 O. -.846967E-07 -.1+353GOE.-07

-.33631\3E-06 -.<i5676G(-07 -.~10500E-05 -.134000£-05 O. .422459E-07 .21fi243l-07
0164667E-0& .284011E-07 .137800E-05 .591+000E-0& O. -.210J14E-07 O.

-.541131£-07 -.21\3'3J4l-07 -.612000E-06 -.264000E-06 O. O. O.
.514717E-07 O. .272000(-06 .117000E-06 O. -.206671£-07 O.
-.487432~-07 O. -0120000E-06 -.520000E-07 O. O. O.
u. .277593E-07 .S30000[-07 .230000E-07 O. O. O.
O. O. -,230000E-07 -.100000E-07 O. O. O.
O. O. 010000Ot-07 .400000E-08 O. O. O.
O. O. -,460000E-08 -.200000E-01l O. O. O.
O. O. .200000E-08 O. O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000E-08 O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. ). O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. 1. O. O. O. o.
O. O. ~. 0. O. O. O.
O. O. ). O. O. o. o.
O. O. ). O. O. O. o.
O. O. o. o. O. O. O.
O. O. ). O. O. O. O.
O. O. ). O. O. O. o.
O. O. ~. O. O. o. O.

2
3
1+
5
6
7
~

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1 .~

11 •
20
21
22
2!
24 •
2'5 •
2? •
27 •
2~
2 'J
30 •
31
3" •
33
34
3 ';; •
3b •
37.
H •
39
40 •
41 •
~2
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ER EFP EP FFP f:.FE
2 •••• :: '14 5~ :. 7' ••••••• : i 68879••••••• : : 2i j 07; •••••••• : i 245;' 5' •••••• 5: ••••••••••••• 0: ••••••••••••• :: 2; MG46l :01

3 • 941 3Il5 !: - 01 • 2 18 "1 0£ - 02 - • 23 70BE - 01 - • " 15 195 E- 0 2 - • 22 9454 E- 01 • 2 52 970 ( - 0 2 - • 6'.> 09 <. 4l - 03
" 0119798(-u2 -.l17165E-0~ -.288873E-02 -.753352E-03 .69'3"64E-03 .100845(-03 o11'.>443l-03
5 -.92~228E-03 -.73"766E-05 ."03240E-03 .899300E-04 .231642~-03 -.265943E-04 -.41~Jr,9f-05
::, • 59'+146!:-04 .1"58'35l-05 -.'377000E-05 -01:'5000E-05 O. .129895E-05 -.,57716f..-%
7 .199595E-05 -.562356E-07 -.225500E-05 -.569000E-06 O. .890173E-07 .0'.4'3']71:-07
~ -.624033E-00 -.2827661'.-07 .250000E-06 .5[,0000E-07 O. -.221JOrr.-07 O.
~ .390147[-07 O. J. ~. O. O. o.
1: .11734'H.-07 O. -.200000E-08 -.100000E-08 O. O. O.
i. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
~(O. O. O. O. O. O. G.

tJ,( un UR lJFR UP UFP UFE..........................................................................................................
• l83n~ 0175811 0127647 0121329 O. O. -.365375E-Ol

-.801235l-03 .7304221'.-02 -.323"00E-01 -.969434E-02 .143602(-02 .5771141'.-02 -.254414(-C2
.333306l-03 .'+~9835E-02 -.59"350E-02 .1097411'.-01 -.,~01177E-02 .831225(-03 -.273112!:-02
.395~76(-03 .220591E-02 .125273E-02 .985920(-02 -.245210f-02 -.5097&51'.-03 -.1'+76Z1E-C2
.2~514CC-03 .51'+7"4f-03 .226190(-(2 .502521E-02 -0119031E-02 -.5266971'.-03 -.5465,.2[.-03
.860336~-04 .212485£-04 .139917£-02 .173080(-02 -.387810r-03 -.2R1967E-03 -.10~'+59L-03
.185873L-04 -.1057221'.-03 .575985£-03 .278868E-03 -.511573£-04 -.102361E-03 .27"257£-04

-.331890~-05 -.~02"29r-0" .145985E-03 -0134410E-03 .377070£-04 -.117107E-0,+ .'+10"oll-04
-.&00986E-05 -.37322,+£-0" -.&09800E-05 -.15193"£-03 .3710&2E-04 .5"4063[-05 .245437£-04
-.373861£-05 -.117546£-0'+ -.328530E-04 -.8"1980£-04 .195799E-04 .771563E-05 .980255t-J5
-.15351Dl-C5 -.127394E-05 -.226770E-04 -.315810E-04 .700439E-05 .454155£-05 .2319G9~-05
-.,,01868L-05 .1"0304£-05 -.100770(-04 -.65'+8001'.-05 .127519(-05 .17856~-05 -.1~512'+l-06
.351701c-07 .123770£-05 -.2905001'.-05 .139200E-05 -.40~258E-06 .406776[-06 -.6j6255l-06
.721752£-07 .649360(-06 -.1"8000[-06 .228600£-05 -.55856I1E-0~ -.42&262[-01 -.3896~5~-)5
.71K458l-07 .193129(-05 .45~000£-D6 .1390001'.-05 -.321502E-0~ -.106144£-06 -.173446£-06

O. • 64711 H - 0 7 • 3610 0 DE - 0 & • 5 IS 4 000 I'. - 0 & - • 128212 E- a6 - .6345& 5E - 0 1 - • &'+ 8 7 '+ 5!: - :.J 7
O. 0 • • 17 4000 E- 0 6 • 1 "59000 I'. - 0 6 -. 21 28" 0£ - 0 7 - • 4212 64£ - 0 7 O.
O. -.319776£-07 .560000E-07 -.900000£-08 .211966E-07 O. O.
O. O. .700000£-08 -.3400001'.-07 O. O. .21652H-07
O. O. -.600000E-08 -.230000£-07 O. O. O.
O. O. -.'OOOOOE-08 -01000001'.-07 O. O. O.
O. O. -,J00000£-li8 -.300000E-01I O. O. O.
O. O. -.1000001'.-011 O. O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000E-01l O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. 01000001'.-08 O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

2
3..
5
6
7
8
3
10 •
11 •
12 •
1 j •

14
15
16 •
17 •
11\ •
19
20
2~

F·_3
~4

25
20
2?



TABLE 6.8

THE PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES DUE TO A TH1PORARY INCREASE OF 10% OF
DO~~STIC GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

I
4
5
i)
7
13
~

L
L

FY FF1 FR FFR FP FFp FFE
.. ··=:~~~~;~~:5i···1 :~~~~~3~~d~' "'=~l~~~~~:a~"":i~gi~~i~~i'"5:' ············a:··· ··::~~ii~ir:~:

-.1l0<.a6~-02 .171iJ32l-03 -.577'384f.-G2 -.364657E:-02 -.10506'3[-02 .135732E-03 • 72F,C,(),lt-)3
-.E72G73L-03 -.24Q823t-03 -.431647[-02 -.~0121l1!:-02 -.761754E-04 .3139J51[-03 .33t4lh-C3
-.33 .. 4HL-J3 -.U143Ul-04 -.20H05E.-02 -.1;l8'499E-02 • 52H&7E.-04 .1'1'134'1[-03 ollldC6l-'J3
-.1777cd-03 -.457,;45t.-Q4 -010'3645E-02 -.7461\1/1E-03 .44::t723f-04 0102800E-03 • ~4)854l- (4
-.9171~5'-04 -.2Z6370~-04 -.558370E-03 -.3'32957E-03 .759618E-04 .528255E-04 • 4~u3G3l-uy
-.4541:8L-04 -.119621~-04 -.290520[-03 -.19'1392E-03 .5942&OE-04 .271852E-04 .24893,l-}4
-.22Ub97[-Q4 -.6128b5~-05 -01505<J0£-(3 -0103332E-03 .39 c 31\6E-04 .1400213[-01+ 01379,1£-(4
-0111/lBl-I)4 -.320079[-05 -.781460(-04 -.536260[-04 .161371£-03 .721+194E-05 .652(\Q3f-G5
-.6296Q21-05 -.165030E-05 -.4053'10[-04 -.27R190E-04 .464990E-01+ .372712E-05 .3465~ZE-05
-.321G .. 2t-05 -.1352769:.-06 -.210320E-04 -.1443JOE-04 0110934E-03 .194173E-05 o17tlb3~t-G5
-.1705~3l-05 -.425355E-06 -.109110£-01+ -.746700E-05 .209933~-03 .101010[-05 .Y~~277t-~6
-.~623G6l-U6 -.25462~E-06 -.566100E-(5 -.388500E-05 .732352[-04 .513724E-06 .4H~3~6f-06
-.4442Y7l-06 -.112426E-06 -.293700~-05 -.201500E-05 .620170E-04 .255'16&[-06 .2bdb11l-Ct
-. n02£,3l-06 -.5625530-07 -.153000[-05 -.104600£-05 .20Q235E-03 .11+8664E-06 o13:,3S~[- C6
-.17573Jl-06 -.2130040£-07 -.790000E-06 -.543000E-06 .927731E-04 .634531[-07 .D7?~71l-J7
-.~7<:4G6l-07 -.27775dl-07 -.41JOOOE.-06 -.2/11COCE-OE o133473E-0~ .421557E-07 .454162[.-:;7
O. O. -.212000E-C6 -0146000E-06 0194667[-03 .209974E-07 .226t>""L-07
U. G. -0111000E.-06 -.760000E-07 0131+599E-03 O. .229J'l7f.-J7
C. O. -.570000E.-07 -.390000E-07 .11+4619E-03 O. .,!;::rz"2t-07
C. G. -.290000[-07 -.2COOOOE-07 0185861E-03 O. G.
O. O. -0150000£.-07 -0110000E-07 .19 75'15E.-03 O. o.
a. o. -. ~00000E.-06 -.600000E-08 0114U1f-03 O. G.
U. O. -.400000E.-06 -.300000E-03 0166086E-03 O. G.
O. O. -.200000E-08 -.2QOOOO[-0~ 01501+44[-03 O. C.
Q. O. -.100000[-06 a. 0114951E-03 O. O.
O. O. D. O. .241820E-04 O. L.
C. O. O. D. .tHUOE-03 O. G.
iJ. O. J. O. .177655E-03 O. O.
J. O. J. O. .4849321':-04 O. G.
U. O. o. O. .42~405E-04 O. O.
c. o. O. O. .13E5114[-03 O. G.
O. O. O. D. .909441£-05 O. U.
u. o. O. D. .480743[-04 O. U.
G. u. O. O. .563951(-04 O. O.
G. O. O. Q. .731Q47E-04 O. O.
iJ. Q. O. O. 0157331+E-03 O. O.
G. G. J. O. .71141l46E-04 O. O.
o. o. O. D. .322129[-04 O. U.
U. o. o. O. .172452£-03 O. lJ.
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GY GFY G~ GF"R Gp GF"P GFE:.........................................................................................................
.74lt53bE-C4 .56&0&2E-Olt -.1515&7E-O] .35838UE-04 O. O. .521341E-04
... 0&OJ4[-03 .371412[-04 .55&951[-03 .481&48E-03 -.41&893E-04 .224803[-04 .1~6G .. 5E-04

-.2390b4E-03 -.36521Bt-04 -.2818&0£-03 -.247253E-03 .240335E-04 .112019[-04 -.302478E-05
.&31227£-04 .970590£-0& .9&8130£-04 .82&450E-04 -.&30031£-05 .107~07~-04 .51q971~-05

-.&11264E-04 -.117~97E-04 -.&31100£-04 -.5&0500E-04 .59179&E-05 .693690£-05 .608UC3l-0&
.678941£-Qo -.332168£-J5 .124900E-G4 .998000E-05 -.24~560E-06 .560761£-05 .1~15(5~-U5

-.210223[-04 -.4~8002E-05 -.169550E-04 -.154100E-04 .184489£-05 .396010£-05 .7~31~6!-06
-.625459!-05 -.262109E-05 -.110400£-05 -.145000E-05 .50091&£-06 .302314[-)5 .d4b44~[-06
-.8516~lE-05 -.242449£-05 -.592900£-05 -.552300£-05 .761532£-06 .221197E-05 .5205:5[-06
-.468012E-05 -.162707£-05 -.218900E-05 -.217800E-05 .190&57£-06 .167600£-05 .43J850~-06
-.44&24~E-05 -.1316&8£-05 -.262600E-05 -.249100E-05 .369~1~E-06 .123409£-05 .J03547l-J6
-.29Jlb9~-05 -.91&622£-06 -.153000E-05 -.146400E-05 .238158E-06 .92655~E-06 .~5~6bOf-06
-.236809£-05 -.745162£-0& -.133600(-05 -.127800E-05 .194342E-0& .&8&335£-0& .17~ObOl-Ob
-.165785£-05 -.514392£-06 -.916000E-06 -.883000E-0& .150993E-06 .512417£-06 .12~740l-06
-.119161£-05 -.398198(-06 -.723000£-C& -.&93000E-06 .107744£-06 .38258~£-06 .853221£-J7
-.9191):4[-06 -.313195£-06 -.524000£-C6 -.505000E-0& .£:45203E-07 .290250£-06 .852530t-(7
-.710&19£-0& -.197690£-06 -.400000E-06 -.384000E-0& .643936£-07 .210693E-0& .638939[-C7
-.513594(-06 -.1&9084(-0& -.29&000E-0& -.284000E-0& .4280&4£-07 .167842£-06 .4253~~(-07
-.3715blE-0& -.1120&6£-0& -.222000£-0& -.214000E-0& .427983£-07 .1044&2£-0& .21~0?lE-Q7
-.299109(-0& -.110657£-0& -.t66000E-06 -.160000E-06 .213145E-07 .632465E-07 .2112;3(-07
-.173235£-06 -.6~u919£-07 -.125000£-0& -.120000E-06 .212884£-07 .&21645E-07 .2111P5l-D7
-.171800t.-0& -.543208E-07 -.930000£-07 -.900000E-07 O. .41303ltE-07 D.
-.1092G4£-0& -.537012E-07 -.700000E-07 -.&70000E-07 O. .411562£-07 .210457[-u7
-.540&71E-07 -.2&8985£-07 -.520000E-07 -.500000E-07 .211443£-07 .410092£-07 O.
-.53084H-07 -.268353E-07 -.390000£-07 -.300000E-07 O. .204199E-07 O.
-.5347~,2E-07 -.269C30E-07 -.290000E-07 -.280000E-07 O. O. O.
-.518550£-07 -.267611E-07 -.220000E-07 -.210000E-07 O. O. .2088Z4~-07

-.5U7~9!_-07 O. -0170000E-07 -.200000E-07 .210261£-07 .201603£-07 O.
O. O. -.130000£-07 -.100000£-07 .201533E-Q7 O. .2Q332Zl-07
O. O. -.900000£-06 -.100000E-07 O. O. O.
0. O. -.700000E-08 -.700000E-08 O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000E-07 -.100000E-07 O. O. O.
Q. O. O. -.100000E-07 O. O. O.
O. O. O. -.100000E-07 O. O. O.
O. O. -.200000E-08 O. O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000l-08 O. O. O. O.
O. O. -.100000£-08 O. O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000E-08 ~. O. O. O.
O. O. -0100000f_-08 O. o. O. J.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
o. o. O. O. o. O. o•

;J

:3..
5
6
7
3
~

1 G
11
~t.

l3
1 ..
15
10
l7
18
H •
2C
21
2~
23
2..
25
2 b •
U
2~
2~
3 J
51
E
3.'
31.0
35 •
3 b •
37
38
39
4~

'+1
... ~
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? -.3&35'~9E-02 .18931&[-02 -.50&290E-02 -.81<6131E-03 O. O. -.61b&78~-u3
:5 -.98232&l-03 .1322011[-03 -.103017E-Ol -.721402E-02 .130'+1I2E-02 -.8'+'+351<E-03 o1033F,9t.-'J3
4 • 572 2 Y0l- 0 3 • 3 2 5 % 1[ - a 3 • 51 75 I< bE - 0 2 • 1291'+ 0 E- 0 2 • 1 221< 58:: - 0 5 - • '+ OlE 82 E- 0 3 -. 1'31 1 q 1> U4
? -.21&03tl~-03 -.142424E-~4 -.209224E-02 -.122250E-02 .~985~7E-03 -.845178E-04 .1751cul-U4
~ .111115[-03 .510647£-04 .998290E-03 .321952£-03 .136022£-03 -.511473r-0'+ -.47J232~-05
7 -.4479il5~-04 -.741771£-05 -.41941<0£-C3 -.217891E-03 .1728&7E-03 -.730950E.-05 .312978l-(5
i .227244l-04 .856139[-05 .194211E-03 .7122&0(-04 .195&35E-03 -.&1I54'+3E-05 -.102u4~E-05
~ -.95u6~7E.-)5 -.202155[-05 -.834700!:-04 -.'+027&OE-04 .fJ51\38&E-04 -.373'+99r-0& .5~51.::7t-O&
10. .430392E-05 .11<9055£-05 .379770E-04 .149330E-04 .142514E-0l< -.981529[-0& -.217207[-06
11. -.1'31122E-05 -.45759310.-0& -0165400[-0'+ -.762900E-05 .50'+033E-0'+ .I<338fJ8E-07 .1085::71:- cO
12. .8f)IH57[-06 .289356E-06 .7'+'+800t-05 0304&00E-05 .212125E-03 -.151237E-06 -.434&GH-]7
13 -.3079f,Zt.-06 -.115572l-J6 -0327000E-05 -014&700E-05 .50489'+E-04 .215063£-07 .2172f,2l-07
14. .lHG514E-06 .57&051[-07 .147000E-05 .&12000E-OfJ .5809&7E-0'+ -.21400~r-07 o.
15. -.,)99370E-07 O. -.645000E.-06 -.285000::-06 .1649&1E-03 O. 3.t". .5112&,,0[-07 O. .288000E-O& .122000E-QE .169102E-03 O. O.
17 -.581\605[-07 O. -0127000E-06 -.5<;0000E-07 .7fJ2922E-04 O. O.
1~ O. O. .5&0000E-07 .250000E-07 0103&25E-03 O. O.
H. O. O. -.260000E-07 -.110000E-07 .1338~6E-03 O. O.
20 O. O. .110000E-07 .500000E-08 .132147E-03 O. O. N
21 O. O. -.500000E-08 -0300000E-06 .790285E-04 O. O. ,j:>.

2_ O. O. .300000E-0!3 .100000E-08 .fJ25738E-04 O. O. ,j:>.
'\ O. O. -.100000E.-06 O. .4912&9E-04 O. O.
2~. o. O. 0100000E-06 O. .140379E-03 O. O.
25 O. O. O. -.100000E-0~ .&4"!'+11E-04 O. O.
Z0. J. O. .10000QE-09 O. .999166E-04 O. O.
27. O. O. O. O. .194753E-03 O. O.
2~. J. O. O. O. .20E128E-04 O. O.
2~ O. O. O. O. 0100959E-03 O. O.
30. O. O. O. O. 0122683E-03 O. O.
31. \J. O. O. O. • 85699'+E-0'+ O. O.
3~. O. O. ~. O. .132602E-03 O. O.
31. O. O. o. O. .3&8051::-04 O. O.
3'+ G. O. O. O. .924'+1\9E-04 O. O.
35. J. O. J. O. ,f\4502T::-04 O. O.
56 J. O. a. a. .1IIEO&&E-03 O. Q.
37 u. O. O. O. .5970:!9E-04 O. O.
3~. O. C. O. O. 0105369E-03 O. O.
,H o. C. O. O. .674337E-04 O. C.
4, U. O. O. O. .974'+,)6E-0'+ O. O.
41 O. O. O. O. .18,+20H-03 O. O."<. 'J. o. O. O. 015200iE-03 O. O.



TABLE 6.8 (CONTINUED)

Ef EFY E~ EFR EP EfP £FE
2 II "::~~~~:~i:~i" '::~~~~A~;:5~"'::i~~~~ii:5i"'::~~~~~~~:5J"'5:"""·······5:·············::i~~~;;i:~
3 .12114,-5l-Jc .5559710--03 .932428£-02 .254643£-02 -.374620£-02 -.230794f-03 -.4G'Jy7'H-u
.. .~2?OU2L-G2 .2U155'E-Q4 -.165190£-02 -.374576£-03 -.46&309£-03 .10454&£-03 .216""5f-J
5 -.2~4c59f-03 -.5110~21l-05 .5811800f-04 .101060E-04' .231~42E-03 -.636354E-05 • 11~lq3l-J
6 -.311F,b~7t-05 .2R0567t-06 .781000£-05 .202300E-05 O. -.291144E-0& -.3:~1)'V-lJ
7 .2310,-0[-05 .2dl178f-07 -.1051GOl-C5 -.234000E-06 O. .E-F.1630E-07 L.
':l -.152~?4E-Of- -.21127116,-07 .200000£-(7 .300000£-011 O. O. O.
Y IJ. O. .100000l-07 .100000E-08 O. O. O.
L .H1:;"Yf-[7 O. -olO,JOOOE-OIl -.100000E-0~ O. O. O.
11 U. O. a. rJ. O. O. Q.
1. u. G. O. o. O. o. O.
1 L. C. J. O. O. Q. J.

uV' un UR, UFR liP UFP liFE
·····:5q3~:jl:j~···::ii&280E:02···::ij;245E:oi···::j43?~6E:oi···o:·············o:········· .... ::iR2e67E:~Z

.651235[-03 .1711407[-02 .990313E-02 .186196E-01 -.444019£-02 -.224981£-02 -.1113396[-02

.289373[-03 -.191694l-03 .541519£-02 .5&3420£-02 -.12~860E-02 -.108312E-02 -.Z44~'5f-C3

.442778(-04 -.439155[-03 .200553E-02 .~6753~E-03 -.542773£-04 -.34951&E-03 .179043£-03
-.24u857E-04 -,321094l-03 .402509E-03 -.757355£-03 .202942E-03 -.~36521[-04 .17782Yf-~3
-.2&Z8L9E-U4 -.137435E-03 -.980890E-04 -.&41182E-03 .15[877£-03 .3534&2£-04 .~40746[-04
-. 144812E-04 -.37477~£-04 -.149622E-03 -.318306E-03 .7427&3£-04 .339263E-04 .3J&79&[-04
-.538400[-05 -.226950£-0& -.895890£-04 -,10&380E-03 .234626E-04 .176648E-04 .62C235l-GS
-.106212[-05 .699795£-05 -.359470E-04 -.153040E-04 .2&4109E-05 .624908[-05 -.Z072"~£-uS

.25&571l-06 .S12461£-05 -.867000E-05 .959500[-05 -.26106&E-05 .110844[-05 -.2722Y3£-05

.4lJ2049l-uo .241722[-05 .702000E-0& .995000£-05 -.240708£-05 -.389276E-06 -.1560911-05

.255n4E-Of, .717836[-06 .219700E-05 .535900[-05 -0125356E-05 -.49~830E-06 -.6(;7J53f-orJ

01085 ... 0l-06 .325710[-07 0145900£-05 .195600=:-05 -.430798£-Of: -.299730E-06 -.151564[.-(0&
.360IH6E-07 -.974040£-07 .632000E-06 .377000E-06 -.644502£-07 -o106570E-06 .2164J2l-07

O. -.965b43[-07 .175000£-06 -.106000[-06 .214335£-07 -.212287£-07 .433614r-l7
G. -.323S55E-07 .400000E-08 -.151000E-06 .2136117E-07 .211522£-07 .216248l-J7
U. O. -.310000E-07 -.890000E-07 .212840E-07 O. .216331£-C7
O. O. -.230000[-07 -.350000E-07 .211Q66E-07 .209[44£-07 V.
O. O. -.110000£-07 -.800000E-08 O. O. a.
o. O. -,300000E-08 .100000£-08 O. O. O.
O. O. o. .300000::-08 O. O. O.
J. O. O. .10000010-0'\ O. O. a.
o. O. .100000E-08 O. O. O. u.
o. O. O. o. O. O. o.

)

j..
5
6
7
8
~

10 •
it
1 ~ •
1 I •
14
15
10 •
11 •
111 •
1 9 •
2 J

21
22
2.1
24 •
25



TABLE 6.9

THE PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES DUE TO A THIPORARY INCREASE OF 10% OF FOREIGN

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

- G1
- ,"4
- lJ ~
- 0.3
- 04
- Q...
- JI,
- G"
- u~

- G5
-[5
- lJ b
- ~h
- Of:
- On
- 07
- 07

ry FFY FR FfR Fp FFP ~FE

.... ::i3~504[:oi" '::i65449~:~i"'::29355&~:oi"'::i75007£:oi'··0:·············0:············· ::jC:C26
-o1365'j3E"-C2 -.3~0403c-02 .212400E-Ol .159371E-Ol .46161/1(-02 -.744731[-03 -.55610;;::
-.4~5806f-03 .4~57b5~-O! .10759~E-02 .355261[-03 -.107439E-02 -.312112E-03 -.37&5:4
-.2'Hl<:OL-03 -01642'39[-0:: .213762[-U2 0152773E-02 -01746'>6E-03 -.17243&[-03 -0140941
-ol4gH3~-C,' -.22501f;[-04 .851312(1[-[3 .579197E-03 -0181942E-0~ -.869.32/1[-01+ -.8NJ'l7
-.753422l-u 4 -.C:'8-H6r.-04 .1+85040(-('3 0334383[-03 -.13SU5[-03 -.449831t.-04 -.41dCZ
-.3I3S1<~H-G" -.174583f-05 .245320[-03 .1&8094E-01 -.'H7439E-01, -.231096E-04 -.<:12233
-o.ltlc81J7E.-04 -.521l137E-05 0125270[-03 .1l80620E-04 -.563090E-04 -0119024E-04 -olO~7'l5
-.~523·7l-05 -.271~25E-05 .663890[-04 .45551('(-04 -.169837(-03 -.613281E-05 -.553745
-.536~~9l-05 -o142267c.-05 .344680t.-04 .236530E-04 -.501)780(-04 -.318';39E-05 -.2939;:"
-.270.351E-05 -.73':l~671-06 0171l78aE-04 0122,,80E-04 -dt::'177E-0~ -.163968[-05 -.1r,031~
-014 .. 97Ul-05 -.3~oTHE-06 .927600[-05 .6~6600E-05 -.2110g2(-OJ -.831\1&5E-06 -.79U5:'8
- • 77 I) e ; 5 f - 0 ( - • 1 'HI 0 .. 5 E - 0 Eo • 48 U 0 0[ - 0 5 • 3 .~ 0 (' 0 a( - 0 :; - • 7 3 ~ 3 ;: 4E- 04 - • It It 950 8E- 0 6 - • :, 1 Gb G1\
-,J53437t-06 -0112426[_-06 .249600[-05 .1714~OE-05 -.E23142(-04 -.234635E-06 -.223YJ9
-.lij~17SL-06 -.5b255J~_-U7 0129000E-05 .888000E-06 -.209404E-03 -.l0620JE-06 -. La",
-.0786(,7,-07 -.2~OO"Ol-0; .672000[-06 .461000[-06 -.92857H-01t -.634531£-07 -.t75371
J. C. .349000(-06 .239000[-06 -.13~515E-OJ -.210771(-07 -.227~,'1
G. C. 0181000E-06 0124000£:-06 -019461\7E-03 O. -.22f+44.-u?
G. O. .g .. 0000[-07. 640000E-07 -0134619E-03 O. O.
O. O. .490000E-07 .340000E-07 -.144619(-03 O. O.
O. O. .260000[-07 0170000E-07 -.185861(-03 O. O.
O. O. 0130000(-07 .900000E-08 -.197585E-0'" O. O.
O. O. .700000E-08 .400000E-05 -.11ltlillE-03 O. O.
o. O. 0300000[-08 .200000(-08 -016EOIl6E-03 -.2051199[-07 C.
O. O. .200000[-1:8 .!GoeOOE-OII -.150444E-03 O. O.
C. C. 0100000E-01I .100000(-08 -.111,951E-03 O. O.
O. O. o. g. -.241820E-04 O. O.
L'. O. O. 0. -.176170(-03 O. C•
O. Go O. O. -.177655E-03 O. O•
o. O. O. O. -.484932E-01, O. b.
O. O. o. o. -.42e405E-04 O. o.
o. o. O. O. -.13651\4[-03 O. O•
c. U. O. o. -.909441E-OS O. O.
v. U. O. O. -.480743E-04 O. G.
C. O. O. O. -.563951(-04 O. O.
c. O. O. O. -.737947E-04 O. O.
G. U. O. O. -.1573:'4E-03 O. O•
IJ. O. O. O. -.71141146E-04 O. O.
lJ. O. O. O. -.-'22129E-04 O. u.

O. O. O. -.17:'452E-03 O. O.

'-c
23
24
2 ~

2l
U
2 -1
2 ') •
.3 _
.3 ~

3/
3' •
.3 ~ •
3 -;
3 .....) •
J 1 •
J'l •
.3 -3 •

,- ,

2 ~

l··
1 <,
1 i,
1 /
1 "'
~ j



TABLE 6.9 (CONTINUED)

GY GFY GP GFR GP r.Fp Gr!o

·····:52695jl:oi····:i83552E:ai····:4i92~6[:oi ··~~:3659g2E:oi···o:·············O:·············::li67~OE:Ol
-.578893[-Jl -.747312E-02 -.718620[-01 -.626733E-Ol .563121E-02 .507737E-03 -.143844~-02

.214522[-01 .207489[-02 .294659E-Ol .255046E-Ol -.222022E-02 .103716E-02 .9433~'+E-03
-.13190~~-01 -.1~4118[-02 -.146160l-01 -.128067E-Ol .122928E-02 .1062897:-03 -.183730[-U3
.~31910E-02 .1210691[-03 .521307[-02 .446433E-02 -.349201E-03 .4A5674E-03 .253841[-03

-.306854E-02 -.5b5111E-03 -.321286£-02 -.284699E-02 .293512[-03 .305480E-03 .177378[-04
.16eG41[-03 -.133917[-03 .729286E-03 .595110E-03 -.236322E-04 .250868E-03 .8Y2531[-04

-.1006135[-02 -.230507£-03 -.8310491E-03 -.755197E-03 .879575E-04 .175651[-03 .332284(-04
-.243777(-03 -.114236~-03 -.164950E-(4 -.363100E-04 .193429E-04 .135062E-03 .395607[-04
-.397190[-03 -.110469[-03 -.260132E-03 -.260095E-03 .348336E-04 .984267E-04 .231Z42E-04
-.209835[-03 -.718734E-04 -.916670E-04 -.920300~-04 .170972:-04 .741319E-04 .201642[-04
-.191j956[-03 -.586638E-04 -.120550E-03 -.114058E-03 .16[927[-04 .548393E-04 .138159[-04
-.128156:-03 -.418151E-~4 -.673220E-04 -.654440E-04 .107104[-04 .410065E-04 .1lJ81R3[-U4
-.103132E-03 -.321209E-04 -.604570E-04 -.577~90E-04 .877915E-05 .304886E-04 .7831S9l-05
-.705699~-04 -.235221E-04 -.408000~-04 -.3Q3440E-04 .622762E-05 .227427E-04 .592908[-05
-.~38948[-04 -.177951E-01o -.324860E-04 -.311420E-04 .47~601E-05 .169286E-04 .439053E-05
-.J901q4~-04 -.131323E-04 -.23~480E-04 -.2255~OE-04 .352019E-05 .125995E-04 .33011~E-05
-.293390£-04 -.983507E-05 -.179250£-04 -.172070E-04 .265400E-05 .939914~-D5 .24bh79E-05
-.~10551l-04 -.728431£-05 -.132460E-C~ -.127310E-04 .199012E-05 .699697E-05 .1823~8E-05
-.152546E-04 -.542221E-05 -.998600E-05 -.959100E-05 .147070E-05 .522372E-05 .137345l-05
-.109715[-04 -.399514E-05 -.744000E-05 -.714800E-05 .110700E-05 .389690E-05 .1034Ql[-05
-.818~11[-05 -.296049[-05 -.558200E-05 -.536200E-05 • 807863E-06 .2~9124E-05 .759411E-06
-.576783E-05 -.220175£-05 -.417000£-05 -.400700E-05 .615165E-06 .218138E-05 .589279E-06
-.4325~7E-05 -.164020[-05 -.312300E-05 -.300000E-05 .465174E-06 .161986E-05 .419'+16l-06
-.311j504l-05 -.123442E-05 -.233600E-05 -.22~000E-05 .338225E-06 .120478E-05 .3141~5£-L6
-.240629l-05 -.941603E-06 -.174800E-05 -.168000E-05 .252701E-06 .894812E-06 .229940l-06
-.176307£-05 -.635789[-06 -.130900E-05 -.125700E-05 .181452E-06 .668128E-06 .187942E-06
-.128430E-05 -.508331E-06 -.980000E-06 -.940000E-06 .147163[-06 .504008[-06 .125439[-06
-.9&76~4[-06 -.376780£-06 -.733000E-06 -.700000E-06 .125720E-06 .361148E-06 • 10~661E-06
-.721092[-06 -.292871£-0& -.5~8000E-06 -.520000E-06 .634414E-07 .279498E-06 .627912[-07
-.5337~0[-06 -.214058E-06 -.410000[-06 -.394000E-06 .623715E-07 .196611E-06 .4196R3[-07
-.4361~4E-06 -.160202E-0& -.310000E-06 -.300000E-06 .415656E-07 .136391E-06 .420541E-07
-.342344£-06 -.134416£-06 -.230000£-06 -.220000E-06 .414466E-07 .118076E-06 .420868[-07
-.241563£-06 -.816442E-07 -.170000E-06 -.170000E-06 .20[830E-07 .763476E-07 .'1vOZOE-07
-.162720£-06 -.545862E-07 -.129000E-06 -.130000E-06 .206017E-07 .584918£-07 .209&87E-07
-.1813Q4l-0& -.271700E-07 -.960000E-07 -.900000E-07 .205785E-07 .562183E-07 O.
-.123841E-0& -.546200£-07 -.720000E-07 -.600000E-07 .205427E-07 .386495E-07 .20~055E-07
-.&31357[-07 -.275984E-07 -.540000[-07 -.500000E-07 .204855E-07 .192506E-07 O.
-.6323661:.-07 O. -.410000E-C7 -.4COOOOE-07 O. .191770£-07 O.
-.622532£-07 -.274414E-07 -.300000E-07 -.300000E-07 .204138E-07 .191029E-07 O.
O. O. -.230000E-07 -.200000E-07 O. .190268E-07 O.

,
3
'+
5
6
7
~

9
10 •
11 •
12 •
1? •
1 ..
15 •
10 •
17 •
1 ~ •
19
20
21 •g.
24 •
25 •
26 •
27 •
~Ij

2 -3 •
3 lJ •
31
32
J 3 •
3 ~ •
3') •
36 •
3T
B
39
'+0
'+1
102



TABLE 6.9 (CONTINUED)

• L •

JY JFY JR JFR JP JFP JFE.........................................................................................................
• 31&441(-01 .3251334E-01 0172413 .4~8257E-01 O. O. -.1&09:2£-02

-.121315E-Ol -.42731&E-02 -.114487 -.4&0166E-01 .662587E-02 .273532E-02 .6S8184l-lJ3
.517797l-02 .142~4g(-02 .500814[-01 .227519E-01 -.318182[-02 -.264889E-O~ -.329Z9af-03

-.246113£-02 -.608~33E-03 -.224785E-01 -.930769E-02 .1510~3E-02 .435799E-03 .13'+899[-03
.1058~7l-02 .300800(-03 .989240E-02 .440004E-02 -.446429E-03 -.645422£-04 -.636337E-u'+

-.488181E-03 -.15196~E-03 -.441963E-Q2 -.186164E-02 .396748E-03 .736075E-04 .269074E-Q4
.222904£-03 .&17809E-04 .195188E-02 .857343E-03 .866182E-04 -.201653E-04 -.123760[-04

-.101076(-03 -.29543&(-04 -.869690E-03 -.369988E-03 .110464E-0~ .130285[-04 .533116E-05
.4297&8[-04 .122684[-04 .364863£-03 .16760 6E-0 3 -.663466£ - 05 -. 1+3/t051+£-0 5 -.2411 0 OE- (5

-.191739E-04 -.56&271E-05 -.171217E-03 -.732640£-01+ .592544£-04 .238627E-OS .10&357E-05
.6433S3l-LS .248847E-05 .756650E-(4 .329330E-04 .208076£-03 -.907420£-06 -.478062[-0&

-.374094(-05 -.112&62E-05 -.337100E-04 -.144750E-04 .522297E-04 .1+51674E-06 .217262E-C6
.1624t3l-0S .,+89650E-06 0149600E-01+ .61+7300E-05 .573163E-01+ -.192602E-06 -.8c'H41f-07

-.713244£-06 -.201692E-06 -.664100E-05 -.28S700E-05 .165305E-03 .852645E-07 .4349S0E-07
.291310(-06 .660360E-07 .294&00E-05 .127300E-05 .1&8931£-03 -.425126E-07 -.21781gr-07

-.176582E-u6 -.573978E-07 -.130600E-05 -.563000E-06 .7&3563£-01+ .2117~2E-07 O.
.5606311[-07 .2B5589E-07 .580000E-0& .251000E-06 .103603E-03 O. G.

O. 0 • - • 2511 0 ODE - 0 6 - • 111 0DOE - 0 6 • 13366 6E - 0 :3 0 • • 21842 &t. - 0 7
O. O. .11~000£-06 .490000E-07 o1321~7E-0:! O. J.
O. O. -.500000E-07 -.220000E-07 .7902115E-04 O. O.
O. O. .230000E-07 .100000E-07 .625738E-04 O. O.
O. O. -.100000E-07 -./t00000E-08 .491269E-01t O. O.
O. O. .500000E-08 .• 200000E-06 .140379£-03 O. O.
O. O. -.200000E-08 -.100000E-06 .6/t3~l1E-04 O. O.
o. O. .900000E-09 O. .9991&&E-04 O. O.
O. O. O. Q. .194753E-03 O. O.
O. O. O. O. .20E126E-04 O. O.
D. o. O. O. .100959E-03 O. O.
o. O. ). O. .122663£-03 O. o.
0. O. O. O. .85&99~E-01t o. O.
O. O. O. O. .132602£-0:' O. o.
u. O. ~. O. .3&e051E-04 O. O.
o. O. O. O. .921t489E-04 O. O.
O. G. O. O. .~45027E-04 O. O.
o. o. O. O. .166066E-03 O. G.
O. O. o. O. .597039E-0~ O. O.
G. O. O. O. .105359E-03 O. O.c. o. o. O. • 6711337E-04 O. o.
0. O. o. O. .974496E-04 o. O.
~. O. o. O. .184201[-03 O. O.
o. O. J. Q. .152001E-03 O. D•

,
:3
'+
?
:,
7
~
3
L
11 •
l:: •
13 •
14 •
15
1".>
17 •
18 •
1 ~ •
2 J
21 •
22 •
23
2~
2:; •
2&
27
2 ~

23
3 lJ •
It.
L
3"\ •
3 ~ •
35
36
37 •
3 i
3 ~ •
4.J
" J



TABLE 6.9 (CONTINUED)

EY' EF'f tR UP £P fFP £FE.........................................................................................................., .386020£-1,1 -.2218'33£-02 • 3147'37£-01 -.7&43'38£-01 o• o• -.111;6L 4f -01

3 -.5078'32E-01 .1D3861+E-02 .531+36&£-01 • P2078£-01 -.210723:-02 -.248266£-02 -.1553f-6L- 02
4 .13062.6l-01 .154871[-03 -.52355H-02 -.11281+7£-02 -.20g83'3£-02 .3110263£ -0 ~ .2228-Jll-]4

5 -.643503t.-03 -.20107 'l£ - 04 .732000£-05 -.1110'30£-04 .231&42r-03 - • 110302£ - 01+ .Y9d31H-05

6 -.51779'3£-04 .3927'34£-06 • 367300E-01+ • '333700£- 0 5 G• -.1'37082t-05 -.'~ .. 3 II 2 7( - I) 6
7 .8782Z3E-J5 0112471£-06 -.307600E-05 -. 61+500QE-0 6 O. .22251+"Jr-06 O.

8 -.292'314£.-06 -.282786£-07 -.500000E-07 -.200000£-07 O. O. O.

l -.3Y014n-07 O. 0300000£-07 • 600000£-011 o• O• O.

10 .117349[-07 O. -.200000£-08 -.100000E-01l O. o. O.

11 O. o• O. O. O. O. O.

1 ;: O. O. ] . O. O. O. O.

1 .3 O. o• O. O. O. O. O.

1 '. O. O. J. O. O. O. o.

U'f un lJR UFR UP UFp UFE.........................................................................................................
-.31243'3£-01 .850848[-03 -.221540£-01 -.2'37752£-01 O. O. -.5644:'5£-03
.~158c9[-04 -.168'381£-02 .486669£-02 -.840186£-03 .371551£-03 -.7'37566E-03 .766692l-03

-.107658£-03 -.32'3304t-03 .561765£-03 -.297270E-02 .773586£-03 -.337442£-05 .569090[-03
-.839042E-04 -o35783'3E-03 -.539470£-03 -.1'3'3583£-02 .48728!E-03 .1509711£-03 .2622U,l-c3
-.4045H2f-01+ -.730008E-04 -.501254[-03 -.871013E-03 .202875:-03 .10'3394E-Q~ ./1072C5l-Q4
-.129215~-04 .160336l-04 -.259083£-03 -.244128£-03 .527510£-01+ .499084£-04 .7J7712l-U5
-.15.3Y77f-05 .2611151£-04 -.906080£-01+ -.775200E-05 -.'301+463E-06 .150374£-04 -o103145f-Gl4

.143R19E-05 .15691'3l-04 -.153750£-01+ .41'3000~-04 -.107'385£-04 .125392E-05 -.894444f-05

.131324l-05 .6Z'3I+'36l-05 .647300E-05 .31'3470E-04 -.763'351[-05 -.1'38634£-05 -.449422l-05

.6964C8E-06 .156941£-05 .761500£-05 .150480[-04 -.343737E-05 -.167353E-05 -.1524~I+E-OS

.219299l-06 -.979~52E-07 .43]000E-05 .471100E-05 -.101'321£-05 -.621805E-06 -.2311473t-Ob
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This chapter draws together the major

conclusions of the study and discusses some of the

implications of these conclusions for future research.

The sUbjects addressed in the study have been the

P.P.P. theory of exchange rates, the development of a

particular theoretical model, some empirical considera

tions, the estimation of the model, and some simulation

experiments based on it.

P.P.P. as a theory of exchange rates has been

used extensively. Models developed to explain P.P.P.

are numerous. An attempt was made to combine the

recent literature on effective exchange rates with the

P.P.P. computations, since effective exchange rates,

though not determined by market forces, were more

realistic for our purposes than actual bilateral rates.

P.P.P. was derived as an a priori restriction of

the reduced form parameters of a two-country model.

Large country models of the asset approach to exchange

rate determination have not been used by researchers and

there is no other empirical work in this area.
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The model is intended to be able to explain

the volatility of exchange rates and the proposition

that price and money supply differentials are

reflected in the exchange rate. The model has been

applied to five major OECD countries -- France, Germany,

Japan, the UK and the US. The phenomenon of" overshooting"

is of particular interest but was not imposed as a

necessary feature of the model. The model has the

advantage of examining not only the effects of exogenous

nominal shocks, but also real shocks, such as an

unanticipated increase in government spending. It can

also handle shocks to foreign variables (nominal or real),

which are equally important in a large country setting.

For each country, the rest of the world was

treated as a single aggregate. Aggregation was performed

using trade weights. The countries that enter the

foreign aggregate were the major trade partners of the

domestic country.

The price index used was the implicit GDP

deflator, except for the UK and the US, for which the

consumer price index was used.

Expected variables were treated with

McCallum's instrumental approach. The lag structure

and the predetermined variables used to explain the
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expected variables were determined empirically.

The estimation results were satisfactory.

The signs of the coefficients were as expected, except

for few variables for which the coefficients were not

significantly different from zero. The statistics

of the individual equations indicate that the fit of

the equations was good. The most significant variable

was found to be the money supply. It came out significant

for all countries and for most equations. Foreign money

supply, government expenditures and energy prices

improved the fit of the equations and fitted well into

the model.

Overshooting was not found to be the case,

except for France. Overshooting was found to occur in

France in response to a disturbance in the foreign

money supply.

The restrictions implied by P.P.P. were

tested by fitting the model with and without them and

applying a likelihood-ratio test. On this basis,

the restrictions were rejected. Model builders using

P.P.P. as a basic relationship in their models should

be aware that P.P.P. does not seem to hold during the

floating exchange rate period of the 1970s and early

1980s.
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Previous models have used the assumption

that both domestic and foreign variables have

coefficients with the same numerical values but opposite

signs. The restrictions implied by this assumption

were also tested using a log-likelihood ratio test, and

again the restrictions were rejected. Such restrictions

have been used in previous studies because of problems

of multicollinearity. However, it was still possible in

the present study to derive meaningful results, even

without the restrictions.

Simulations were carried out with the estimated

model. Since the model was not designed for forecasting

purposes, the simulations were performed over the esti

mation period. We were able to show that the model

tracked the data quite well for all countries.

Statistics calculated for the historical

simulation indicate that the best fits were achieved

for the price variables and the worst ones for the

interest rate variables. It was argued that interest

rates had the poorest fits because there was continuing

intervention by the central banks of the major countries.

The treatment of interest rates as purely endogenous

variables should therefore be questioned. It might be
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more appropriate to model the behaviour of interest

rates as a result of government policies. The results

of the historical interest rate simulations imply that

if lags were to be built into the interest rate equations,

their fit might improve. The maintained hypothesis of

interest rate parity should also be questioned. Neverthe

less, the statistics for the historical simulation relating

to interest rates are satisfactory.

Some simulation experiments were performed

to examine the speeds of adjustment and the dynamic

patterns of some of the variables. There was no

indication of overshooting in any period after an

initial shock, except for France. Most variables

reacted as expected to various shocks.

There are many possibilities for extending the

model. Two-country models are not widespread in the

literature of the asset approach to exchange rate

determination. Nevertheless, one might extend even

further the model to a multicountry world. A three

country model is of particular interest for European

countries or countries that participate in custom unions.

The countries that participate in a union usually have

fixed exchange rates among themselves, but flexible

ones with regard to the rest of the world. Thus, a
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three-country model in which one exchange rate is

fixed and another flexible is a promising subject for

future research.

Given the recent literature of rational

expectations, the treatment of expectations within the

model could be developed further. The feasibility of

this in empirical work depends, of course, on the

facilities available and the computational difficulties.

The latter can be formidable when the rational expectation

restrictions are imposed. Proxies for the expected

variables were constructed in the present study, but an

extension of the model to allow for fully endogenous

expectations might give a better representation of the

economy. Regarding the simulation experiments, one would

be better able to distinguish between unanticipated and

anticipated shocks. Some policy reaction functions for

the exogenous variables would also allow a richer menu

of simulation experiments and would add more realism to

the model.

An attempt was made in chapter 5 to justify

the failure of the P.P.P. theory by the use of the

concept of "news". It seems that the role of "news"

might be a particularly fruitful extension for exchange

rate determination models now that the majority of the
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profession accepts the proposition that exchange

rates are determined in the dsset markets.

The predictive performance of the P.P.P.

theory was examined by using the notion of real

exchange rate. The proportionate deviation of the real

exchange rate from unity is the proportionate fore-

casting error of P.P.P. The fluctuations of the exchange

rates were explained with the variation of relative

national price indices. It was found that exchange rate

changes were not matched by national price mcvements.

If a relevant yardstick to judge the excessive

fluctuations of an exchange rate is the variation of

national price levels, then indeed exchange rates may

have fluctuated excessively. But this is a narrow

interpretation of the P.P.P. theory. The asset market

approach suggests that a better yardstick would be the

variation of other asset prices(such as stock market

indices, which are indeed volatile) rather than,
commodity prices.

With this interpretation, it seems that

intervention in the foreign exchange market which

ensures that exchange rates conform to purchasing power

parities would be a mistaken course of policy. Govern-

ment policy can, however, make a positive contribution

to reducing costly and unnecessary variation of exchange

rates by adopting more stable and predictable patterns

of policy.
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